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MAYAN CALENDAR SYSTEMS. II

By Cyrus Thomas

PREFATORY NOTE

When the paper entitled Mayan Calendar Systems, published in

the Nineteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnol-

ogy, was written, the parts of Maudslay’s work‘d relating to the ruins

at Quirigua had not been received, and hence these important ruins

could not then be considered, except so far as they were referred to

by Goodman.* As these parts of Maudslay’s work are now at hand,

it is my purpose to supplement my previous paj^er by some notes on

the inscriptions at Quirigua, and to discuss ijoints omitted or but

lightly touched in it. One of the i^oints but bj'iefly noticed is the

value of the different face numerals. As was stated, tlie determina-

tion of the value of these symbols necessitated a careful comiiarison

of the series of the various inscriptions in which they are used,

especially the initial series. This examination has been made, and

the results are now given.

INITIAL SERIES OF MAY^AN INSCRIPTIONS

The first inscription to which attention is called is that on the west

side of Stela F. This is shown in the photograph (jilate xxxix) and
the drawing (plate xl) in part 12 of Maudslay’s Archaeology, volume

2, and in our plate LXXI. In regard to it Mr Goodman remarks as

follows

:

Initial date: 54-9-14-13-4x17—13 Caban-5 Kayab. The period numbers here

are expressed by face numerals. Following this date are fifteen indeterminable

glyphs. They do not include the usual initial directive series, but they probably

serve the same or a similar purjKJse, for we can distinguish a number of jjeriod

symbols with accompanying numerals, thoiigh unable to determine their meaning
here. Then comes a reckoning which reads, reversing the order of periods for

convenience, as I shall do in all cases when necessary: 13-9X9, from 13 Caban-5
Kayab, the initial date, to 6 Cimi-4 Tzec.

The first, or initial, time series, 54-9-14:-13-4-17, 12 Caban 5 Kaj’ab,

is, as has been explained in my preceding paiier, to be interpreted as

oMaudslay, A. P. Biologia Centrali-Americana: Archeology. London, 1889-1902.

6Goodman, J. T. Archaic Maya inscriptions (appendix to the preceding). London, 1897.
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204 MAYAN CALENDAR SYSTEMS [ETH. ANN. 22

follows: Fifty-fourth great cycle, 9 cycles, 14 katuns, 13 ahaus, 4

chuens, and 17 days, to 12 Caban 5 Kayab, counting forward from 4

Ahau 8 Cumhu, the first day of the fifty-fourth great cycle, as Good-
man has numbered these supposed time periods.

It is proper, however, to mention at the outset that the terms “great

cycle,” “cycle,” “katun,” “ahau,” and “chuen” are used merely for

convenience in comparisons with Goodman’s renderings, and that I do

not accept them as appropriate, or in any way adopt his theory that

they denote real time periods, because I believe them to be nothing

more than the orders of units in Mayan numeration; nor must it be

understood that I accept his theory of a separate Mayan chronologic

system. As the application of these terms has been fully explained

in my previous paper, it is only necessary to restate here their numer-
ical value

:

1 chuen 20 days (1X20)
1 ahau 360 days (18X20)
•1 katun 7, 200 days (18X20X20)
1 cycle 144,000 days (18X20X20X20)

The great cycle as given by Goodman equals 1,872,000 days or 18 x
20x20x20x13, but should, as I shall endeavor to show, be counted

as equal to 2,888,000 days, or 18x20x20x20x20. The number 54

standing in the great-cycle place in the above series (54-9-14-13-4-17)

is to be considered as having no numerical value
;

it is not to be read

“54 great cycles,” but “the fifty-fourth great cycle” (according

to Goodman’s method of numbering these supposed time periods),

while the other numerals, 9, 14, etc., are to be used as true numbers

—

that is, 9 cycles, 14 katuns, 13 ahaus, 4 chuens, 17 days—the 54 being

entirely omitted from the calculation. The sum of the series will

therefore be as follows, the day being the unit

:

9 cycles (each 144,000) 1,296,000 days (9X20X20X20X18)
14 katuns (each 7, 200) 100, 800 days (14X20X20X18)
13 ahaus (each 360) 4,680 days (13X20X18)
4 chuens (each 20) 80 days (4X20)
17 days 17 days

Sum of the series 1,401,577 days

After the initial series the next number-series (reversed), 13-9-9, or

13 ahaus, 9 chuens, and 9 days, is found in the compound glyph num-
bered 16 in Maudslay’s drawing, the numbering of which has been

retained in our plate Lxxi. The date which follows—6 Cimi 4 Tzec

—

is found in the right-hand portion of glyph 18 and the left-hand

portion of glyph 19.

As all the numbers of the initial series, including that attached to

the month and day forming the terminal date, are face characters,

and are considerably worn and dim, the question arises. How did

Goodman ascertain their number value?

Although some of these characters are so dim and imperfect that
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their details can not be traced with certainty, I will overlook this for

the present and will try to get the data necessary to determine their

value.

Let us suppose at first that the number value of no one of them has

been ascertained. The first step will be to count back from the date

following the next numeral series, in which the numbers are of the

ordinary type. Although the sjunbol interpreted Tzec is too much
worn to be determined from the photograph, I accept the drawing,

which seems to indicate this month, as the artist had an oiiportunity

of inspecting the cast. The date will therefore be G Cimi 4 Tzec. The
preceding number series is 13-9-9, or 13 ahaus, 9 chuens, 9 days, and

equals 4,869* days. By counting back from G Cimi 4 Tzec (year 1

Akbal) we reach 12 Caban 5 Kayab (year 13 Ben), the concluding

date of the initial series as given by Goodman. This, if the month
symbol of the second date has been correctly interpreted Tzec, gives us

the value of the number symbols attached to the first date, 12 Caban
5 Kayab (glyphs 6 and 7, plate LXXl). Although these glyphs, as

seen in the photograph, are scarcely distinct enough to be used in

comiiarison, they are more clearly shown in the drawing, and jireseut

some characteristics which will assist us, especially that one (glj'ph

7) denoting 5, attached to the month symbol, where the superfix is a

form of the oi’dinary ahau symbol. As neither of these is repeated

in the initial series, they aiford us no aid in determining other face

numei’als of the series.

It may be well, before proceeding farther with our examination of

the series, to ascertain what data are necessary to determine the num-
bers of the time periods in an initial series, and this can best be done
by examples. Here we have, supiiosedly, as the initial date, 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu (year 8 Ben), the first day of Goodman’s fifty-fourth great

cycle; and 12 Caban 5 Kayab is the concluding date of the series.

That these two items are not sufficient to determine the intermediate

time periods will be admitted without question.

Let us suppose, as a means of further test, that the numbers of

chuens and days, “4 chuens 17 daj^s,” given by Goodman, are correct.

That 9 cycles, 14 katuns, 13 ahaus, 4 chuens, and 17 days, when counted
forward from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, will bring us to 12 Caban 5 Kayab,
as is maintained by Goodman, is true, as may easily be seen by mak-
ing the calculation.

Days
9 cycles 1,296,000

14 katuns 100.800
13 ahaus 4,680

4 chuens 80

17 days 17

Total j 1,401, .677

Subtract 73 calendar rounds 1,385, 540

Remainder 16, 037
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Subtracting from this remainder the 17 days which remain in the

year 8 Ben, after 4 Ahaxi 8 Cumhu, and dividing the I’emainder by
365, we obtain 43 years 16 months and 5 days. Counting forward
this length of time (in the manner explained in my previous paper)

from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, year 8 Ben, brings us to 12 Caban 5 Kayab,
year 13 Ben.®

The “calendar round” is, as has been explained in mj^ pi’evious

paper, the term Goodman applies to the 52-year cycle, at the end of

which period, counting from any point, the same date as that from
which we count returns. The casting out of these calendar rounds,

each of which amounts to 18,980 days, does not aifect the result, as

counting the remainder from the initial to the terminal date will give

preciselj^ the same result as counting the entire sum of the series

—

except that to determine the lapse of time, the number of years

covered by the calendar rounds cast out must be added. For example,

in case of the above-mentioned series, as 73 calendar rounds were cast

out, 73x52 years must be added to the result obtained by dividing

the remainder by 365, in order to ascertain the real lapse of time from

the initial to the terminal date.

Having the date 12 Caban 5 Kayab and (supposed) the 4 chuens

(or months) and 17 days, we turn to my condensed calendar or to

Goodman’s “Archaic Annual Calendar,” and search through the

tables of years until we find the year in which 12 Caban is the 5th

day of the month Kayab. This in Goodman’s tables is found to be

the 51st year, or, in my table, the year 13 Ben. Counting back on

the table of this year 4 months and 17 days, we reach 6 Ahau, the 8th

day of the month Ceh, which, according to Goodman’s scheme, will be

the first day of an ahau. Turning now to Goodman’s “Archaic

Chronological Calendar” and to his 54th great cycle, we hunt for the

place where 6 Ahau is the 8th day of the month Ceh. We find this

in the 9th cycle, 14th katun, and looking at the column at the left

margin we ascertain that it is the 13th ahau, which agrees exactly

with the initial series as given above (54-9-14-13-4-17).

This seems to be confirmatory; however, before accepting it as con-

clusive let ITS examine a little further. Without any change, or sup-

posed change, from the date and numbers of chuens and days used

in the preceding calculation, we look farther in Goodman’s “Archaic

Chronological Calendar ” to see if 6 Ahau 8 Ceh ean be found else-

where, confining our examination to his 54th great cycle. W e do find

it in the 13th cycle, 4th katun, 17th ahau, which gives the series

54-13-4-17-4-17.

Remembering that the 13th cycle, according to his scheme, is the

first cycle of his great cycle, and must, therefore, be omitted from the

calculation, and counting forward 4 katuns, 17 ahaus, 4 chuens, and

17 days from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the first day of the great cycle, we

For condensed calendar and table of years see the end of this paper.
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reach 12 Caban 5 Kayab, the required date, as with the preceding

series. Looking farther we find 6 Ahau 8 Cell in the 2d cycle, 12th

katnn, 6th ahau, giving the series 54-2-12-6-4—17, which also carries

us to the proper date (12 Caban 5 Kayab). The date 6 Ahau 8 Cell

is also found in the 4th cycle, 19th katnn, 15th ahau, and other places

in the 54th great cycle, each of which gives the proper result. But

this is not all, as we also find 6 Ahau 8 Cell in the 53d great cycle in

the 1st cycle, 7th katnn, and 12th ahau, giving the series 53-1-7-12-

4-17, which, counted from 4 Ahau 8 Zotz, the first day of the 53d

great cycle, brings us to 12 Caban 5 Kayab, the required date. Other

series which will give the proper result might be noted, but these will

suffice to show that the initial and terminal dates and the chuens and

days do not afford sufficient data by which to determine the series.

It is necessary, therefore, to know the numbers attached to one or

more of the other time periods of the series, and these must be ascer-

tained in eveiy instance by inspection and by a previously obtained

knowledge of the value of one or more of the face numerals.

Referring again to the initial series under consideration—54-9-14-

13-4—17, 12 Caban 5 Kayab—and holding to our assumption that the

number of the chuens and days is correct, the date being satisfac-

torily determined, we proceed to learn what additional data are neces-

sary to determine the series.

If inspection and a knowledge of the face numbers prove the one

attached to the cycle in this instance to be 9, then the series as given

above is the only one that will agree with the data, and we are thus

enabled to determine the value of the face numerals attached to the

katun and ahau symbols
;
and should that giving the number of da.ys

be imperfect or obliterated, it would still be possible to determine the

series, as the date with the other items mentioned (number of chuens

and cycles) is always sufficient to fix the other numbers in the series.

If the number attached to the chuens be unknown, then the series

could not be determined with the other data mentioned.

Suppose the number (9 in this case) attached to the cycle symbol
to be imperfect or unknown, but that attached to the katun (14 in

this instance) to be known, the series given above is the only one that

will agree with the data. If tlie numbers attached to the cycle and
katun be indeterminable, but that attached to the ahau symbol (13 in

this instance) be known, the series can still be determijied, and will

be as given. It is apparent, therefore, that, witli the initial and ter-

minal dates and chuens and days known, the number attaclied to one

of the other elements in the series is necessary in ordei’ to determine

the series. It is also demonstrable that with these data the series

can be at once determined by Goodman’s tables, tliough this, as I

shall show, does not prove that his theory of the Mayan time sj'stem

or his method of numbering the cycles or great cycles is correct.
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Continuing our investigation of the data neeessarj^ to determine the

series, still referring to the one under consideration, we will next sup-

pose that the number of chuens can not be determined by .inspection.

The terminal date being given—12 Caban 5 Kayab (which falls in

a Ben year)—it is readily seen, by reference to Goodman’s “Archaic
Annual Calendar,” 51st year, or to my condensed calendar, that it

requires 17 days, counting back, to reach an Ahau which falls on the

8th day of the month (Goodman begins the count with 20 Eb, but this

gives Ben as the 1st day of the month, and the result is the same),

hence the Ahau to be used depends on the number of chuens—if 0

chuens 17 days, it will be—as seen by the table referred to—8 Ahau
8 Pax; if 1 chuen 17 days, th>. n 1 Ahau 8 Muan; if 2-17, then 7 Ahau
8 Kankiii

;
if 3-17, then 13 Ahau 8 Mac; if 4-17, then 6 Ahau 8 Ceh;

if 5-17, then 12 Ahau 8 Zac; if 6-17, then 5 Ahau 8 Yax; if 7-17, then

11 Ahau 8 Chen; if 8-17, then 4 Ahau 8 Mol; if 9-17, then 10 Ahau 8

Yaxkin; if 10-17, then 3 Ahau 8 Xul; if 11-17, then 9 Ahau 8 Tzec;

if 12-17, then 2 Ahau 8 Zotz; if 13-17, then 8 Ahau 8 Zip; if 14-17,

then 1 Ahau 8 Uo; if 15-17, then 7 Ahau 8 Poid; if 16-17, then 9 Ahau
8 Cumhu; if 17-17, then 2 Ahau 8 Kayab. The fact that Ahau is

the 8th day of the month in each case greatly limits the range of

possibilities.

Suppose that, in addition to the terminal date, the numbers of

cycles and katuns are also known ,(9 and 14 in this instance)
;
the series

can be definitely determined, and will be as given above. If the

numbers of cycles (9) and ahaus (13) are known and the number of

katuns is unknown, the series “54-9-14-13-4-17” will give the correct

date, but there is one other—53-9-13-13-13-17—which will also give

the correct date, 12 Caban 5 Kayab. In this case the correct deter-

mination of the series depends on the initial day of the great cj^cle, to

which attention will be called farther on.

We next take the case where, in addition to the dates and the

number of days, the numbers of katuns and ahaus are known, and
the number of cycles is unknown. In the series under consideration

the number of katuns is 14, of ahaus 13. These data are sufficient to

determine the series, and in this instance the result is as given above.

The next inquiry relates to the data necessary to determine the ter-

minal date where this can not be recognized by inspection, or where

that given is erroneous. Where neither the day nor the daj'^ of the

month is known, it is necessary to have the entire numeral series

—

that is, 54-9-14-13-4-17, in the example we have been using—in order

to determine the date. If the day of the terminal date of the series

can be ascertained by inspection, then the date can be determined

without knowing the number of days; thus 54-9-14-13—4-?, ? Caban

? (month) will be sufficient to ascertain that this terminal date is 12

Caban 5 Kayab. Turning to Goodman’s “Archaic Chronologi(!al

Calendar,” 54th great cycle, 9th cycle, 14th katun, 13th ahau, we find
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6 Allan 8 Cell. Searching through his “ Archaic Annual Calendar”

we find that 0 Ahau 8 Cell occurs only in the 51st year, and that Caban
is the 5th daj" of the month in this year. Counting forward 4 months

from Ceh brings us to Kayab, where 12 Calian is the 5tli day. We
thus ascertain that 12 Caban 5 Kayab is the date sought.

If the number of days, the name of the da}’ of the terminal date,

the month, and day of the month be unknown—thus in our example

54-9-14-13-4-?, 12 (day) ? (month)—it is possible to limit the result to

one of two days, in this case to 12 Kan 12 Pax, or 12 Calian 5 Kayab.

In the first case, the number of days will be 4, and in tlie second

17. If the number of chuens and the daj and month of the date

be unknown, but the number of the day and the day of the mouth
known, the date can be determined.

There are occasional side aids which may be taken advantage of in

the investigation of the face numerals. One example which we will

notice, bearing on the series which has been under consideration

(initial series 54-9-14-13-4-17, west side Stela F, Quirigua), is as

follows: The initial series on the west side of Stela E, Quirigua (plate

LXXll), is, ordinary numerals being used throughout, and all distinct,

54-9-14-12-4-17, 12 Caban 5 Cayab. This is identical with the other

series, except that there are only 12 ahaus, while in the other there

are 13.

Although all that is positively known in regard to the first series

(so far as our present investigation has extended) is tlie initial and
terminal dates, the number of the days, and the day of the month on

which the Ahau falls, we also know that the series as given above

will agree with these items. If the 12 ahaus in the second series

given above should, in fact, be 13, there will be perfect agreement

with that on the west side of Stela F. It is evident from what has

been shown above that, with all tlie items of the series save one being

known, that item can be determined although wholly obliterated or

incorrect. Enough is given to show that, counting back 4 montlis

and 17 days from 12 Caban 5 Kayab, we reach 0 Ahau 8 Ceh. By
calculation, or by referring to Goodman’s “Ai’chaic Chronological

Calendar,” 54th great cycle, 9th cycle, and 14th katun, it is seen that

6 Ahau 8 Ceh can only be in the 13fh ahau, and is not found in the

same cycle and katun in either the 53i-d or 55th great cycle. Tlie

question as to whether Goodman’s tables cover the range of the initial

series will be considered farther on, when we haA’e investigated more
series. However, the fact that the series on the west side of Stela E,

when the number of ahaus has thus been corrected (as calculation

also shows 12 to be wrong), agrees pieciselj’ with the rendering given

of that on the west side of Stela F is not proof that this rendering is

correct, it only adds a degree of probability, supposing that Goodman
has based his determination on an examination of the face characters.

The fact maj^ be noted, also, that some two or three other inscriptions

22 ETH—04 14
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at this place, where the numerals are of the ordinary form, commence
with 9 cycles.

As the numbers in the inscription on the east side of Stela E are

all of the ordinary form, nothing in regard to the face numerals can

be learned from it.

The numbers in the initial series on the east side of Stela F (plate

Lxxiii) are all face characters, including those attached to the termi-

nal date. Goodman interprets them as follows: “54-9-16-10-18-20,

1 Allan 3 Zip. ” As will be seen by reference to my former paper, the

18 chnens 20 days are to be understood and counted as 0 chuens 0

days, and we shall hereafter write them so. Goodman omits, prob-

ably by printer’s mistake, the 9 cycles, but the other numbers which

he gives make them necessary.

As none of the numbers in this case correspond with any on the

west side of the same Stela, excepting the 9 cjmles, the glyph for

which is too nearly obliterated for determination, we gain nothing by
comparison; and nothing can be learned from other inscrijjtions of

this locality which present no face numerals; these are passed over

without notice.

Turning to plate XLiv in part 12 of Maudslaj^’s work we find draw-

ings of the inscriptions on the “Monolithic Animal G.” As the

numerals in the initial series are face characters, with the exception

of that attached to the month of the terminal date, and have not

been noticed by Goodman in his work, I call attention to them

(figure 123). As the cycle in most of the initial series at Quirigua

appears to be numbered 9, we will assume that to be the number in

this case. But this is not a mere assumption without any other basis,

as the glyph is not inconsistent with that on the west side of Stela F
and agrees with the type given (see figure 132) in having the circle of

dots on the cheek. Although this does not amount to demonstration,

it renders the interjiretation highly XJi’obable. Having determined

the cj'cle our examination is veiy much resti’icted. However, as we

know as }’-et no waj" of determining the great cj^cle bj' an inspection

of the symbol, our examination must extend to the three given by

Goodman. But without other data the examination on this line is

vain. Examining the series, we notice that the face glyph attached to

the katun symbol immediately under the cj'cle is X)artiall3^ obliterated

and as yet is unknown. Passing to the ujiper jiair in the next group

to the right hand, we notice that the numeral resembles somewhat

closel}^ that attached to the month (glyph 7) of the terminal date in

the inscription on the west side of Stela P’ (jjlate Lxxi), whicli was

found to denote 5. The symbol on the monolith djflters in having the

skeleton jaw, which Goodman says denotes 10, though we have not as

yet found the jDroof of this, and Ave therefore assume that it denotes

15 (10+5) (see figure 1386). The hand on the face immediately

below, which is attached to the chuen glyph, as also on the glyph
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attached to the symbol for days in the upper pair of the gnmp to the

right, denotes, according to Goodman, full count or 20 when days and

18 when chuens (see figure 143). However,

I consider it, as heretofore stated, a symbol

for naught. Immediately below the latter

is the day (probably Ahau) of the terminal

date, with the face symbol for 5, already

determined, ijrefixed (figure 128a). The

first glyph of the lower iiair of the group to

the right has the ordinaiy character for 3

prefixed. This we take to be the month

symbol, though it is unusual and indetei’-

miuable by inspection. The series, there-

fore, so far as made out, is as follows:

54?-9-?-l5-0-0, 5 Ahau 3 (month).

It is evident that the 5 Ahau of this series

must be the beginning day of an ahau, as

there are neither chuens or days, and hence

it should be found in Goodman’s “Archaic

Chronological Calendar.” Turning to this

publication, we find that 5 Ahau 3 (month)

can occur as the beginning of the loth ahau
in the 9th cycle in the following places only

—

53d great cycle, 9th cycle, 17th katun; 54th

great cycle, 9th cycle, 4th and 17th katuns.

In the first it falls in the month Pop, in the
,

second in Yaxkin, and in the third in Muan.
As the month symbol, so far as it remains,

does not admit of interpretation as the first

or second of these, we conclude that it must
stand for the third if the date is within the

range of Goodman’s calendar. This gives as

the series 54-9-17-15-0-0, 5 Ahau 3 Muan,
which works out correctly by calculation.

The “full count” or “naught” sj^mbols

require some discrimination in our attempts

to interpret them. In a series given by
Goodman, as 54-9-17-15-18-20, or 54-13-

20-20-18-20, 18 and 20, being so-called “full

counts,” should in eveiy instance be counted

as naught, and the cipher (0) should be in-

troduced in their place; and this is true in

every case where the sj’inbols are used to

represent prefixed numbers, except in one

place. Where they are used to denote the day of the month, as 5 Eb
20 Zotz, they denote 20, but there are special characters used for this
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purpose, as is shown in figure 145. It appears probable also that the

hand across the jaw in the face-forms of the cycle and great cycle is

to be interpreted as indicating the use of 20 as a multiple, though in

face-forms of lii'efixed nnmljers it undoubtedl}’ signifies naught.

Goodman is possibly right in insisting that these are not absolutelj^

naught symbols, as is our 0, but are used to indicate that the count in

the given denomination is complete and has been carried into tlie next

higher denomination. Nevertheless they are—with the exceptions

mentioned—equivalent to naught and must be so considered and used

in calculating time and numeral series.

a b c d

Fig. 126. Face numerals for 3.

a be
Fio. 127. Pace numerals for 4.

I insert here, in figures 124 to 145 inclusive, the types of face

numerals selected by Goodman from the inscriiitions. I have found

them to be correct, with some two or three exceptions in regard to

which there is considerable doubt; these will be noticed in the proper

connection. Some additional examples will appear as we proceed.

Tlie next inscription of this locality to wliich attention is called is

that on Stela J (see Maudslay’s drawing, part 12, plate XLVi, our plate

Lxxiv). All the numbers of the initial series except that of the day

of the month in the terminal date are face characters. The series
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as given by Goodman is as follows: ?-9-10-5-0-0, 8 Ahan 8 Zotz.

The number of the great cycle is omitted, though it is necessarily 54

according to his system. He says there are no other reckonings in

the inscription, but this is a mistake, as there are two more numeral

series, each followed by a distinct date. These, however, afford no

assistance in determining the initial daj', as they do not connect with

it; moreover, a large number of glyphs intervene.

All the evidence bearing on the value of the face numerals in this

instance may be stated as follows: the symbol connected with the

cycle, interpreted 0, shows the distinguishing features of the others

noticed which are interpreted 9. I’his, taken in connection with the

fact that most of the in.scriptions of this locality begin the initial

series with 9, renders the intei’i>retation probable. We have as yet

no evidence that IG is the correct rendering of the character attached

to the katun glyph, Goodman’s example (figure 139 h) being the very

symbol found here; but the 5 attached to the ahau glyph agrees with
that determined from the inscriiition on the west side of Stela F, and
therefore may be accepted as correct. The face number attaclu'd

to the day (Ahau) of the terminal date, which is ’’nterpreted 8, is as
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Pig. 137. Pace nu-

meral for 14.

yet uudetermined. iu our investigation; it is c of our figure 131. The
day of the month and the month (8 Zotz) are distinct and easily recog-

nized, the number being of the usual form. In regard to the chuen
and day symbols, all we can say is that the hand across

the face which appears to indicate full count (18 and
20) or naught (0) is seen in each of the attached
glyphs. Assuming this to be correct, it follows that

the date 8 Ahau 8 Zotz must be the first day of a 5th

ahau.

Turning in Goodman’s Archaic Chronological Cal-

endar to the 9th cycle of the 53d great cycle, we find that 8 Ahau 8

Zotz is not the beginning of any 5th Ahau in this cycle nor in the 9th

cycle of the 55th great cycle, but is the begin-

ning of the 5th ahau of the 16th katun in the

9th cycle of the 54th great cycle. Even omit-

ting the number of the daj" Ahau we can reach

the same result from the data given, and that

result only. The evidence therefore appears

to be sufficient. This gives one example of the

face character for 16 (see figure 139 h). As to

the value and reliability of Goodman’s tables

in the respect noticed I will speak hereafter; at present I as-

sume them to be reliable, and I may state here that they may be

accei^ted, so far as our j)resent

tests ai’e concerned, as correct

in regard to the relation of

the several time periods up
to and including the cycle

—

without, however, accepting

his tlieory in regard to the

great cycle or the number of

cycles forming one of these great periods.

IVe must therefore accept as determined with reasonable certainty

the value of the following face

numerals: that on Stela J

(glyph 1, Maudslay’s plate

XLVi, our plate Lxxiv) pre-

fixed to the cjmle glyph, in-

terpreted 9; that (glyph 3)

for 1.5.

Fig. 140. Pace numerals for 17

affixed to the katun glyjih,

interpreted 16; that (glj'ph 5)

lirefixed to the ahau glyph,

interpreted 5; those (glyphs 7 and 9) prefixed to the chuen and day

glyiihs, interpreted full count or naught; and that (glyph 11) jirefixed

to the day of the terminal date (Ahau, in this instance), interpreted 8.

One distinguishing characteristic of the symbol for 9 is the circle of
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dots on the cheek (figure 132); two characteristics of the symbol for

16 are the skeleton jaw and the hatchet in the eye (figure 139); those

of the symbol for 5 are the ahau symbol on the head and tlie absence

of the skeleton jaw (figure 128); that of the sj^mbol for full count or

naught is the hand across the face or lower jaw (figure 143) ;
those of

b c

Ftg. 141. Face numerals for 18.

the symbol for 8 do not appear to be well defined—Goodman saj’s they

are the lobed ear ornament projecting on the cheek and the foim of

the forehead ornament, but neither of these appears to be exceptional.

It should be stated that by counting forward in each of the given

examples from the initial date (4 Ahau 8 Cumhu) the number of days
indicated by the numeral series we will

reach the terminal date.

Our next reference is to the inscription on

Stela A, Quirigua, the drawing of which is

given in plate vil, part 11 of volume ii,

Maudslay’s Arehaeologj^ (our jilate Lxxv).

In this instance the numerals attached to

the cycle, katun, and ahau, and the month
of the terminal date of the initial series are

of the ordinary form, and those attached to the chuen, day and the

day of the terminal date are either face forms or unusual forms. Tlie

series as given by Goodman is 54-9-17-5-0-0, 6 Aliau 13 Kayab,
which is certainly correct, as the data given are sufficient, as has

been shown, to determine the series. It agrees with Goodman’s tal)les

and also with calculation.

Fig. 143. Face numerals for 19.

By this we ascertain that the unusual numerals (glyphs 4 and 5)

prefixed to the chuen and day symbols, each of which consists of a
scroll above, a hand in the middle, and a bean-sliaped character below,

denote naught (figure 144, number 7). Tlie face numeral prefixed fo

the day Ahau (figure 129 5) resembles that denoting 16 (see figure
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130 h, c), excepting that it is without the skeleton jaw, thus appar-

ently confirming Goodman’s statement that this characteristic has

the value of 10. In figure 144 are shown some forms of the symbols

for naught (0). Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 in some of the types are of

frequent occurrence in the inscriptions, as are also numbers 7 and 8.

Numbers 9 and 10, which show the hand across the lower jaw, also

represent a common type. Number 12 has been found only in the

inscription on the Palace stej)s, Palenque. Number 11 is from Mono-

lithic Animal B, Quirigua, and numbers 1*3 and 14 are from Stela D,
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Copan. The small figures of number 15 are from the Dresden codex,

and represent a common type; the slight variations in detail are

numerous and appear to

have no significance.

In figure 145 are shown
the symbols forfnil count,

or 20, not shown in figures

143 or 144. ^4, 6, c, and tZ

are more or less common
in all the codices; e is

from the Dresden codex;

/, g, It, and i are from the

left slab. Tablet of the

Cross, Palentiue.

The inscrixition on the east side of Stela C xR'osents some particu-

lars worthy of notice (see figure 146). The iirefix to the cycle sym-

bol is 13 in the ordinary form; those to

the katun, ahan, and day are of the

coil and hand form, above described as

indicating full count, or, in other words,

naught
;

that to the chuen is of the usual

form for full count in the inscrix)tions

(see number 3, figui-e 144). The date is

4 Ahau 8 Cuuihu Avith oi’dinary numer-

als. Therefore the series, according

to Goodman’s method of writing, will

be ’-13-20-20-18-20, 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu,
Avhich is as he gives it, excex)ting that

he iilaces it in his fifty-fourth great

cycle. Our method of writing it would

be 53-13-0-0-0-0, 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu.
I give 53 as the great cycle, accord-

ing to Goodman’s method of number-
ing these iieriods, as by counting Itack

13 cycles, or 1,872,000 days, from 4

Ahau 8 Cumhu Ave reach 4 Ahau 8 Zotz,

the first day of his fifty-third great

cycle. Ills remark in regard to it is;

“This date is the beginning of the fifty-

fourth great cycle.” As he interxirets

the great cycle 54, he virtually makes
the series 54-0-0-0-0-0. It must be

borne in mind, as Avill be seen by ref-

erence to my former xiaxier, that instead

of counting 20 cycles to the great cycle, folloAving the vigesimal

system, Avhich I believe to be correct, he counts 13. IIoAvever, this

Pig. 146. Part of inscription on the east

side of stela C, Quirigua. Mandslay,

part 11, plate xix.
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subject will again be referred to. At anj' rate, we find fnrtlier con-

firmation of the signification of the number symbol—the combined
coil, hand, and bean shaped character—in this inscription.

The inscription on the west side of Stela C (figure 147 a) is inter-

preted by Goodman as follows: 9-1-0-0-0, 6 Ahau 13 Yaxkin, the

number of the great cycle being omitted. As the numerals attached

to the cycle, katun, and day and month of the terminal date are of

the usual form, and the symbols for

full count, or naught, attached to the

ahau and month gl5^phs are of the

usual type, we have sufficient data to

determine the face character attached

to the day glyph. Omitting from
considei’ation the number attached

to the day symbol and counting back
from 6 Ahau 13 Yaxkin, yeardLamat,

8

o

iH
1

18

20

Fig. 147. Part of inscriptioii ou tlie west side of Stela C, Quirigua. Maudslay, part 11, plate xix.

9 cycles and 1 katun, or 1,303,200 days, according to the method given

in my former paper, we reach 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, tlie first day of the

fifty-fourth great cycle. Turning to Goodman’s Archaic Chronological

Calendar, to tlie ninth cycle of the fifty-fourth great cycle, we find

that 6 Ahau 13 Yaxkin is the first day of the first katun. Thus it is

seen that both the tables and calculation agree with the interpreta-

tion of the series. By this we have a further confirmation of the
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interpretation full count (or jiroperly 0) of the face numeral witli the

hand over the lower jaw. It inaj* he mentioned here that ]Maudslay

agrees with me in designating these so-called “full counts” as given

by Goodman as “no count,” or, in other words, naught isee his text,

part 11, page 9).

Referring to inseriiitions in other localities, the following facts are

noted in reference to the value of the different face numerals : tlie initial

series of the Foliated Cross at Palenque (see figure 2, previous paper)

appears to be as follows: 54-1-18-5-4-0 to 1 Ahau 13 Mac. Follow-

ing this date, after some intervening glyphs, is the brief numeral

series 14 chuens 19 days, immediately after which comes the date

1 Cauac 7 Yax.

Counting back 14 chuens 19 days from the latter date, we reach 1

Allan 13 Mac, the terminal date of the initial series. This gives the

value 1 to the face glj’ph attached to the Ahau symbol. This face

glyph (figui'e 124 h) agrees in its features, excepting the ear pendant,

with the face glyph attached to the cycle symbol (figure 124 a), show-

ing it to be 1, which agrees with the above interjiretation. As the

face glyph attached to the ahau period symbol agrees with the symbol

we have heretofore interpreted 5 (see figure 128 a); and the numlier

attached to the month symbol is of the ordinary form; and that

attached to the day glyph has the hand across the lower jaw, we have

the following numbers of the series: ?-l-?-5-?-0, 1 Ahau 13 Mac.

These items are not sufficient to give the remaining numbei'S of the

series; but assuming that it falls in the 54th great cj^cle, as is most

probable, the other numbers will be as given above. As the face

character attached to the ehuen symbol, interpreted 4 (figure 127 1)),

presents some features of the one interpreted 4 on the Avest side of

Stela F at Quirigua (left part of glyph 4, plate Lxxi), and this A\'ill

suffice to determine the other numbers, we are perhaps justified in

concluding that the series is giA'en correctl}'. That the face character

attached to the katun symbol (figure 155 c), which is interpreted 18, is

some number greater than 10 is shoAAm by the skeleton jaw.

Turning to the inscription of the Temple of the Sun, as shown in

Maudslay’s plate Lxxxix, part 10 (see plate xli, Nineteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1900), Avhere the num-
bers of the initial series are all face characters except those designat-

ing the day of the month in the terminal date, AA^e aauII try to determine

them from the data so far obtained. As those attached to the cycle

(figure 124 c), katun (figure 141c), and ahau (figure 128 7») symbols

ai’e evidently the same as those in the inscription of the Foliated

Cross, and the day of the terminal date is ? Cimi 19 Cbh, \A'e liaA^e the

folloAving items of the series: ?-l-18-5-?-?, ? Cimi 19 Ceh.

These data are not sufficient to determine the remaining numbers.
One other item is necessary for this piu-pose. Assuming the great

cycle to be that commencing Avith the day 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the
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so-called 54tli, the remaining mtinbers ma}" be determined thus : Cimi
maj^ be the 19th daj^ of the month only in the years in which Ahau
is the 13th daj" of the month. By turning to Goodman’s “Archaic
Chronological Calendar,” 54th great cycle, cycle 1 and katun 18, we
see that the 5th ahau begins with the day 12 Ahau 13 Chen. Turning
to his “Archaic Annual Calendar,” we find that 12 Ahau 13 Chen
falls in the year he numbers 34 (equivalent to the year 9 Lam at in

my condensed calendar). Cimi is the 19th day of the month in this

year, but the month can not be determined until the day number
attached to Cimi is ascertained. As the face numeral attached to

the chuen symbol in the inscription is without the skeleton jaw we
infer that it does not exceed 9, and as it has none of the signs of full

count or naught it can not be 0. As Cimi comes 6 days after Ahau,
then we must count forward in the table of the j^'ear 34 until we
reach the 19th day of the month Ceh. This count we find to be 3

months and 6 days, and the number attached to Cimi is 13. There-

fore the entire series is 54-1-18-5-3-6, to .13 Cimi 19 Ceh, which is as

it is given by Goodman. The weak point in this solution is the

assumption of the 54th great cj^cie. Even without this, we can, by

a range of nine trials, determine that no other numbers than those

given can be found within the scope of Goodman’s three great cycles

(53d, 54th, and 55th), but this, though strengthening the conclusion,

is not absolute demonstration, as the objection to his method of

counting the cycles, hereafter noticed, and the uncertainty as to the

scope of his tables, come into the problem. As Avill be seen later, the

only certainty in i*egard to the tables of his “Archaic Chronological

Calendar” is the order.y and correct succession of dates and periods

and the fact that 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu is the first day of a great cycle.

Assuming for the present that the series has been correctly deter-

mined, we gain evidence as to the value of two additional face numer-

als, 3 (figure 126n) and G (figure 129a).

Goodman’s interpretation of the initial inscription of the Tablet of

the Cross, which is 53-12-19-13-4-0, 8 Ahau 18 Tzec, is not satisfac-

tory. The face numeral attached to the Cycle symbol, which he

interprets 12 (figure 135 a) has, as a superfix, a figure very much like

the superfix to the face character which he has correctlj" interpreted

5 (as is shown b}^ the evidence I have presented) (figure 128 a). In

his representation of face numerals no one save tliose denoting 5 or

15 have a superfix of this kind, excepting one for 12, and that one

is the character of this inscription (figure 135 a). Moreover, it lacks

the skeleton jaw, which is true of some others above 10 as given by

him. As has been shown in my j)revious paper, where this inscrip-

tion is discussed at length, and as is admitted by Goodman, there is

no connection between the terminal date of the initial series and any

of the dates which follow, if the numeral series Avhich intervene be

taken as given in the inscinption.
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In addition to the suggestions offered by Goodman and those pi’e-

sented in my previous paper in regard to correcting the manifest

error soniewliere in these series, the following is added as a possible

solution: Change the terminal date of tlie iiiitial series from 8 Ahau
18 Tzec to 1 Ahau 8 iMuan, and the following numeral series will tlien

connect the succeeding dates with it, and the 1 Aliau 18 Zotz will come

l_8_u (1 ahau 8 chuens) or 520 days after the terminal date of tlie

initial series, instead of being placed back of it as

Goodman’s correction requires. Tliis, however, will

slightly change the initial series from the numbers

given by Goodman. By referring to the inscription

as given in Maudslay’s drawing, we }iotice at Co the

symbol for 13 cycles (figure 148). As this is not

connected with a series, and follows immediately

after the date 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, we are justified in

interpreting it as an indication that up to this point

13 cycles have been passed over from the inif ial date

of the inscription, which must be 4 Ahau 8 Zotz. The calculation

is correct. Subtracting the series 8-5-0 (ID 2C) from 13 cycles the

remainder is 12-19-11-13-0.

i;3_0-0-0-0

8-.5-0

12-19-11-13-0

If this correction be justified the initial series will be 53-12-19-11-

13-0, 1 Ahau 8 Muan, wliich will fit into Goo<lman’s tallies. The chief

objection to this is that it compels us to assume that tlie aboriginal

artist made a mistake in his calculation, as the month symbol is

clearly Tzec and the face numeral shows the skeleton jaw, indicating

that the number as given is above 10. However, we must admit that

the error has not, as yet, been satisfactorilj’ extilained, and conse-

quently the value of but two of the face numerals—those attached to

the cycle and katun glyxihs—can be determined by the inscrijition.

Twelve (see figure 135a) for the cycle and 19 (figure 142 o) for the

katun, as given bj" Goodman, must axiparently be accepted on any
theory as to tlie correction. It will be observed tli t the symbol
attached to the ahau glyph, which Goodman interjirets 13 (figure 130 d),

is widely different from any of the other symbols for 13 given liy

him, as is seen by reference to our figure 136, which is a cojiy of the

exanijiles given bj' him on page 49 of liis work. So far, therefore,

as comparison shows, it may as well be interxireted 11 as 13; but, in

fact, is more like 19 (see figure 142) than either. Xor can his inter-

pretation (4) of the character attached to the chuen syniliol be clearly

sustained by eomiiarison, though it must be conceded that it does not

resemble the determined types of 13.

The initial series on Stela D of the Copan inscriiitions (Maudslay,

plate XLViii, part 2, our jilates Lxxvi and Lxxvii) is peculiar in

Fig. 148. Symbol for

13 cycles. Mauds-
lay, part 10, plate

Lxxv. glypb C .5.
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having the usual face characters replaced hy full forms. The cycle

symbol (glyph 1) is composed of a human figure (the numeral)

and a bird apparently of the parrot species (the cycle)
;
the katun

(glyph 2) of the human form (the numeral) and a bird of a rapacious

species (the katun)
;

the ahau (glyph 3) of the human foi-m (the

numeral) and a nondescript animal (the ahau)
;
the chuen (glyph 4) of a

human form (the numeral) and a frog-like animal (the chuen)
;
the

day (glyph 5) of two human forms, that to the right with the monkey-
like face turned backward (the day)

;
the day of the date (glyph 6)

(presumably Ahau) of a human form (the numeral) with a cartouch

inclosing another form (the Ahau); the month of the date (glyph 13,

plate Lxxvii) of a human form (the numeral) and a full-formed leaf-

nosed bat (the month).

Goodman’s interpretation of the series is as follows: 54-9-5-5-0-0,

4 Ahau 13 Zotz. The dots on the chin of the human face of the

cycle symbol (plate Lxxvi, glyph 1) and other characteristics prob-

ably .justify us in interpreting it as 9. The hand across the lower

jaAv in the chuen symbol (plate lxxvi, glyph 4) and

f
day symbol (plate lxxvi, glyph 5) indicate full count

or naught (0). But Goodman’s rendering 5 and 5 of the

nuTuber characters of the katun (plate lxxvi, glyph 2)

and ahau (plate lxxvi, glyph 3) symbols is question-

able, as the skeleton jaw denoting 10 is quite distinct

in the former and is not present in the latter. The
rendering is therefore inconsistent with Goodman’s own
statements in regard to the characteristics of the face

Pig. 149. Type numerals, and must have been reached in some other

way than by inspection of the glyphs. If the figures

with ahau symbols on the head are face numerals, and this must be

admitted, then that of the katun (glyph 2) should be 15, and that of

the ahau (glyph 3) should be 5, if Maudslay’s colored drawing is cor-

rect. However, it must be admitted that the drawing of the face

numeral prefixed to the katun symbol is veiy doubtful. In figure

149 is given a drawing of the head alone, made from Maudslay’s plate

XLiv, which is the autotj^pe of the same inscription.

This inscription is the most interesting one in some respects that

has been found in Mayan ruins. Entire bodies, instead of conven-

tional heads, are given, and though they are to some extent gro-

tesque, yet they seem to indicate the aboriginal idea of the origin of

these symbols. Maudslay’s happy idea of distinguishing the prefixed

numerals from the period symbols (cycle, katun, etc.) by difference

in color brings out very clearly the forms and characteristics of the

latter symbols. The cycle and katun symbols are both rapacious

birds; the former owl-shaped, with a crest; the latter eagle-shaped,

with feathers hanging over the front of the head. The ahau symbol

is the skeleton form of a nondescript bird-like animal Avith a large
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fang; the cliuen glyph is a frog-like animal. The month symbol of

the date (glyph 13, plate lxxvii) is, as stated above, a leaf-nosed bat

Avith a human face. As the name of the latter, Zotz, or “Bat,” cor-

responds with the form, it is possible that the forms of the other sym-

bols have some reference to the names. However, I am unable to

point out this reference; though possibly as “ uinal ” in Maya sig-

nifies “month” or “period of 20 days,” and “no” “frog,” the sym-

bol may have some reference to the name. Be this as it may, it will

be seen by reference to figures 163 and 164, sliowing tlie types of llie

ahau and katun symbols, that the face forms retain to a large extent

the bird-like features, one of the katun symbols, figure 164a, having

the feather fringe over tlie forehead. We notice also in some of tlie

symbols of both the ahau and katun little patches of cross-hatching,

which are feather marks in the full forms of Stela D.

These facts are noticed in ijassing niprely to call the attention of

students to them as possibly forming some clew to the relation between

these symbols and Avhat is represented by them.

Attention is called next to the inscription on Stela I, Copau. The
numerals attached to the cycle, katun, ahau, and cliuen symbols are

of the ordinary form
;
that to the day glyph is of the disk and hand type

(figure 144) denoting naught (0); and that to the day (Ahau) of the

terminal date, the face charact r with the ahau headpiece denoting

5. AVhether the month symbol is distinguishable, or is one of the

obliterated glyphs which follow, as Goodman asserts, is doubtful. The
series is therefore ?-9-l 2-3-1 4-0, 5 Ahau ? (month). Goodman says

54-9-12-3-14-20, 5 Ahau ? (month), leaving the month blank, but

adds that Ave know it must be 8 Uo.

The correctness of the last statement may be questioned on the fol-

loAving grounds : Taking, in Goodman’s OAvn tables, the 55th great cycle,

9th cycle, 12th katun, and 3d ahau, Ave find that the first day of this

ahau is 11 Ahau 8 Uo; by counting forward 14 months from this date

Ave reach 5 Ahau 8 Pax, a result Avhich calculation shoAvs to be cor-

rect, the initial date of this great cycle being 4 Ahau 3 Ivankin. The
positiA'e determination depends therefore on the proper determination

of the great cycle, or of its initial day, for his numbering of these

supposed periods, as AA^e shall soon see, is without proper grounds.

The initial series of the inscription on the east side of Stela P (figure

150), same locality as the preceding, is given as folloAvs : 54-9-9-10-0-0,

2 Ahau 13 Poja. The numbers attached to the cycle, katun, and ahau
are face characters, those attached to the chuen and day symbols are

of the type shoAvn in numbers 4, 5, and 6, figure 144, but much abbre-

viated, and those of tlie terminal date are of the ordinary form. The
month symbol, A\diich Goodman interprets Pop, is apparently a
variation of the usual type. As enough of the prefix to the cliuen

symbol remains to indicate full count or naught (0), it may be
assumed that the prefix to the day symbol, of Avhich there seems to
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be a slight remnant, is the same; therefore the terminal date will be

the first day of an ahau. The skeleton jaw in the prefix to the ahau

symbol, not well shown in Maudslay’s drawing (plate Lxxxix of his

A B

A B

Fig. 150. Part of inscription on tlie east side of Stela P, Copan.

work, pai t 4), but distinct in his photograpli, would indicate 10 or some

number above 10 (see figure 150). The face numerals of the cycle and

katun are evidently the same, and one of them shows quite distinctl3
'
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the circle of dots on the cheek, indicating 9 (see figure 132). There-

fore the series so far as satisfactorily made out—assuming the number
attached to the day Ahau to be 2—is as follows: ?-9-9-?-0-0, 2 Ahau
13 Pop. This is sufficient to determine the series, and shows the

above rendering to be correct.

A B

A B
Pig. 1.51. Part of inscription on the east side of Stela P. Copan. Maudslay, part 4, jdate Lxxxix.

Although the drawings in Maiidslay’s work are in most cases of

unusual excellence, giving details with wonderful accuracy, that of

this inscription and the one on altar Q (jiart 4
,
plate xciil) are not up

to the usual standard, failing in some instances to bring out as

clearly as might be done some of the minor details. There is some

22 ETH—04 15
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doubt as to the value of the face numeral prefixed to the ahau symbol
(A2, figures 150 and 151), as it is unusual, being in some respects

nnlike any other face numeral that I have observed in the inscrip-

tions. Seler (Zeitschrift fur Ethnologic, Heft 6, 1899, page 722)

interprets it 13, and gives as the terminal date 3 Ahau 3 Uayeb. This
would make the series, omitting the great cycle, 9-9-13-0-0, 3 Ahau 3

Uayeb; however, the number attached to the month symbol is cer-

tainly 13. If this series is counted from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, it will

reach 3 Ahau 3 Uayeb in the year 5 Ezanab. The number attached

to the day Ahau is very uncertain, seeming more like 1 or 3 than 2;

apparently 1. I have therefore given an exact copy of Maudslay’s

photograph (figure 151), and a carefully made drawing (figure 150),

using Maudslay’s and Seler’s drawings and the photograph (autotype)

for this purpose. I am rather inclined to the opinion that Good-

man’s rendering is correct. It seems that Seler has been influenced

in his determination of the number placed over the Ahau symbol by
Maudslay’s drawing. His interpretation is not justified by the

photograph, which indicates “ 1 Ahau” instead of “3 Ahau,” making
the date 1 Ahau 13 Uo, or 1 Ahau 13 Pop.

The whole inscription, as well as the inscription on the front and
back of the same monument, is strange, and, as will be noticed far-

ther on, shows some of the features of the Chichen Itza inscriptions.

It is perhaps nnnecessary to follow this subject further, as it is

apparent that the value of the face symbol and other numeral sym-

bols can be satisfactorily obtained. It appears that Goodman’s deter-

minations, where the data are sxTfficient, are as a rule correct; though

there are a few cases, as has been shown, where his rendering is

doubtfnl, and some where the series given are largely guess work,

the data being insufficient. When the number of the great cycle is a

necessary factor, another question arises, which will be discussed

farther on.

Before discussing the numbers of the cycles and great cycles, which

subject was referred to in my j)revious paper, I will notice some of

the secondary numeral series of the Quirigua inscriptions not at

hand when my previous paper was written.

SECONDARY NUMERAL SERIES OF THE QUIRIGUA
INSCRIPTIONS

Returning to the inscription on the west side of Stela F (plate LXXl),

we pass over the first subordinate series (glyph 16), leading on to 6

Cimi 4 Tzec (glyphs 18 and 19), as this has already been noticed. At

glyph 25 follows a date, 3 Ahau 3 Mol, but without any recogniz-

able intermediate numeral series, though there are some xiumbered

glyphs. Passing on we find at glyph 29 the date 4 Ahau 13 Yax,

and immediately following (glyph 30 and first half of 31) the numeral

series 3 days, 13 chuens, 16 ahaus, 1 katun, and following this two
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dates, 12 Caban 5 Kayab (the same as the terminal date of the initial

series) and 1 Ahau 3 Zip, though the number attached to the day in

the latter is not the ordinary symbol if intended for 1 (figure 152).

Counting the series given forward from 3 Ahau 3 Mol and 4 ^Vliau

13 Yax brings us to no given date; nor will

counting back from 12 Caban 5 Kayab reach

any previous given date. If, however, we
count back from 1 Ahau 3 Zip, we reach 12

Caban o Kayab, showing that the connection

is made with the terminal date of the initial

series, as given by Goodman. It would seem

from this that the insertion of this date, after

this second numeral series, is for the purpose

of showing that the count is to be made from

this date, as we found in our preceding paper

to be true in some instances.

Our next reference is to the inscription on the east side of Stela F
(Maudslay’s plate XL, part 12). Here the initial series (plate lxxiii),

as heretofore stated, is 51-9-16-10-0-0, 1 Ahau 3 Zip. Goodman, in

his comment (page 125), says:

The glyphs that immediately follow are so fantastic and unfamiliar that I can

make nothing of them until the sign indicating a date to he some score days in

the 19th katun is reached. The date is 5 Ahau 13 Mol [glyph 34], As that

begins the 1st ahau, the number of score days indicated must be 18. Two unin-

telligible glyphs follow, succeeded by what I believe to be this reading: 3 cycles,

8 katuns, and 19' ahaus, a reckoning embracing 26 calendar rounds and extending

360 8-score days into the 13th cycle, to 1 Ahau 13 Yax, the beginning of a 360-

bissextile count and of a katun also.

It is somewhat difficult to undei*stand these statements, but I will

trv to explain them, as I desire to offer one or two criticisms. The
actual interval between 1 Ahau 3

Zip, the terminal date of the initial

series, and 5 Ahati 13 Mol (if the

first following occurrence of this

date be assumed as the one in-

tended) will be 18,360 days, or 2

katuns, 11 ahaus. This will bring

us to 5 Ahau 13 Mol, the first day

of ahau number 1 in the l!»th katun

of cycle 9 (as numbei’cd by Good-

man)—the one now under consider-

ation. AYhat he means by 18-score

days is that the count e.xtends 360

days into the 19th katun, bringing us to the commencement of the

second ahau, which, according to his method of numbering, is 1.

For some unexplained reason, Goodman makes no mention of the

numeral series between the terminal date of the initial series 1 Ahau

Fig. 153. Part of inscription on the east side

of Stela P, Quirigua. Maudslay, part 12,

plate XL.

Fig. 152. Glyph 33, west side

of Stela F, Quirigua. Mauds-
lay. part 12. plate XL.
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3 Zii> and 5 Ahau 13 Mol. This, unless I am wrong in my interpreta-

tion, is found in glyphs 21, 22, and 23 (figure 153), as numbered by
Maudslay. The prefixed numerals with one exception (that x^refixed

to the ahau) are of the ordinary type. However, as the exception,

which is a face numeral, shows the hand across the lower jaw we must
assume, according to what has been shown, that it denotes full count

or naught (0). With this assumption, the series appear to be 3 days,

11 chuens, 0 ahaus, and 19 katuns, or -19-0-11-3, the number of

chuens being uncertain; but this series will not connect anj^ iDre-

ceding with any following date. Could this have been Goodman’s
reason for omitting notice of the series?

'

It is noticeable also that the symbol he interprets 5 in the date

5 Ahau 13 Mol (glyph 24, figure 153) is precisely the same as the one

he interprets 1 in the date 1 Ahau 3 Zip in the inscription on the

west side of this stela (glyph 33). In the next place it is exceedingly

doubtful, judging from an inspection of the characters, whether his

supposed series “3 cjmles, 8 katuns, and 19 ahaus” can be found in

the space indicated—that is between glj^phs 24 and 29. There is not

in it, with one exception, a single glyph that in any way resembles

any of the forms of time periods he has noticed. The exeeiDtion is

the first xjart of glyph 26, which is like the ordinary form of the chiren

symbol; but the character over it is like that over Ahau in the date

he gives as 5 Ahau 13 Mol, elsew^here intei’iDreted as 1. There is a

numeral, 13, of the ordinary form over the first part of glyph 28, but

there is no 13 in the series he gives. We take this series, there-

fore, to be purely imaginary, made up from his tables. According to

Maudslay’s drawing, the month symbol in the following date—1 Ahau
13 Yax—is really the symbol for Yaxkin. But an examination of the

photograph does not bear out the drawing, the glyph being as much
like the Yax as the Yaxkin symbol.

According to his statement, this imagined series extends “360 8-score

days into the 13th cycle to 1 Ahau 13 Yax.” He must, of course,

allude to the 13th cycle of his 55th great cycle; with this understand-

ing his count is correct, if he had anything to base it on.

We turn next to the inscription on the west side of Stela E, the

drawing of which is shown in Maudslay’s plate xxxi, ijart 12. The
terminal date of this initial series (see plate Lxxii), the number of

ahaus being corrected from 12 to 13, as alreadj" noticed, is 12 Caban 5

Kayab. The first numeral series which follows is in glj^phs 14 and 15

(figure 154 a), and is 6-13-3 (reversed), equal to 2,423 days. The date

wdiich follows (glyph 16) is 4 Ahau 13 Yax. The count is correct, as

2,423 days from 12 Caban 5 Kayab, year 13 Ben, bring us to 4 Ahau 13

Yax, year 7 Lamat. The next series is found in glj^ph 18 and, accord-

ing to the method of reading the chuens and days so far followed

—

that is, counting the number at the left side of the chuen sjunbol as

days and that above it as chuens—is, in reverse order, 1-6-14, but
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Goodman, without any explanation, changes it here to 1-14-0. The
date following (glyphs 10 and 20), is 6 Cimi 4 Tzec. The time given in

this instance will not reach from one of these dates to the other. As
Goodman is certainly right in his correction in this instance, if the

date 4 Ahau 13 Yax he coiTect, we will examine it. The initial

series of this inscription, including the tei-minal date, is, when the

correction noted has been made, precisely the same as that of the

inscription on the west side of Stela F, and the first following date

there is the same as the

made and the date altered to suit. I am therefore inclined to accept
the correction made by Goodman.
Following the last date at glyphs 21 and 22 (figure 155) is the series

15 days 18 chuens 1 ahau 1 katun, or in reverse order 1-1-18-15.
The numbers are distinct and of the ordinary type, and are given
correctly, as is shown by inspection both of the photograph and draw-
ing. That there is an error here (18 chuens being full count) seems
apparent, unless the number at the left side of the chuen symbol
refers to chuens and that above to days, which can not be acc(‘pted
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without proof. Goodman reads “ 1-1-16-15,” but the number over the

symbol is 18 and not 16. The two outer of the three units are cer-

tainly balls, and not rings or semicircles. This series is followed at

glyphs 23 and 24 (figure 155) by the date 11 Imix 19 Muan, and whether

we count 18 or 16 chuens or consider the 15 as chuens and the 18 as

days, it fails to connect the preceding with the following date. Before

attempting to find the solution of the difficulty we will pass on to the

next series and date and count back.

Passing on to glyphs 27 and 28 (figure 156) we find the series 8-19-4,

followed (glyph 29) by the date 13 Ahau 18 Cumhu, and this is fol-

lowed immediately (glyph 30) by the symbol for 17 katuns, apparently

insei’ted, as it is followed by no date, to show that the date just

preceding it is in the 17th katun, or that 17 katuns have been passed

over from the commencement of the cycle, most likely the latter.

As Goodman does not

discuss this series,

although he mentions it,

i give my own explana-

tion. That there is an
error here, if the number
over the chuen symbol is

intended to indicate chu-

ens, as there are but 18

chuens in an ahau, is

apparent. Let us try

the count with the day
and chuen numbers re-

versed—that is, on the

suiDposition that the se-

ries should read 8-4-19.

This equals 2,979 days,

which number counted

backward from 13 Ahaii 18 Cumhu brings us to 11 Imix 19 Muan,
which apparently justifies the change and proves the date “11 Imix

19 Muan ” to be correct.

Turning to Goodman’s “Archaic Chronological Calendar,” to the 9th

cycle of his 54th great cycle, in which the series of this inscription

are located, we find that 13 Ahau 18 Cumhu is the first day of the 17th

katun according to his method of numbering. However, it must be

remembered that he begins the count of katuns with 20, following

with 1, 2, etc., up to 19; therefore 13 Ahau 18 Cumhu is real Ij^ the

first day of the 18th katun, 17 entire katuns having been passed over

from the initial date of the inscription (8 Ahau 13 Ceh, the first day of

the 9th cycle). This verifies our conclusion as to the signification of

the symbol for 17 katuns in glyph 30.

Pig. 155. Part of inscription on the west side of Stela E,

Quirigna. Maudslay, part 12, plate xxxi.
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For the purpose of determining the third minor series given in the

inscription as 1-1-18-15, followed by 11 Imix 19 Muan, we will count

from the initial date of the inscription, placing side by side tlie series

as given in the inscription and as corrected.

As given A.s corrected

Initial 9-14-12-4-17 9-14-13-4-17

Second 6-13-3 6-13-3

Third 1-6-14 6-11-6

Fourth 1-1-18-15

Fifth 8-19-4 8-4-19

9-16-11-6-13 9-15-15-1-5

If we subtract 9-15-15-1-5, the sum of the right column (omitting

the 4th series), from 9-17-0-0-0, or, omitting the cycles, 15-15-1-5

from 17-0-0-0 (17 katuns), the remainder is 1-4-10-15, or 1 katun 4

Pig. 15(). Part of inscription on the west side of Stela E, Qnirigua. Maudslay, part 12,

plate XXXI.

ahaus IG chuens and 15 days. This, if the preceding corrections are

justified, should be the 4th series, and should connect (counting for-

ward) the dates 6 Cimi 4 Tzec and 11 Imix 19 3Iuan, and calculation

shows that it does. The 4th series should therefore lie 1-4-16-15, or

8,975 days.

It will be seen from our examination of this inscription that some
correction has been made in the 1st, 3rd, and 4th series, and that the

day and chuen numbers have been reversed in the 5th. It must be

admitted that this does not present a very favorable showing for the

theory, yet I am convinced that the corrections in this instance are
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justified; but a single variation is possible (that of the 3rd date)

which would involve greater changes than those which have been
made. That^the number at the left of the chuen symbol sometimes
denotes chuens and the one over the top sometimes denotes days is

mentioned by Maudslay, yet it is very unusual and is probably due to

carelessness. There is evidence of carelessness in this inscription in

the wi-iting of 18 and 19 chuens, and in giving 12 ahaus in the initial

series instead of 13, as it evidently should be.

The next inscription referred to is that on the east side of Stela E, the

drawing of which is shown in Maudslay’s plate xxxii, part 12 (our plate

Lxxviii). The initial series is 54-9-17-0-0-0, 13 Ahau 18 Cumhu.
Goodman does not mention this inscription. It ends precisely where
the preceding inscription ended. Although there are distinct dates

scattered through it, and what appear to be partial series, I am unable

to determine the latter from the unusual symbols of which they are

formed, if they are present. The inscription appears to end, so far

as dates are concerned, with 13 Ahau 18 Cumhu, the same as the

terminal date of the initial series, which does not occur again in

Goodman’s tables until the beginning of the 9th ahau 4th katun 12th

cycle is reached. This gives a lapse of 2-7-9-0-0 fi’om the terminal

date of the initial series. As nothing further in regard to the series

can be learned from this inscription, we turn to that on Stela A,

Maudslay’s plate vii, part 11.

The initial series on Stela A is, as has been shown, 54-9-17-5-0-0,

6 Ahau 13 Kayab. Immediately following the month symbol of the

date (glyph 16) is the symbol for 6 Ahau. This, I believe, is to show
that the preceding date is the beginning of the Gth ahau, and so it is

if we count the ahaus 1, 2, 3, etc., from the commencement of the

katun, instead of 20, 1, 2, 3, etc., as Goodman counts them. It is my
belief that the numbers expressed in the series denote, at least as a

general rule, completed periods and not incomplete ones. Take, for

example, the numbers in the initial series in this inscription, omitting

the great cycle—9-17-5-0-0, that is, 9 cycles, 17 katuns, 5 ahaus,

0 chuens, 0 days. This may be read just as I have given it here, or

as follows: The 5th ahau of the 17th katun of the 9th cycle. If it

should be read as I have given it, it shows that Goodman’s method of

counting—beginning that of the cycles with 13 following with 1, 2, 3,

etc., that of the katuns and ahaus with 20, and following with 1, 2,

3, etc.—is erroneous. If we read 9 cycles, 17 katuns, and 5 ahaus,

the meaning is that 9 full cycles, plus 17 katuns, plus 5 ahaus must

be counted to make the sum of the days between the preceding and

following date, and this is in fact the method Goodman uses, and

which must be used in making the calculation. On the other hand,

according to his system, the series 9-17-5-0-0 would indicate that the

date sought is the 1st day of the 5th ahau of the 17th katun of the
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9th cycle, but the symbol 0 Ahau (glyph 10) denotes, if we have cor-

rectly interpreted it, that 6 Ahau 13 Kayab is the first day of the Cth

ahau; nevertheless, Goodman’s method of counting gives the correct

result. Attention will again be called to the subject further on.

Returning to our inscription, we find in the 20th glyph the brief

series 19 ahaus followed by the date 0 Ahau 13 Chen or 13 Zac, btit

the series does not connect the dates. There are no other recogniza-

ble series in the inscription.

The inscription on the west side of Stela C—the drawing of which

is shown in Mandslay’s plate 19, part 11 (our figme 147)—has, as

heretofore stated, the initial series 54-9-1-0-0-0, G Ahau 13 Yaxkin.

Following this date, at glyphs 16 and 17, is the numeral series 17-5-0-0,

that is, 17 katuns, 5 ahaus, 0 chuens, 0 days, though in the usual

reverse oi-der of days, chuens, ahaus, katuns. This is in turn fol-

lowed by the date 6 Ahau 13 Kayab. If we count this series as IG

katuns and 5 ahaus, it will exactly express the lapse of time from 6

Ahau 13 Yaxkin, the preceding date, to G Ahau 13 Kayab, the date

which follows. But turning to Goodman’s “Archaic Chronological

Calendar,” 54th great cycle, we find that the latter date, according to

his numbering, is the 5th ahau of the 17tli katuu of the 9th cycle.

Shall we accept this as the proper reading, or shall we conclude that

there is an error in the number of katuns? 6 Ahau 13 Yaxkin is

the first day of the 1st katun of the 9th cycle, according to Goodman’s
method of counting (though the 2nd, in fact, if the count began witli

1), and G Ahau 13 Kayab is the fii’st day of the 5th ahau, as Goodman
counts (6th in fact), of the 17th (18th) katun. Counting from one

date to the other gives just 16 katuns 5 ahaus, as the following sub-

traction shows:

9-17-5-0-0

9- l-O-O-O

16-5-0-0

It is proper to bear in mind that by Goodman’s method of number-
ing, the number giv'en always expresses the number completed; thus,

as he begins witli 13 in numbering the cycles, his 1st cycle is in reality

the second, one cycle having been comifieted and the 2nd entered

upon. I am therefore disposed to correct 17 katuns in the series just

examined to 16.

As these are the only series of the Quirigua inscriptions to which it

is desirable to call attention at present, the next subject of examina-

tion is the great-cycle symbols, but in order to enter upon this intelli-

gently it is necessary to discuss some points of Goodman’s system not

fully examined in my previous paper. In doing this it will be neees-

saiy to go to the very base of his system.
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MAYA CHRONOLOGICAL SYSTEM

The theory that Goodman has adopted, so far as it relates to the

scale of units or time periods, as he terms them, may be expressed in

the follo^Ying series, the day being the primary unit:

Day 1 1 day
20 days make 1 chtien 20 days

18 chuens make 1 ahau 360 days
20 ahaus make 1 katun 7,200 days

20 katuns make 1 cycle , 144,000 days

13 cycles make 1 great cycle 1,872,000 days

73 great cycles make 1 grand era 136,656,000 days

This scheme is, as was explained in my previous paper, precisely the

same as that generally accepted, so far as the numbers are concerned,

until, in ascending the scale, the number of cycles, or units of the 5th

order, forming a great cycle, or unit of the next higher order, is reached.

At this point Goodman abandons the vigesimal system and introduces

in one step 13 and in the other 73 as multipliers—numbers which are

absolutely necessary to his theory; for if either be dropped, his theory

falls with it. If these supposed time periods are, as I contend, noth-

ing more than orders of units in the system of numeration, then we
must assume that the vigesimal system Avas followed. To this point

attention is directed, and although it is discussed somewhat at length

in my previous paper, there is other eAudence bearing on the question,

which will be introduced here. It was shown there that one series

in the Dresden codex recognizes 20 cycles to the great cycle (I shall

continue to use these terms merely for convenience, to indicate the

orders of units). A more careful study of that codex shows that there

are other series which also furnish conclusHe eAudence on this point.

The theory, therefore, Av^hich I shall attempt to show is the correct

one is that in both the Dresden codex and the inscriptions the \dges-

imal system was maintained throughout, except only in the second

step; not only that 20 ahaus make 1 katun 'and 20 katuns make 1

cycle, but also that 20 cycles make 1 great cycle and 20 great cycles

1 next higher step, should the count extend so far.

Before Ave consider the examples which are to be introduced as evi-

dence in support of this theory, it Avdll be best, in order to see more

clearly the bearing and the force of this eAudence on the question, to

present an explanation of the order of succession of the great cycles

when the vigesimal sj'stem is followed, that is, Avhen 20 cycles are

counted to the great cj^cle.

As the daj^ Ahau is found to be the first day of several, in fact most,

of the initial series of the inscriptions, and is that adopted by Good-

man as the beginning of his grand era, as also of his great cycles, I,

for the pi'esent, assume it as the initial day of the latter periods.

According to his scheme of counting 13 cycles to each of these
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periods, they all begin with the day 4 Ahau. If the first day of tlie

ahaus is Ahau, then it is certain that the first day of each of the

higher periods will be Ahau, though we count 13 or 20 cycles to the

great cycle. As the days of the calendar are numbered 1, 2, 3, etc.,

up to 13, the count then beginning again with 1, and this numbering

is continued in regular order, and as Ahau will return only every 20th

day it is apparent that it will receive different numbers. If the days

are written out in regular succession and the series is made of suffi-

cient length, it will be found, if we select a 13 Ahau and begin our

count with it and count 360 daj^s (1 ahau) to each step, tliat the num-
bers attached to the days (which will of course be Ahaus) will come (the

count being forward) in the following order: 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7,

3, 12, 8, 4, 13, 9, 5, etc., this order being maintained wherever in the

series we may begin.

As it takes 20 ahaus or units of the 3rd order to make one of the

4th, it follows that if the daj^ numbers are written out in succession

in the order above stated, the first days of the katuns will be those of

the 20th ahaus, their numbers will therefore come in the following

order: 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 13, 11, 9, 7, etc., the order

remaining the same regardless of the point at which the count begins.

As 20 katuns make 1 cycle, the numbers of the first days of the

cycles will be the same as those of the 20th katuns, and will be as fol-

lows: 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 13, 12, etc. The beginning

point in these series is arbitrary.

It may also be shown by simple calculation that the order of the

day numbers of the first days of the higher periods or orders of units

will be as given above. As the numbers of the first days of the ahaus
vary successively by 4, if we multiply 4 by 20 (20 ahaus being required

to make a katun) and divide by 13, the remainder is 2; hence, if the

first day of a given katun is 9, the first day of the one which follows

will be 7 Ahau, the difference being subtracted if counting forward,

and added if counting backward. When the number of the day is

less than 3 we add 13, and then subtract in counting forward, and in

counting backward subtract 13 when the sum is greater than this

number. As it takes 400 ahaus to make 1 cycle, we multiply the

difference, 4, by this number, and divide the in-oduct by 13. This

leaves a remainder of 1, hence we subtract 1 from the number of the

first day of a given cycle to find the first of that which folloAvs, or

add 1 to find the first of that which precedes.

As, according to Goodman’s theory, 13 cycles make a great cj^cle,

then it requires 20 X 20 X 13 ahaus to make 1 great cycle. We mul-
tiply 4 by 20x20x13 (or 5,200) and divide by 13. This leaves no
remainder, and hence, accordiiig to this scheme, the day numbers of

the first day of all the great cycles will be the same, and so Goodman
gives them in his “Perpetual Chronological Calendar.” Here the

question of number arises. Is it 1 Ahau, 2 Aliau, or 3 Ahau, etc., to
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13 Ahau? Goodman says 4 Ahau. He bases this, doubtless, on the

fact that many of the initial series of the inscriptions have as their

first day 4 Ahaii 8 Cumhii, which he assumes, apparently correctly, is

the first day of a great cycle. It is apparent, following his method of

numbering, that if one great cycle begins with 4 Ahau, all the rest do.

As yet we have not introduced the year as a factor, but before this

is done attention is called to the result of following the vigesimal sys-

tem in counting the higher orders of units, or time periods, as Good-

man considers them. According to this system, which, as I have
stated, prevails in the Dresden codex, not only does it take 20 ahaus

to make 1 katun and 20 katuns to make 1 cycle, but also 20 cjmles

to make 1 great cycle. The order in which the numbers of the initial

days of the ahaus, katuns, and cycles follow one another will be the

same in the one scheme as in the other and as already given. The
difference between the two theories appears in the numbers of the

initial days of the great cycles. Following the method of calculation

indicated, we multiply 4 by 20x20x20 (or 8,000) and divide by 13.

This gives a remainder of 7. The order of the numbers is therefore

13, 6, 12, 5, 11, 4, 10, 3, 9, 2, 8, 1, 7, 13, 6, 12, etc., and this is found

to be correct by the absolute test of writing out the numbers of the

first days of the cycles in proper order and taking every 20th one.

The initial dates of a sufhcient number to cover all probable require-

ments are given here, 4 Ahau 8 Gumhu being adopted as the basis or

check point from which to count forward and backward. In this

calculation we must bring into the problem the year factor.

Initial days of the great cycles, following the vigesimal system

1 5 Ahau 8 Muan, year 4 Ben

2

-11 Ahan 13 Zotz, year 4 Lamat

3

4 Ahau 3 Ceh, year 3 Ezanah

4

10 Ahau 8 Pop, year 3 Ben

5

3 Ahau 18 Mol, year 2 Akbal

6

9 Ahau 8 Pax, year 1 Ben

7

2 Ahau 13 Tzec. year 1 Lamat

8

8 Ahau 3 Mac, year 13 Ezanah

9

1 Ahau 8 Uo, year 13 Ben

10

7 Ahan 18 Chen, year 12 Akbal

11

13 Ahan 8 Kayab, year 11 Ben

12

6 Ahau 13 Xul, year 11 Lamat

13

12 Ahau 3 Kankin, year 10 Ezanab

14

5 Ahau 8 Zip, year 10 Ben
1.’) 11 Ahau 18 Yax, year 9 Akbal

16

4 Ahau S Cumhu, year 8 Ben

17

10 Ahau 13 Yaxkin, year 8 Lamat

18

3 Ahau 3 Muan, year 7 Ezanab

19

9 Ahau 8 Zotz, year 7 Ben

20

2 Ahau 18 Zac, year 6 Akbal

As no larger number of great cycles has been recorded than 14, in

one of the Copan inscriptions, 6 being the highest given in the Dres-
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den codex, the initial dates given will probably suffice for all require-

ments. But this supposition rests on the theory that the range

counting" by great cycles, is not more than 14 from 4 Ahau S Cumhu.
Our numbering (left column) is, of course, piu’ely arbitrary, given

merely for convenience of reference, the great cycles being, on the

theory I have presented, in precisely the same relation to the next

higher order of units—provided the Mayan count extended so far—as

the cycles to the great cycles, the katuns to the cycles, etc. In other

words, when, in counting, 20 cycles are completed, one great cycle is

completed and the count passes into the 2nd; aud when this is coni-

ideted we pass into the 3rd, etc., in jn-ecisely the same manner that

we pass in our decimal sj'Stem from one decimal to the next higher.

Our next step is to test the theory advanced by appeal to the high

series which reach to the great cj’cles, beginning with those of the

Dresden codex. These are found on plates LXi, LXii, and Lxix. As
the determination of the point in question is of vital impoi'tance, the

details of the demonstration will be given somewhat fully.

Taking first plate LXii of the codex (our plate Lxxix), we observe

four numeral series running upward in the folds of two serpent

figures, two of these series being in black numerals of the ordinary

form, and two in red, also of the ordinary form. The two series in

the left serpent (one black and the other red) are as follows reading

from the top down;

Red 4-6-11-10-7- 2, 3 Cimi 14 Kayab
Black 4-6- 7-12-4-10. 3 Ix 7 Pax (?)

That is to say, the red series is 4 great cycles, 6 cycles, 11 katuns,

10 ahaus, 7 chuens, 2 days, to 3 Cimi 14 Kayab. The symbols of the

dates as we give them are seemingly reversed as compared with tlieir

positions on the plate, but the zigzag order of the series must be borne

in mind. The symbol of the month Pax is somewhat unusual.

The red series changed into days is as follows

:

Days

4 great cycles (of 20 cycles each

)

11, 520, 000

6 cycles 864,000

11 katuns - 79,200

10 ahaus 3, 600

7 chuens 140

2 days 2

Total amount- _ 12, 466, 942

Subtract 655 calendar rounds 12. 450. 880

Remainder 16.062

Using this remainder and counting forward from !t Kan 12 Iva3mb
( 3"ear 3 Ben)—the date standing over the head of the figure seated on

the serpent—we reach 3 Cimi 14 Kaj’ab, year 8 Ben, the date standing

below.

We have positive evidence, therefore, that in this instance 0 Kar
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12 Kaj^ab is the initial day of a great cycle and that 20 cycles are

counted to the great cycle, since the number 11,520,000 is obtained

as follows

:

1 cycle 144, 000 days

Multiplied by 20

1 great cycle. 2, 880, 000 days

Multiplied by 4

4 great cycles 11, 520, 000 days

If we follow Goodman’s method and count only 13 cycles to each

great cycle, 4 of the latter, together with the minor periods of the

series as given above, will amount to 8,432,942 days. Subtract 444

calendar rounds, and there remain 5,822 days, which, counted from 9

Kan 12 Kayab, bring us to 7 Cimi 14 Pax. This is not correct as to

the number of the day or as to the month. The same day should

be reached, for the number of cycles is the only thing in the series

changed.

We take next the black series of the same pair, to wit, 4-G-7-12-4-

10, 3 Ix 7 Pax. This changed into d'^ys is as follows;

Days

4 great cycles (of 20 cycles each) 11, 520, 000

6 cycles 864,000

7 katuns 50,400

12 ahaus 1 4,320

4 chuens 80

10 days 10

Total. 12,438,810

Siibtract 655 calendar rounds 12, 431, 900

Remainder 6, 910

Using this remainder and counting forward from 9 Kan 12 Kayab,

year 3 Ben, the same initial date as before used, we reach 3 Ix 7 Pax,

year 9 Lamat. This is correct.

The series in the folds of the right serpent (same plate as the pre-

ceding) are as follows:

Black 4-6-9-15-12-19, 13 Akbal 1 Kankin

Red 4-6-1- 9-15- 0, 3 Kan 16 (?) Uo

Changing the red series into days, we have the following result:

Days

4 great cycles (of 20 cycles each) 11, 520, 000

6 cycles - 864,000

1 katun - - - 7, 200

9 ahaus 3,240

15 chuens 300

Total 13,394,740

Sirbtract 653 calendar rounds 12, 393, 940

Remainder - — 800
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Usiug this remainder and counting forward from 9 Kan 12 Kayah
(same initial date as before), we reach 3 Kan 17 ITo, j'ear 6 Lamat.

This is correct, as it gives the date below, except as to the day of the

month—which is given as 16 Uo in the original, but should be 17 Uo,

as Kan is never the 16th day of the month. What is meant by the

calendar rounds and the reason for subtracting them was fully

explained above and in my jjrevions paper.

The black series of the same pair changed into days gives the fol-

lowing numbers

:

Days

4 great cycles (of 20 cycles each) 11, 520, 000

6 cycles 864, 000

9 katuns 64,800

15 ahaus 5,400

12chuens 240

19 days 19

Total 12,454,4.59

Subtract 656 calendar rounds 12, 450, 880

Remainder 3,579

Counting forward this number of days from 9 Kan 12 Kai’ab, year

3 Ben, we reach 13 Akbal 1 Kankin, year 13 Akbal. This also is

correct.

The next series noticed is the one consisting of black numerals in

the folds of the serpent on plate Lxix of the Dresden codex (our

plate Lxxx). This is as follows : 4-5-19-13-12-8, 4 Eb ? (month)
;
the

month symbol is obliterated. As the black and red are not zigzagged

in this instance, the date belonging to the black series stands imme-
diately under it. Changed into days, the series gives the following

result

:

Days

4 great cycles (of 20 cycles each) 11, 520, 000

5 cycles 720, 000

19 katuns 136,800

13 ahaus 4,680

12 chuens 240

8 days 8

Total 12,381,728

Subtract 652 calendar rounds 12, 374, 960

Remainder 6,768

In this instance, as on plate LXll of the codex, the date 9 Kan 12

Kayab stands above the serpent. Counting forward 6,768 days from
this date, we are brought to 4 Eb 5 Chen, year 9 Lamat, which agrees

with the unobliterated part of the date given below.

We have, therefore, in the data presented positive proof that in

five instances in the Dresden codex the day 9 Kan 12 Kaj^ab is the

first day of a great cycle, and that twenty cycles are counted to one
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great cj^cle. In these instances 9 Kan 12 Kayab is the initial day of

the first or more remote of tlie four great cycles counted in the series

which have been noticed. The four here, however, has no reference

to the numbers api^lied to the high periods, if, in fact, any were

applied, but is merely the number of one of the orders of units used

in counting, just as we say “ 4 thousands, 5 millions,” etc. However,

the idea intended to be set forth here will be more fully explained

farther on.

In order to show that 9 Kan, as used in the series examined, is the

initial day of the most remote of the four great cycles of these series,

the following proof is presented.

If we arrange the last-mentioned series perpendicularly in ascend-

ing order, as in the original, except that we separate the great cycles,

it will stand as follows:

4th great cycle (completed)

3rd great cycle (completed)

2nd great cycle (completed)

1st great cycle (completed)

5 cycles

19 katuns

13 ahaus

12 chuens

8 days

The reader must keep in mind all the way through that, although

Goodman’s terms are used, they are to be understood as representing

merely orders of units. Hence, 4th great cycle, 3rd great cycle, etc.,

are intended to convey the same idea that is conveyed by “4th mil-

lion, 3rd million,” etc. These terms are used merely as convenient

designations in numeration. Each and eveiy series in the inscrip-

tions and codices signifies nothing more nor less than so many daj^s,

the day being the unit.

Our separation of the great cycles is therefore nothing more than

separating the millions and lower denominations in the expression
“ 4,234,600,” just as has been done above. The object of this separa-

tion is to ascertain the beginning day of each of these numbers which
Goodman calls time periods, as this forms a check on our calculations.

For example, if I assert that 4,000 daj^s from Thursday, January 1,

1889, will reach Saturday, December 18, 1899, by counting 1,000 days

we reach a certain date, and 1,000 more a certain other date, etc.

If the fourth 1,000 brings us to the same date as counting at once

4,000, we thereby check the one calculation bj^ the other. The sepa-

ration is to be understood as signifying nothing more than this, and
not as implying real time j)eriods of a chronological system.

If we can ascertain the first day of the first of these great cycles,

and count forward from the date so obtained, one by one, 4 great
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cycles, 5 cycles, 19 katuiis, 13 ahaus, 12 chueus, and 8 days, we should,

if my theory he true, reach the same date (4 Eh o Cheu, year 0 Lamat)

as h}' couutiug the whole series, thus ohtaiuiug a check ou our

calculation.

Days

Multiply 1 cycle 144, 000

by 20 20

1 great cycle of 20 cycles 2, 880, 000

Subtract 151 calendar rounds 2,865,980

Remainder 14, 020

Counting forward this numher of days from 0 Kan 12 Kayah, year

3 Ben, we reach 2 Kan 17 Xul, year 3 Lamat, This should he the

initial day of the 3rd great cycle, as numhered above. Counting

forward 14,020 days from 2 Kan 17 Xul, year 3 Lamat, hrings us to

8 Kan 7 Kankin, year 2 Ezanah, This should he the first day of the

2nd great cycle, as numhered above. Counting forward 14,020 days

from the latter date (8 Kan 7 Kankin, year 2 Ezanah), we reach 1 Kan
2 Zip, year 2 Ben. This should he the first day of the 1st great

cycle, as numbered above, and with the subordinate periods gives the

series 1-5-19-13-12-8, or 1 great cycle, 5 cycles, 19 katuns, 13 ahaus,

12 chuens, 8 days. Counting forward from 1 Kan 12 Zip, j^ear 2 Ben,

should bring us to 4 Eh 5 Chen, j-ear 9 Lamat, the date obtained by
counting the entire series from 9 Kan 12 Kayah, year 3 Ben.

In order to test it we make the calculation; reduced to days, the

result is as follows

:

Days

1 great cycle (of 20 cycles) 2,880,000

5 cycles 720, 000

19 katuns 136, 800

13 ahaus 4,680

12 chuens 240

8 days 8

Total 3,741,728

Subtract 197 calendar rounds 3,739,060

Remainder 2, 608

Counting forward this number of daj’S fi'oni 1 Kan 12 Zip, year 2

Ben, we reach 4 Eh 5 Chen, year 9 Lamat, the date at the bottom of

the series, and the same as that obtained by using the entii-e series

and counting from 9 Kan 12 Kayah.
jVs a further test, we count forward 14,020 days from 1 Kan 12 Zip,

year 2 Ben, and reach 7 Kan 2 Zac, year 1 Akbal. This should be the

first daj" of the incomplete great cj’cle in AAdiich the mine r i^eriods

fall. Therefore, b}" taking the sum of these periods and counting

forward from this date, we should reach 4 Eb 5 Cheu, yeai 9 Lamat.

22 ETH—04 It)
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Reducing these periods (5 cycles, 19 katuns, 13 ahaus, 12 chuens, 8

days) to days, we get the following result

:

Days

5

cycles 720,000

19 katuns 136, 800

13 ahaus 4,680

12 chuens 240

8 days 8

Total 861,728

Subtracting 45 calendar rounds 854, 100

Remainder 7, 628

Counting forward 7,628 days from 7 Kan 2 Zac, year 1 Akbal, we
reach 4 Eb 5 Chen, year 9 Lamat, which is the proper date.

The demonstration therefore seems to be complete that Kan, in

the cases referred to, is the first day of each of the great cycles. It

is also important to notice that the numbers of these Kans follow one
another in precisely the same order as do those of tlie Ahaus when
20 cycles are counted to the great cycle (see page 230) to wit: 9, 2, 8,

1, 7, and, if the series is continued by calculation, 13, 6, 12, 5, 11, 4,

10, 3, 9, 2, etc.

If we arrange these first days of the great cycles in the order in

which they come, adding the days of the month on which they fall,

they will be as follows—the numbering (column at the left) being, of

course, purely arbitrary:

1 2 Kan 17 Cumhu, year 10 Lamat

2

8 Kan 2 Mol, year 10 Akbal

3

1 Kan 12 Muan, year 9 Ben

4

7 Kan 17 Zotz year 9 Lamat

5

13 Kan 7 Cell, year 8 Ezanab

6

. 6 Kan 12 Pop, year 8 Ben

7

12 Kan 2 Chen, year 7 Akbal

8

5 Kan 12 Pax, year 6 Ben

9

11 Kan 17 Tzec, year 6 Lamat

10

4 Kan 7 Mac, year 5 Ezanab

11

10 Kan 12 Uo, year 5 Ben

12

3 Kan 2 Yax, year 4 Akbal

13

9 Kan 12 Kayab, year 3 Ben

14

2 Kan 17 Xul, year 3 Lamat

15

8 Kan 7 Kankin, year 2 Ezanab

16

1 Kan 12 Zix), year 2 Ben

17

7 Kan 2 Zac, year 1 Akbal

18

13 Kan 12 Cumhu, year 13 Ben

19

6 Kan 17 Yaxkin, year 13 Lamat

20

12 Kan 7 Muan, year 12 Ezanab

This is calculated from 9 Kaii 12 Kayab as a basis, because we liave

foiiud it to be such for some of the series of the Dresden codex.

In order to add proof to our explanation and calculation of the

series in the serpent figures of plate LXii of the codex, I show the result
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of calculating the differences between the series and passing from

one of the final dates to the other. I had tried this before, but, not

allowing for the zigzag course of the series, I failed to get the dates at

the bottom in right relation to the series.

Take first the series in the right-hand serpent, as follows

:

Black 4-6-9-15-12-19, 13 Akbal 1 Kankin

Red 4-6-1- 9-15- 0, 3 Kan 16 (17) Uo

Difference 8-5-15-19

This difference, counted forward from 3 Kan 17 Uo (tlie 16 being an

error), sliould reach 13 Akbal 1 Kankin.

Reducing to days, we have the following i-esult

:

Days

8 katuns 57,600

5 ahans 1,800

15 clmens 300

19 days 19

Total - 59,719

Subtract 3 calendar rounds 56, 940

Remainder 2, 779

Using this remainder and counting forward from 3 Kan 17 Uo, year

6 Lamat, we reach 13 Akbal 1 Kankin, year 13 Akbal. This is cor-

rect, and proves that we should read 17 Uo instead of 16.

The two series in the other (left-hand) serpent are as follows:

Red 4-6-11-10-7- 2, 3 Cimi 14 Kayab
Black 4-6- 7-12-4-10, 3 Ix 7 Pax

Remainder 3-18-2-1

2

This remainder, counted forward from 3 Ix 7 Pax, which is the date

belonging to the black series, will bring us to 3 Cimi 14 Kayab, which
is the date belonging to the red series.

The relation between the pairs of the two serpents is between the

like colors. For example, I)}" using the difference between the red

series of the right serpent and that of the left, and counting forward
from 3 Kan 17 Uo, we reach 3 Cimi 14 Kayab. By using the differ-

ence between the black seiles, and counting forward from 3 lx 7 Pax,

we reach 13 Akbal 1 Kankin. These results serve to confirm fhe

results of the calculations when the entire series is taken into the

count.

There are five other high series in the Dresden codex, to Avhich I

have not as yet alluded—four in the serpent figures on plate LXI, and
the red series in fhe serpent on plate LXIX. The reason for passing-

over them temporarily is that some of them recpiire correction, and
others pi-esent difficulties to successful calculation and satisfactory

interpretation which I have not as yet been able to overcome. As the

object in view is to discover the truth and not merelj^ to support a
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theory, it is proper that these difficulties should be explained to the

reader that he may judge whether they have anj^ bearing on the ques-

tion under discussion.

44ie first of these series to whicli reference will be made are the

black and red in the left serpent on i^late LXi of the codex (our plate

Lxxxi). These, as they stand on the plate, are as follows:

Black 4-6-14-13-15-1, 3 Chicclian 13 Pax
Red 4-6- 0-11- 3-?, 3 Chicclian 18 Xul

In this instance, as on jilate LXii, the dates under the series are

here seemingly reversed bj^ the zigzag arrangement of the series—

a

fact which is to be borne in mind
;
therefore, that which is apparently

under the black belongs to the red. The last (lowest) number of the

red series denoting daj's is obliterated, but calculation soon makes it

apparent that it was 1. The initial date here is the same as that of

the other series of this codex heretofore referred to, to wit, 9 Kan
12 Kayab, which stands in the text above the serpent.

Calculating the series as they stand in the original, counting from

the initial date (9 Kan 12 Kayab), we find, whether we assume 20 or

13 cycles to the great cycle, that neither of the dates standing below

will be reached. Tlie proper daj^, and even the day of the month, maj'

be reached, but not the full date as given. Counting 20 cycles to the

great cycle, we are brouglit by the black series to 1 Chicclian 18 Chen,

5'ear G Lamat; the red series (adding one day) brings us to 5 Chic-

chan 13 Mac, 3’ear 13 Ben. The result in both cases is wrong. Count-

ing 13 cycles to the great cycle in the black, we reach 3 Chicclian 13

Kayab, year 9 Ben; and the red series brings us to 7 Chicclian 3 Zip,

j^ear 4 Akbal. Both results are wrong, though the first is apparently

within one month of being correct—the day, day number, and daj’ of

the month being right. However, the two dates are in reality 32 j^ears

apart. We might assume the number of months (chuens) to be 14,

instead of 15 as given in the original, if this Avould bring both series

in liarnionj’; or we might change the month from Pax to Kayab, if this

would meet the difficult}" throughout. The two series, black and red,

are evidently related, and the difference between them must connect

the dates reached liy counting each series from the initial date (9 Kan
12 Kayab). The difference in this case, 13 cycles being counted to

the great cycle, lirings the red series to 7 Chicchan 3 Zip, year 4

Akbal, wliich is wrong.

Wifli seeming inconsistency, I propose a correction more radical

than either of those suggested above. I believe the aboriginal artist

b}' inadvertency made an exchange between the black and red series

in the ahaus and chuens, and that, instead of being as given above,

they sliould be as follows:

Black 4-6-14-11- 3-1, 3 Chicclian 13 Pax
Red 4-6- 0-13-15-1, 3 Chicchan 18 Xul
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The series evidently requires that the days of the terminal dates

shall each be 3 Chicchan.

Counting forward from 9 Kan 12 Kayab, j’ear 3 Ben, the amount of

the black sei'ies (equaling 12,488,821 days), we reach 3 Chicchan 13

Pax, year 3 Ben; and counting from the same initial date the red

series (equaling 12,388,981 days), we reach 3 Chicchan 18 Xul, j’ear

3 Lamat. Both results are correct, and counting from 3 Chicchan 18

Xul, year 3 Lamat, the dilference between the two series as thus cor-

rected (equaling 99,840 days), we reach 3 Chicchan 13 Pax, j^ear 3

Ben, the terminal date of the black series.

Neither of the series in the right-hand serpent of this plate lirings

the count to either of the dates which stand below them. As yet I

am unable to find in what the error consists. As the text above this

right-hand serpent has been obliterated, it is possible, though I do not

think probable, that a different initial date is given. As both series

counted backward reach a 9 Kan, but of different months, I am
inclined to believe that the error consists in one or both mouth sym-

bols of the terminal dates.

The other series -which has not been considered is the red one in the

serpent on plate LXix, Dresden codex. The difficulty in this case

arises from the insufficient data, the number in the katun place

having been omitted or obliterated, and the month symbol of the

terminal date being too neaiiy obliterated for anjdhing positive in

regard to it to be determined. If tlie month symbol could be deter-

mined by insiiection, the data would be sufficient to give the num-
ber of katuns correctly; but with the series in its imperfect con-

dition, we can only state that, by a trial substitution of the numbers
from 1 to 19 in the katun place, we find that this number must be

either 1 or 14. If it be 1, the terminal date is 9 Ix 12 Zip; if it be 14,

the terminal date is 9 Ix 12 Zac. xVs the fragment of the month
symbol, small as it is, apparently forbids the supposition that it is

Zac, it is probabty Zip.

Taking the difference between the red series, as thus coiTeeted, and
the black series, and counting back from 9 Ix 12 Zip, we reach 4 Eli

5 C’heu, year 9 Lamat, which agrees with the result of counting the

black series from the initial date. The solution, therefore, appears to

be satisfactory. ,

As Dr Seler raises another question in regard to these high series

of the Dresden codex, we will consider it before passing on. It will

be noticed that in the text (double column) at the left of the ser-

jients on plates LXi and LXix, there is, in each case, a numeral series

given in symbols in the same form as those in the inscriptions. The
one on plate LXi is 15-9-1-3, or 15 katuns, 9 ahaus, 1 chuen, 3 days;

that on plate LXIX is 15-9-4-4, oi‘ 15 katuns, 9 ahaus, 4 chuens, 4 daj’s.

The date following in each case is 9 Kan 12 Kayab, and the date

preceding is in each case is 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. Now, Dr Seler, if I
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rightly understand him, contends that this series belongs tb, or is con-

nected with, the series in the serpent figures, and is to show that the

count is carried back to 4 Ahau 8 Cuinhu as the initial date, though

he has failed to make connection between the dates bj^ the series in

the text.

As the initial and terminal dates (4 Ahau 8 Cumhu and 9 Kan 12

Kayab) are the same on both jjlates, and the number of the katuns

and ahaus the same in both, it is certain there is a mistake in one or

the other in regard to the number of chuens and days—one being 4

chuens, 4 days, and the other 1 chuen, 3 days—as the terminal date

can not occur twice in the lapse of time between one and the other,

that is, in G1 days. However, neither series will connect the two dates.

The series on ijlate lxix when reduced to daj’s is as follows:

Days

108, 000

3,240

80

4

Total 111,324

Sribtract o calendar rounds 94,900

Remainder 16, 424

Counting this number of days forward from 4 Ahaii 8 Cumhu, year

8 Ben, we reach 9 Kan 7 Cumhu, year 1 Ezanab—a date 37 years

later than the j)roper one; nor will counting backward give the

proper result. It is apparent from the iiroblem itself that the

numeral series must be materially changed in order to connect these

dates, if this was the object of the aboriginal artist. That the two

dates are too i^rominent for either to be changed will be admitted.

As 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu falls in the year 8 Ben, and 9 Kan 12 Kayab in

the year 3 Ben, the laiise of time from the former to the latter, count-

ing forward (the necessaiy direction on Seler’s assumption) is 2,904

days (plus any number of calendar rounds); while the niimber of

daj’S over and above the calendar rounds in one of the series (plate

lxix) is 16,424 days, and in the other (plate LXi) is 16,263 days. The
difference between 16,263 and 2,904 is 13,459. Therefore, correcting

the series, as the dates can not be changed, involves dro^iping out

13,459 days, or nearly 37 years. It is impossible to make this cor-

rection by any change in the number of chuens and daj^s, and as

the katuns and ahaus are the same on both plates, it is presum-

able that they are as they were intended to be. Therefore, while the

positions of the dates in the text in relation to the numeral series

would seem to indicate that they were intended to be connected by
it, no justifiable correction or reasonable manipulation of the series

appears to bear out this theoiy. It would seem from these facts that

the data do not sustain Seler’s assumption.

15 katuns.

9 ahaus -

4 chuens

4 clays ..
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Suppose, however, that it was the intention of the aboriginal artist

to connect the dates by these short series, and that each of them con-

tains some error, and when corrected would make the connection, let

us see what the result would be. The entire seines on plate lxix

—

taking that in the text as it stands, and the black one in the serpent

figure, making 15-9-4-4 jilus 4-5-19-13-12-8, 4 Eb ? (month)—would
throw back the initial date 12,493,052 days, or a little over 34,226

years, previous to the terminal date 4 El) of the series. This is

wholly inconsistent with the ideai expressed bj" Seler (quoted fartlier

on) that the terminal dates of the inscriptions indicate, respectively,

the time of the erection of the monument, and that these dates fall

within or after the 10th cycle (Goodman’s 9th of the 54th great cycle).

If the 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu of this series is the same 4 Aliau 8 Cumhu in

actual time as the first of Goodman’s 54th great cycle—or, as Seler

calls it, the “normal date”—then the series must run far into the

actual future, or all the dates of the inscriptions must be far back in

the past, and are merely theoretical. The only other supposition is

that the 9 Kan 12 Kayab in the columns at the left is not identical

with the 9 Kan 12 Kayab that stands above the serpent, and with

which the series in the folds are undoubtedly connected.

As the final date in the series referred to in the preceding para-

graph is incomplete, in lacking the day of the month, we will try the

one on plate lxi. Using the black series in the folds of the left ser-

pent, as this is the largest of the four great series on this plate and
hence presumably the last (though the rule, if correct, should hold

good with any of the series), we have 15-9-1-3 j)lus 4-G-14-13-15-1 (as

they stand on the plate). Counting 20 cycles to the great cjNde and
changing to days, we arrive at the following result:

4 great cycles

6 cycles

14 katuns

13 ahaus _

15 cliuens

1 day

Days

11,.520, 000

864, 000

100, 800

4,680

300

1

12, 489, 781

Add ammiiit of short series 111, 263

Total 12,601,044

Subtract 663 calendar rounds 12, .583, 740

Remainder 17, 304

Using this remainder and counting forward from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu,
year 8 Ben, we reach 9 Imix 9 Mol, year 4 Ben. This is wrong. Let us

use the series as corrected on a previous page, to wit: 4-6-14-11-3-1,
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or 12,488,821 days. Adding the shorter series and counting forward

from 4 Ahan 8 Cumhn, we reach the date 4 Kan 2 Yaxkin. This

again is wrong. Using the larger series as corrected and counting

from D Kan 12 Kayah we reach, as has already been shown, the cor-

rect date, 3 Chicchan 13 Pax. It is therefore fair to conclude that

there are no sufficient grounds for Seler’s supposition.

These erroneous conclusions arise chiefly from the mistaken idea

that these numbers, ahaus, katnns, etc., are real time periods. More-

over, it does not necessarily follow, where such high numbers are

used, that 4 Ahan 8 Cumhn is what Seler calls the “normal date”;

that is to say, the initial day of Goodman’s 54th great cycle. But this

does not matter in the jiresent ease, as the date can not be connected

with any of the others given in the series.

Even could the series be reasonably changed so as to make the con-

nection between the given dates, we still have staring us in the face the

fact that 9 Kan 12 Kayab is actually and bejmnd question used in the

codex as the initial day of the so-called great cycle in six instances,

and that a Kan is the initial date in 3 times 6 other instances. It is

true that these so-called great cycles are but orders of units, steps in

numeration, and not real time jjeriods; nevertheless, they are just as

real when counting from a Kan as from an Ahau.
In order that the reader may clearly understand the object in view

in introducing these calculations, and see the bearing they have on

the question, it is necessary again to refer to the basis of Goodman’s
theoiy of the Mayan time system, and especially of his supposed

separate “chronological calendar.”

Goodman maintains that in addition to their regular annual cal-

endar in wliich time was counted by years, months, days, etc., the

Mayas made use of another time system which he terms the “chrono-

logical calendar.” In this sj’stem, according to his theory, they

counted time bj^ certain determinate periods, which, according to the

nomenclature arbitrarity adopted by him, are termed chuens (each of

20 days); ahaus (each of 18 chuens or 360 days); katnns (each of 20

ahaus or 7,200 days); cycles (each of 20 katnns or 144,000 days);

great cj^'cles (each of 13 cycles or 1,872,000 days), and a grand era

equal to 73 great cj^cles. These he believes to be real time periods,

as truly so as the years, etc., of the annual calendar, systematically

arranged and all above the chuens alwajAS (so far as time count in

the inscriptions is concerned) beginning with a day Ahau, the great

C3’cles always with the day 4 Ahau. It is in this supposition that

Goodman’s great error lies, and, in order to support his xu’emise, he

changes two of the steps of the Mayan numeral system without the

slightest evidence on wliich to base the change, and he also introduces

factors into the numeral system which are wholly unknown to it. If

these statements which I make can be maintained by satisfactory

evidence, then his theoretic “Archaic Chronological System” falls to
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the ground, though his discoveries as to the signification of certain

glj’phs and the manner in -which thej^ -were iised he genuine, and his

calculations of series he correct, and though his tables he also correct

in the main.

The annual calendar system, which is that one long ago explained

and accepted (that of months, years, etc,), is not in dispute. It is

his theory of another time system, his so-called “Chronological Cal-

endar,” which I assert is without basis of fact. This calendar, which

he says he “finally deduced,” he expects will he challenged, but he

“leaves it to defend itself, conscious that it is as infallible as the

multiplication table.”

Before referring to the proof bearing on this subject already pi‘e-

sented, we shall call attention again to Goodman’s method of num-
bering these iieriods. The chuens he says were numbered 18, 1, 2, 3,

etc., up to 17; the ahaus and katiuis were numbered 20, 1, 2, 3, etc.,

up to 19; the cycles, 13, 1, 2, 3, etc., up to 12; and the gi-eat cycles,

73, 1, 2, 3, etc., up to 72. On this subject he remarks as follows:

Another consideration which must be constantly borne in mind is that all Maya
dates relate to elapsed time. When a date is given it must be remembered that

it is not the beginning of a period yet to run its course, but the beginning of one

denoting a period already concluded. The ingenious numeration of their periods

was designed to prevent confusion in this regard. The first day, chuen, aliau,

katun, cycle, and great cycle is not numerated 1, but 20, 18, 20, 20, 13, 73, as the

case may be, denoting that the fiill round of the period has lum and that this is

the commencement of a new count. In other words, these beginning numerals

are equivalent to naught or no count, the periods being designated only until after

they had fully passed. It is very difficult to keep track of this style of numera-
tion—so difficult, in fact, that familiar as I am -with it I am distrustful of having

made some lapses in these pages.

That he ha.s made a mistake in this statement, in order to fit the

facts with his theory, and that he carries this mistake throughout his

entire work, is easily shown, aiid will appear from what follows.

That the count is forward to some date in the future, as compared
with the initial date, in most of the series of the inscrilotions, is appar-

ent from the examples given by Mr Goodman in liis work; and that

it is forward to some future date, as comj)ared with the initial day, in

every initial series, must be admitted. Therefore, his assertion can
not be intended to contradict this fact. What he intends to declare

is this, that when a date is given, as the first day of the 2nd katun or

ahau, we must understand that it is really the first day of the 3rd

katun or ahau, the 2nd being completed; or when 2 ahaus and 3

chuens are mentioned, we are to understand 2 completed ahaus and
3 completed chuens.

Let us see if we can ascertain how this strange method of number-
ing these so-called periods originated. It must be remembered that

this numbering is the consecutive numbering, as that of the days of
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the month, and not the numbering (in the 13 series) of the day Ahau
as mentioned above. I quote again from his work (pages 12 and 13)

:

Poor Don Pio! To have the pearl in his grasp and he unaware of its priceless-

ness—like so many others! But I must not exult too much yet. The succession

of the katuns, reckoned according to this principle, is yet to be ascertained before

my fancied discovery can be established by a crucial test. I score the ahaus off

in the foregoing order, and, sure enough, the twentieths give the desired result:

11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 13, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 13. Eureka! The perturbed spirit of the Maya
calendar, which has endeavoured so long to impart its message to the world, may
rest at last.

But, though confident I had discovered the secret of the ahau and katun count,

when I tried the plan on the dates and reckonings of the inscriptions it proved

totally inapplicable. There were periods into whose nature I had no insight, and
if those I surmised to be ahaus and katuns were really so the former would not

come in the right order, while the latter were excessive and numerated in a way
quite unintelligible. It was discouraging, but I did not lose faith in my discov-

ery. The inapplicability of the Yucatec scheme to the reckonings of the inscrip-

tions, probably, was simply owing to different methods of computing the ahaus

and katuns. There was no alternative but a patient and exhaustive analysis of

the Archaic dates and time reckonings.

It would be tedious as useless to recount trials—failure outranking success a

thousand fold—the results of which constitute the bulk of this book. I will only

state, in brief, that I determined the character of the chuen and great cycle

periods; that I discovered the first chuen was numerated 18, the first ahau, katun,

day and day of the month, 20, and that the first cycle of the great cycle was num-
bered 13—the unit attaching to the second period in all instances; that I ascer-

tained the cycle was composed of twenty katuns, numerated 20, 1, 2, 3, etc., up to

19, instead of according to the Yucatec order; that I finally deduced a chronolog-

ical calendar whose perfect accord with the principal dates and reckonings

throughout the inscriptions is proof of its correctness, and by reversing the process

succeeded in reconstructing the outlines of the entire Archaic chronological

scheme. I expect my calendar to be challenged. It would be without precedent

in the history of discovery if it were not. But I leave it to defend itself, con-

scious that it is as infallible as the multiplication table, and knowing that aU
antagonists must finally go down before it.

By reading between the lines of this quotation, and noting the dif-

ficulties he encountered, we readily see that his theory was outlined

before the difficulties presented themselves. Why should he find it

necessary to number the first chuen 18, the first ahau 20, and the first

cj^cle 13 were this not so? Take the short series 13-9-9 from 12

Caban 5 Kayab to 6 Cimi 4 Tzec, which he mentions, and says works

out all right. There is no difficulty if we count it 13 ahaus plus 9

chuens plus 9 days, just as we might say 13 hundreds 9 tens and 9.

If we read it as it really is, 13 units of the 3rd order (360 each) plus

9 units of the 2nd order (20 each) and 9 units of the 1st order (1 each),

there is no difficulty in showing that it is an exact measure of the

lapse of time between the given dates.

The difficultj’, as we may safely assume, arose from the fact that

the count would not fit in with tlie theoiy he had formulated but had
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not perfected. lie had probablj" outlined the tables of his “Archaic

Chronological Calendar,” but instead of numbering them as we find

them now given in his work, the cycles were numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., up
to 13; the katuns, 1, 2, 3, etc., to 20, etc. Conceiving the idea that

the numbers in the series (as the 13-9-9) should express the numbers
in his scheme—that is to say, should be read the 13th ahau, the 9th

cliuen, and 9th day—he found tliat it would not give the correct result.

Here indeed was a difficulty, a difficulty of fitting facts to a theory, but

not one in reality, for the series taken as it stands works out correctly.

In order to overcome this difficulty and at the same time save his

theory he seemingly hit upon the ingenious device of a supposed

Mayan method of numbering periods somewhat as the surveyor num-
bers his stations, beginning with 0 (naught), or what gives the same
result and avoids the use of the cypher, which he contends was not

used b}" the Mayas, of bringing forward the last number of the

l)receding period to be the first of the one following. Thus in his

“Archaic Annual Calendar” he has pushed down one step the true

dominical days, Akbal, Lamat, Ben, Ezanab, although retaining

their proper numbers, and has brought forward, with the number 20

attached, the preceding days, Ik, Maiiik, Eb, Caban, and begins the

numbering of the chiiens with 18, of the ahaus and katuns with 20,

etc. This, of course, overcomes the difficulty, as what is numbered
the first ahau, etc., is, in fact, the second, and in the example given

the 13th ahau is, in fact, the 14th, and the 9th chuen the 10th, and
hence, by his method of numbering, the 13th ahau, 9th chuen, 9th

day is equivalent to 13 complete ahaus, plus 9 complete chuens, plus

9 days. This plan will undoubtedly preserve the proper order of

succession. The only real errors it introduces, if considered merely a

method of numbering, is in making the wrong days dominicals and
in cariying the last daj^ of one mouth forward to become the first

day of the next, one or two examples of which are pointed out in mj’

previous i)aper. The.se examples have since been more full}^ dis-

cussed by Mr. Bowditch, with the result of strongl}^ inclining him to

accept Goodman’s theory in this respect. They are noted in my
Majm Year (figure 20), though not discussed there as to the point

here raised.

As further evidence bearing on this question, I add the following:

There is no such method of numbering found in the inscriptions, or

in the codices. Mayan or Mexican, unless in the examples above
referred to, and there is no such method mentioned by any of the

early writers. Perhaps, however, the most important point to be
decided in this connection is the queiy, Did the INIayas in fact

number these so-called periods? How manj’ were to be taken was
indicated by symbols, but there is no evidence, so far as I am
aware, that they were numbered, except in a single instance found
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ou the north and south faces of Stela J at Copan. Here, it is true,

we find a succession of ahau symbols of the usual type, placed in

somewhat regular order and numbered in regular succession from 1

to IG, beyond which the remaining glj^phs (only two, howevei’) are

obliterated. AVhether these numerals are intended as a successive

numbering or intended merely to indicate so many ahaus, is not

known; however, it looks like regular numbering, and is so accepted.

But, unfortunate!}" for Goodman’s theoiy, the series clearly begins

witli number 1. To get around this difficulty he assumes that it is

to be understood that 1 ahau has passed, yet he admits that the

s3"inbol on that numbered 1 signifies “beginning.” Thus the only

example of numbering these so-called periods found in all the records

is emphatically against his theory, in order to sustain which he

literall}’ begs the question by saying it must be assumed as under-

stood that 1 ahau has passed. AVe are justified, therefore, in regard-

ing his scheme of numbering as wholly unnecessary to exjjlain the

ninneral and time series of the inscriptions, for considering his

so-called time periods merely orders of units will give a full explana-

tion, so far as the counting is concerned, in every case.

But these items do not show all the errors in the above-quoted

statement from Goodman’s work. That but 13 cycles were counted

to the great cycle, I have shown by mathemallcal demonstration is

untrue, so far, at least, as the Dresden codex is concerned. I liave

shown that this codex, instead of counting 13 cycles to the great cycle,

counts 20, thus following regularly, as would naturally be supposed,

the vigesimal system. It is true that Goodman admits that the codices

belonging to what he calls the Yucatec group not only count 20 cycles

to the great cycle, but count from some three or four different initial

days. This admission, however, does not avail him anything in the

way of clearing his theory of tlie difficulty presented. In the first

place, the Dresden codex can not be classed with the so-called Yucatec

group. Tills group, which includes the Troauo and Cortesian codices,

and the codex used by Landa, makes Kan, Muluc, Ix, and Cauae the

dominical daj’s; Avliile the Dresden codex, from which the examples

given above showing the use of 20 cycles to the great cycle ivere

taken, follows the system of the inscriptions in using throughout

Akbal, Lamat, Ben, and Ezanab as dominical days. Moreover, it

gives high series wholly unknoivn to the Troano and Cortesian codices;

and it introduces in some three or four places, as numerical charac-

ters, precisely the same symbols as those of the inscriptions named by
Goodman katun, ahau, and chuen, and in one or two jilaces uses a

face chai’acter to represent the ahau.

AA'hat grounds, therefore, can Goodman have for asserting that the

system used in the inscriptions is different from that used in the Dres-

den codex, which he evidently includes under the term “Yucatec
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system ” ? Tliere is uotliing in either the Ti'oano or Cortesian codex

by wliieli to determine the number of cycles they count to tlie great

cycle. AVhat s^’stem was nsed in the Yucatan inscriptions is not posi-

tively known, but, as is shown below, they jp-obably agreed witli llie

Troano and Cortesian codices. Goodman saj’s he has lieen unable to

find a single Yueatec inscribed date. After careful inquiiy and

examination of the casts of inscrip-

tions in the chief eastern museums ^

and all the photograplis, drawings,

and figures in reach, without finding-

one, I have iiad my attention called

by Mr Saville, of the New York
Museum of Natural History, to a

photograpli by Mahler, taken at Xca-

lumkin, in Yucatan, which is repro-

duced in Le Plongeon’s “Queen
Moo,” wliich, if I correctly interpret

it, maj' be an indication of the sj's-

tem used in the Yueatec insci'ip-

tions. This is shown in figure 157

from a copy of the photograph kindlj’

furnished Iw’ Mr. Saville.

Tlie daj’ (All) is evidentl}" 8 Caban,

the 4th day, apparently, of the month
Zotz, thougli the month sjunbol is

somewhat unusual in form. If the

day symbol is proi^erly interpreted

Caban, of which there can scarcely

be a doubt, then, as the 4 dots over

the niontli symbol are veiy distinct,

it is certain (whether we can deter-

mine the month symbol or not) that

the 3’ear must begin witli the day
Ix, hence the dominical daj's must
be Kan, Muluc, Ix, and C4iuac.

Tills is the calendar system of the

Troano and Cortesian codices and
also of the codex followed bv Landa.

This i-esult I must confess is con-

trary to my exiiectation and carries

back the Yueatec calendar S3"stem to the days of the inscriptions. It

is true that a single inscribed date is a slender basis on which to

reach a decision, but we mu.st accept it until other evidence on the

point is forthcoming. Goodman suggests that the Cocomes, Xius,

Chels, and Itzas had each their own “ chronological .s^’stem, using a

Fig. 157.

cataii.

Inscri])tion at Xcalumkin, Yu-
From a pliotograpli by Mahler.
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common calendar.” On what he bases this opinion, which is equiva-

lent to saying they had different numeral systems, I am not aware.

That the system in vogue at Tikal (in the Itza region of the Peten

district) was the same as that of the inscriptions at Palenque, Copan,

and Quirigua is well known.

Let ns return to the exceptional series of the Copan inscriptions

mentioned above (west side of Stela N). Although

it was discussed at some length in my previous

paper, a reexamination has brought to light some
facts overlooked in the first examination, which

have an important bearing on the question in-

volved
;
and they will be noticed here. This series

reversed is as follows: 14-17-19-10-0-0 to 1 Ahau 8

Chen (figure 158). Written out it is 14 great

cycles, 17 cycles, 19 katuns, 10 ahaus, 0 chuens,

0 days, to 1 Ahau 8 Chen, Changed into daj^s it

gives the following result, coiinting 20 cycles to

Fig. 1.5S. Part of in-

scription on the west
side of Stela N, Co-

pan. Maudslay, part

4, plate Lxxix.

the great cjmle

:

Days

14 great cycles 40, 330, 000

17 cycles 2,448,000

19 katrms 136, 800

10 ahaus 3,600

Total 42,908,400

Subtract 2,260 calendar rounds 42, 894, 800

Remainder 13, 600

If we count back this number of days from 1

Ahau 8 Chen, j'ear 3 Ben, it brings us to 12 Ahau
13 Zotz, year 5 Lamat, which will be the first day

of the first, or most remote, of the 14 great cycles,

counting the series in this manner upward from

the 15th:

1st great cycle

2nd great cycle, etc., to

14th great cycle

(15th great cycle)

17 cycles

19 katuns

10 ahaus

0 chiiens

0 days

If we count back from tlie same date (1 Ahau 8 Chen) the 17 cycles,

1!) katuns, and 10 ahaus, we reach the first day of the (incomplete)

15th great cycle as we have numbered them above. This day is 5
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Ahau 8 Cumliu, year 9 Ben. If we count back the great cycles one

by one (counting 20 cycles to a great cycle), we shall find the initial

dates to be as follows—the numbers given the great cycles being, of

course, arbitrary:

1st great cycle 12 Ahau 13 Zotz, year 5 Lamat
2nd great cycle 5 Ahau 3 Ceh, year 4 Ezanab
3rd great cycle 11 Ahau 8 Pop, year 4 Ben
4th great cycle 4 Ahau 18 Mol, year 3 Akbal

5th great cycle. 10 Ahau 8 Pax, year 2 Ben
6th great cycle 3 Ahau 13 Tzec, year 2 Lamat
7th great cycle 9 Ahau 3 Mac, year 1 Ezanab
8th great cycle 2 Ahau 8 Uo, year 1 Ben
9th great cycle 8 Ahau 18 Chen, year 13 Akbal
10th great cycle 1 Ahau 8 Kayab, year 12 Ben
11th great cycle 7 Ahau 13 Xul, year 12 Lamat
12th great cycle 13 Ahau 3 Kankin, year 11 Ezanab
13th great cycle 6 Ahau 8 Zip, year 11 Ben
14th great cycle 12 Ahau 18 Yax, year 10 Akbal
15th great cycle 5 Ahau 8 Cumhu, year 9 Ben

This result shows our calculation to be correct, taking the day of

the inscription (1 Ahau 8 Chen) as that from Avhich to count back.

As there are 14 complete gi'cat cycles, which we estimate at 20 cj'cles

each, and the minor periods (17 cycles, 19 katuns, and 10 ahaus), the

latter must fall in the 15th great cycle, which is incomplete. Count-

ing back these minor periods, we reach, as has been stated, 5 Ahau 8

Cumhu, year 9 Ben, as the first day of this 15th great cycle. Counting

back from this latter date 20 cycles (or 1 great cjmle) we reach 12

Ahau 18 Yax, year 10 Akbal, the first day of the 14th great cycle,

and so on to the initial day of the first, which Ave find to be 12 Ahau
13 Zotz, year 5 Lamat, giving exactly the same result as our calcula-

tion of the whole as one single series. By both methods the first day
of the entire series, and hence the first great cycle as numbered
above, is found to be 12 Ahau 13 Zotz. But this, though correct so

far as calculation is concerned, is not jiroof, as the results given must
necessarily follow if the date counted from is 1 Ahau 8 Chen, and 20

cycles ai'e counted to a great cycle. This is unsatisfactory, as it fails

to bring in as the first day of a great cycle 4 Ahan 8 Cumhu, which
was a normal date at Copan.

I am strongly inclined to believe that the terminal date of the series

instead of 1 Ahau 8 Chen, as given in the inscription, should be 13

Ahan 8 Chen, wliich falls in the year 2 Ben. If we count back from
this date 17 cycles, 19 katuns, 10 ahaus, 0 chuens, 0 daj^s, it Avill bring

us to 4 Ahan 8 Cumhu, year 8 Ben, as the first day of the 15th great

cjmle, as we have arbitrarily numbered them aboA^e. If Ave count back
the entire series, 14-17-19-10-0-0, from 13 Ahau 8 Chen, year 2 Ben, it

brings us to 11 Ahau 13 Zotz, year 4 Lamat, as the first day of the 1st
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great ej^cle as numbered above. The first days of the great cycles

would then be as follows:

1st great cycle 11 Ahau 13 Zotz, year 4 Lamat
2nd great cycle 4 Ahan 3 Ceh, year 3 Ezanab
3rd great cycle 10 Ahau 8 Pop, year 3 Ben
4th great cycle 3 Ahau 18 Mol, year 2 Akbal
5th great cycle 9 Ahau 8 Pax, year 1 Ben
6th great cycle 2^hau 13 Tzec, year 1 Lamat
Tth great cycle 8 Ahau 3 Mac, year 13 Ezanab
8th great cycle 1 Ahau 8 Uo, year 13 Ben
9th great cycle 7 Ahau 18 Chen, year 12 Akbal
10th great cycle 13 Ahau 8 Kayab, year 11 Ben
11th great cycle 6 Ahau 13 Xul, year 11 Lamat
12th great cycle 12 Ahau 3 Kankin, year 10 Ezanab
13th great cycle 5 Ahau 8 Zip, year 10 Ben
14th great cycle 11 Ahau 18 Yax, year 9 Akbal
15th gi’eat cycle 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, year 8 Ben

The method of numbering the great cycles must be understood as

wholly arbitrary, given merely for convenience, and to include the 15

that are referred to in the count. I do not believe that there was any
consecutive numbering of these supposed time periods in the sense

indicated bj^ Goodman; in fact, as I expect to show, they were not

time periods in any true sense of the term.

The reason for believing that the date following the inscrijrtion

should be 13 Ahau 8 Chen instead of 1 Ahau 8 Chen is that 4 Ahau 8

Cumhu, as appears from the inscriptions at Copan and Quirigua,

Avas the favorite initial date, most of the initial series going back
to it, and that counting back the minor periods of the series from
13 Ahau 8 Chen brings us to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. If we turn to

Goodman’s “Archaic Chronological Calendar” and count forward,

from the beginning of his 54th great cycle, 17 C3"cles, it will bring us

to the 4th cj^cle of his 55th great cycle, and to the 19th katun of this

CA’cle and the 10th ahau of this katun, where we find the da}" to be

13 Ahau 8 Chen. We are therefore of the oiiinion that the terminal

da.y of the long series should be 13 Ahau 8 Chen, and that Goodman
is Avrong in rejecting it. As there are 17 cj’cles, it proA^es, as it stands,

that the authors of the inscriptions counted 20 c}"cles to the great

cj"cle, AAdiich is consistent Avith their sj^stem of numeration. I haA'e

shoAvn in mj" i>i‘6vious paper aaOi}^ 1 Ahau 8 Zip can not be the initial

date of this series.

As bearing on the explanation of this series, the following facts in

regard to the sj^mbols are AA’orth}" of sijecial notice. It AAdll be seen

b}' an inspection of the series shoAvn in figure 158 that the great cj'cle

sj"ml)ol (glyph 5) is a face character veiy much like that of the e.ycle,

except tliat it has a superfix, AA’hich unfortunately is too nearlj- oblit-

erated to be traced. HoA\"eA'er, it is noticeable that in both it and the

c.ycle SAunbol the hand figure is across the loAA-er jaw. According to

Goodman, “the hand on the cheek, the thumb or Avrist forming the
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lower jaw, usually chai-acterizes the face sig'ii for 20” (page 52), and

this conclusion is sustained by the evidence we have given above.

Goodman’s perverseness in contradicting his own evidence in order to

maintain his theory is shown in reference to this sign. It is found

almost universally on the cycle face characters, as may be seen in his

examiiles on page 25 of his work. It is true that it maj' be contended,

as Goodman in fact does contend, that it signifies that 20 of the next

lower order make one of this order. Admit this; it follows that when
the feame sign is found on the great cycle symbol, it signifies that 20

of the next lower order (or cycle) make one great cjmle. Although

but one example of the great cycle face sjunbol has been found, it

bears clearly and unmistakably this hand sign, and not only is this

not denied bj^ Goodman, but is accepted by him and eoiiied as an

examiile of the symbol of this period on page 25 of his work.

Thus it will be seen that from whatever side we view the evidence

bearing on this question, it is ngainst Goodman’s theory of onlj^ 13

cycles to the great cycle. However, before closing the discussion of

this jioint I desire to call attention to one other series, found on Stela

C of Quirigua, which seems to have a bearing on the question. This

is as follows; 54-13-0-0-0-0, 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu—in other words, 54th

great cjmle, 13 cjnles, 0 katuns, 0 ahaus, 0 chuens, 0 days, to 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu, the 13 being the ordinary numei'al symbols, dots and short

lines, and veiy distinct. Goodman’s only comment (page 127) is,

“This date is the beginning of the 54th great cj’cle.” As 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu, is, according to his reckoning, the initial day of the 54th

great cycle, the series, according to this exiilanation, covers no laiise

of time whatever. Yet, according to his theoiy, the numbers in these

series always relate to time which has elapsed. Hence the 13 cycles

relate to 13 of these so-called periods which have passed and still

signify no time whatever. This is a palpable contradiction into

which he has been led in his effort to maintain an erroneous theory.

If he had written the series “53-13-0-0-0-0 to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu,” it

would have been correct so far as the count is concerned.

Dr Seler in his able article, “Die Monumente von Copan und Qui-

rigua uud die Alter-Platten von Palenque ” (Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie,

Heft G, 1899, jiages 670-738), makes some remarks in regard to the

series above noticed to which it is desii'able to call attention."

It appears from this article that he follows Goodman in counting

13 cycles to the great cycle, or 13 units of the 5th order to make one

of the sixth (I repeat again that Goodman’s terms are used merely

for convenience). Moreover, he seems to look upon these as real

time periods. That he, who is so familiar with the subject, has not

a This article was not received by me until all this paper, except the last few pages and the

notices of it which have been inserted, had been written. As I liave seen no reason, becaiise of

Seler’s article, to change anything previously written, I make this statement as due to myself.

22 ETH—04 17
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entered into a careful examination of the basis on which Goodman’s
theoretical “Chronological System” rests, and that he has accepted

Goodman’s theory of 13 cycles to the next higher period, without

thoroughly testing it, and noting the 20 cycles of the Dresden codex,

is somewhat surprising to me. However, he may have reserved the

discussion of these points for a future article.

In speaking of the series last referred to, 54-13-0-0-0-0, 4 Ahau 8

Cumhu, he says

:

Here one sees that the final date is the normal date itself. Its distance from
the normal date can be placed only at 0 or the above-named immense period of

18,720 years. The builders of the monuments have done neither. They have
provided all the lower multiplicands, or smaller periods, with the index 0, but to

the highest and greatest they have placed the multiplier 13. Thirteen is the

number of the index figures which are possible with the tun, the katun, and the

cycle names. If, consequently, here at the beginning of the initial series the

thirteen cycles are named, nothing else is meant than “the periods or epochs

generally.” And the whole initial series would consequently give about the fol-

lowing idea: “ This is a chronological monument. The beginning of the number-
ing is the day 4 Ahau 8 Cumku.” And the fact that on the west side of the

same stela another definite date and its distance from the normal date is named
agrees very well with this.

Similarly, in my opinion, are to be understood the thirteen cycles which are

chiseled on the two sides of Stela C of Copan, immediately under the katun signs,

the initial and chief hieroglyphs.

It seems clear from this that he has adopted Goodman’s interpreta-

tion of the series, unaware of its incongruity with the interpretation

of all the other initial series, and the fact that it stands in opposition

to his own conclusion stated a little farther on in the same article.

As proof of the latter statement, I refer to the quotation from his

article given hereafter (page 292).

Now, it is apparent that, if the series be interpreted as signifying

no lapse of time, but as a mere assertion that the date of the event

commemorated was 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu the first day of the 54th great

cycle, which interpretation Seler adopts, then the monument must

have been erected 3,550 years before the beginning of the cycle

which he numbers the tenth (Goodman’s ninth) . It is apparent, there-

fore, that he has failed to see the contradiction between this state-

ment and that which j)laces the erection of the monuments of Copan

and Quirigua in the tenth cycle. He objects to the lapse of 3,160

years between the erection of the monuments of Palenque and those

at Copan and Quirigua, as improbable, but here admits, by his inter-

pretation, a lapse of 3,550 years between monuments at Quirigua.

I have stated above that Goodman’s so-called time pei’iods, chuens,

ahaus, katuns, etc., are in reality nothing more than orders of units,

or steps in numeration. Although this point has been discussed to

some extent in my previous paper, I will add here some further

evidence bearing on it.
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As a means of illustrating the use of numbers l)y the Mayas, in

relation to time, the following example—whieli is part of a series on

plate Lix of the Dresden codex (figure 159)

—

is presented:

13 Caban 13 Canac 13 Imix 13 Akbal 13 Cliicchan 13 Manik

As this series ascends toward the left hand the forward count Avill

be in that direction. Starting with tlie column at the right hand, we
subtract it (3-18) from tlie next one to the left, and tliis one from that

immediately to the left of it, and so on to the last.

The difference in each case is found to be 3-18; that is, 3 twenties

(3x20) plus 18 equal 78 daj^s, the day being the unit. Counting for-

Fig. 159. Lower division of plate nix, Dresden codex.

ward 78 days from 13 Manik of any year (say 13 Manik 20 Zotz, j-ear

12 Lamat) M'e reacli 13 Cliicchan (in this case 18 Mol, same j'ear).

Counting forward 78 days from the last date we reach 13 Akbal IG

Cell, same j'ear; 78 more (always counting from the last date), 13

Imix 1-1 Pax, same year; 78 more, 13 Cauac 7 Uo, year 13 Ben. If ive

count back 78 days from 13 Manik 20 Zotz (first column at the riglit

hand), we reach 13 Muluc 2 Pop, jmar 12 Akbal, which is the initial

day of the whole series, the month and year of the first given day
being as assumed above.

Attention is called to this series not because it presents an}’ peculiar

feature, but to show that considering the numerals merely as num-
bers in respective orders of units will furnish a full and satisfactory

explanation of their object and use. I take for granted that the

simplest explanation, if it meets every requirement and presents

nothing inconsistent with the known facts regarding the Maya time
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and unnieral systems, should be accepted rather than a theory which
introduces new and hitherto unknown features.

If we use ordinary numbers in place of the numeral symbols, and
keep them in the relative positions given above, the result will be as

follows

:

3rd order of units 1

2nd order oJ" units 1 15 . 11 7 3

1st order of units 10 12 14 16 18

13 Cauac 13 Iinix 13 Akbal 13 Chicchan 13 Manik

If we assume these to be successive orders of units indicated by
relative iiosition, increasing upward, the daj' being counted as the

primary unit and the vigesimal system being used, except in i)assing

from the second to the third order, where the multiple is 18, all the

requirements of the series will be met. Thus, in the first, or right-

hand, column, we have 18 units of the 1st order and 3 of the second,

or 3x20= 60, making together 60-1-18= 78; and in the second column
16 of tlie 1st order and 7 of the 2nd order, or 7x20=140, making
together 140-1-16= 150, and so on to the fifth column, where we find

10 of the 1st order, 1 of the second, or 1x20=20, and 1 of the 3rd

order, or 18 x 20=360, making together 360-1-20-1-10=390. These num-
bers give correct results, as, counting 78 daj'sfrom 13 Muluc, we reach

13 Manik; counting 156 from the same initial date, we reach 13 Chic-

chan, or counting 390 days, we reach 13 Cauac. It is clear, therefore,

that if we take these numerals to indicate the number of different

orders of units, the orders being indicated by relative position, all

requii’ements of the series are satisfied and the proper results are

obtained.

If we take one of the high seiles we find that i^reeisely the same rule

obtains, as, for examiile, one of those on jdate LXii, Dresden codex

(see plate lxxix) :

4 of the Ctli order of units 4

6 of the 5th order of units ^ 6

9 of the 4th order of units -=-• • • 9

15 of the 3rd order of units ;r:rzmr-: 15

12 of the 2nd order of units 12

19 of the 1st order of units 19

This is upon preciselj" the same principle as our method of expressing

numb(u's, except that it is according to the vigesimal sj’stem, while

we u.so the decimal. Take the number 643,527, where tlie relative

positions express the relative values, it becomes possible to represent

the number thus:

6 hundred thousands

4 ten thousands

3 thousands

5 Imndreds

2 tens

7 units
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If, instead of adding the written names, simply the figure should

be given, tlie relative positions being maintained and understood, wo
would have the i\Iaya method, and the value would be known as well

as by our oi-dinary method of writing numbers horizontally.

I have given these details of elementary rules and principles in

order to lead up to this point, viz, that symbols may be used to indi-

cate orders of units instead of position. In the last example given

above, a symbol may be adopted for the “hundred thousands,”

another for “ten tliousands,” another for “tliousands,” etc. Thej"

may then lie grouped in any regular order most convenient, and yet

be as correctly read as bj" position. This is precisely what has been

done in the inscriptions. S3unbols have been adopted to indicate the

orders of units, as it was inconvenient to do this b}' me;ins of relative

position alone with the dots and short lines—at anj’ rate it is apparent

that the latter method is not so well adapted to the glj'ph form in the

inscriptions; but even here we see a strong tendenc}" to maintain the

relative iiosition which almost universallj' obtains and is often the

onlj" means of determination. If we take Goodman’s work and go

through it from beginning to end and substitute in eveiy series where

the}" occur “units of the 2nd oi’der” for his chuens, “units of the 3rd

order” for his ahaus, “units of the 4th order” for his katuns, “units

of the 5th order” for his cycles, and “units of the Gth order” for

his great cycles, the result will be correct iu every instance. I am
fully aware that this will be true whether we call them real time peri-

ods or orders of units. The iioint, however, for which I am contending

is, that as the Mayas had a system of numeration and must liave used

it in expressing numbers in the codices and inscriptions, and this

numeral system corresponds exactly with Goodman’s supposed time

periods so far as these are given numerically correct liy him, there

is no necessity or reason for the theory of a sepai-ate Maya chrono-

logical system (identical so far as correctly given with the INIaya num-
eral system as used in counting time), differing from their calendar

system.

From the evidence given in the earlier part of this papm- and what
lias been presented in my preceding paper, the following conclusions

appear to be clearly justified:

That Mr Goodman has discovered independently the signification

{ind numeral values of the symbols found in the inscriptions which he

designates by the names cycle, katun, ahau, chuen, and calendai'

round, though this had been already done in part by others.

That he has discovered that certain face and otlier characters aic

number symbols, and has ascertained their values.

That he has determined the object and use of the numeral series,

and the method of counting by the .same series from the iireceding

and following dates, as well as to them.
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It is also equally apparent that his theory of a Maya chronological

system, distinct from the Maya calendar system—the Mayan method
of numeration in counting time—and his method of counting 13

so-called cjmles only to the so-called great cycle and 73 great cycles

to his so-called grand era are not justified by the facts, nor is his

method of numbering the cycles, katuns, etc., beginning with 73, 13,

and 20, satisfactorily proved; and also that his selection of Ik, Manik,

Eb, and Caban as the dominical days is erroneous, the true dominical

days being Akbal, Lamat, Ben, and Ezanab, both in the inscriptions

and Dresden codex.

Let us turn next to his method of niimbering the so-called great

cjmles. According to his theory, as Ave have seen, 73 great cycles are

counted to what he calls the grand era, the common multij)le of all

the factors of the calendar system and supposed “chronological

system.” The reason why he adopted this theoiy is explained in my
previous paper, and the explanation need not be repeated here, except

so far as merely to state that in order to find a common multiple of

the various time periods, one must include the number 365, which

contains the prime number 73.

That there Avas in the Majm system a number or order of units

corresponding AAdth Goodman’s great cjmle is certainlj^ true, but this

pei’tained to their numeral, and not their time, system. It is also

admitted that the large quadruple glj^ph that usually heads the initial

series is the symbol used to represent this number or order of units.

But, as has been shoAAm, there is no reason whatever for believing that

they AA'ere numbered otherAvise than in accordance Avith the vigesimal

system; that is to say, 20 cycles to the great cycle, and 20 great cycles

to the next higher unit. It is necessary, therefore, for Goodman, before

his theory can be accepted, to shoAA^ bj' satisfactory evidence that, on

reaching the cycles and great cycles, the ordinarj^ method of proceed-

ing by the vigesimal system Avas abandoned and other multiples Avere.

introduced. That there was a change from this rule in j)assing from

the 2nd order of units, or chuens, to the 3rd order, or ahaus, AAdiere 18

AAm-s made the multiple, is proAmd by incontrovertible eAddence and
hence must be admitted, evmn though Ave may not be able to show by
absolute demonstration Avhy the change AAms made. Nevertheless, we
are justified in believing that, in this instance, the method of numera-
tion Avas made to corresiAond AAuth the number of months in the year.

But no such reason appears for Goodman’s proposed change in the

higher orders of units; AA^e are, therefore, justified in rejecting the

idea Aintil other proof, besides its necessity to support a theory, is

shoAvn. It must be made evident by lAroof that the series can not be

otliei-AAdse exiilained, which AA^e liaA^e shoAvn is not the case, or it must
be slioAvn that tlie great cjmle s3unbols present, b}^ their forms, the

numbers assigned them.
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Before referring- totlie numbex’s of the great cj^cles as obtained by a

study of the forms of tlie symbols, I introduce the following quotation

fi-om Goodman’s work (page 38):

The number and diversity of these signs and the fantastic character of some of

thenx—notably the face sei-ies—suggest a hieratic design to conceal the pxxrport

of the insci-iptions from the uninitiated; but I think the determinative feature of

their numeration, the desire to give symmetry and grace to their glyphs, and the

possible purpose to avoid sameness and repetition, sufficiently account for the

variety without ascribing it to a cryptogramic intention. It is probable, there-

fore, that all the other series of numerals were as intelligible to the populace as

the simple one of dots and bars—being, as it were, a mere d-fference in the style

of characters, such as is to be seen in fancy printing or ornamental sign-writing.

While it is likely that in most instances there is a full sei-ies of similar signs,

just enough modified to distinguish them from each other, rxxnning from 1 to 20,

I do not think this to be the case throughout. It will be found, I believe, that

there are many sporadic signs, or signs without any serial connection. The fre-

qxient use of certain numbers accounts for this, and it is to designate these that

solitary symbols are oftenest employed. There will probably be more signs dis-

covered for 13, 18, and 20, than for any other number.
I do not claim that the value of any sign about to be given is correct beyond

question. On the contrary, I think it very likely that in some instances I shall

myself find reason for a change. But, as in most cases I shall explain why I have

attached the value given to particular signs, the reader will not be misled, but

can accept, reject, or modify my estimate, according to his own judgment. It

will be only by persistent trial, assumption, alteration, and readjustment, until a

figure that fulfils the requirement of every condition under which a character

appears is hit upon, that we shall be able to fix the values of all the numeral
signs.

the great cycle symbol can be determined by position in a

series, even though imperfect in form, is evident fi-om what has been

shown, but the nuixiber must be detennined otherwise. In oi-der to

show on what Goodman bases his conelusion as to the numbers of the

great cycles so far as determined by the form, I quote the following

from his work (page 83)

;

ELEMENTS OF THE GREAT CYCLE SIGN

Here the reckoning reverts to the 5-day period. It is multiplied by 72, making
an ahau; that by 20, making a katun; that by 20 again, making a cycle; and that

by 13, making a great cycle. The last multiplier is the outfiaring trinal character

at the top [figure 160] . It is a 13 sign, duplicated to balance the glyph. The two
20 multipliers appear only in the first of the symbols given above—or, rather,

only in that does the single one extend all the way to the bottom, as is commonly
the case. There should be two separate signs, however, as shown in some of the

glyphs; but I have selected these particular specimens for another purpose,

which I shall presently state. The 20 sign in the first glyph looks like anything

but the same sign in the other two, and resembles a fish more than anything else.

Yet they are identical in character, both i-epresenting the feathered dragon, the

fringed jaw alone of which, reduced to the cursive comb-like character, is

the commonest sign for 20. The evolution of this character is so curious and
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interesting that I herewith give a series of glyphs, all taken from great-cycle

symbols, showing the gradations [figure ICl].

The reason why I selected the particular symbols given above, is that I think the

number of the great cycle is specifically stated in them. Close observers will

have noticed several peculiar things about the great-cycle character. The most
peculiar of these is that, while the form of the katun symbol is preserved in it

fully in every other respect, the caitac sign disappears from the superfix and is

replaced by some other character. In more than three-fourths of the dates in the

54th great cycle a dragon’s head occupies its place; a tiger’s head predominates

in the .55th, while the remainder is made up of faces and signs that may represent

a day, a cycle, or some other period. Whatever their character, they have no

Pig. 160. Great cycle symbols. Goodman, page .S3.

peculiarities that can at present be construed into numerals, except in case of the

three glyphs here reproduced; so, if the others have any numeric value, it must
be arbitrarily expressed. The three in question indicate the 54th great cycle, and
I think that all of them announce that fact, but each in a different way. The
center of the katun superfix in the first' is composed of a sign for 18 and a face.

If it were plainly the face for 3 we should be left in no doubt; but, in consequence
of the defacement of the stone, it is impossible to determine if a band—the char-

acteristic of the 3 head—extends across the forehead or not. In the second glyph
the ik symbol—a sign for 6—appears in an inclosure that probably represents 9,

but as the coil is not clearly discernible we are again left in uncertainty. The
third glyph has the meaningless face, which elsewhere serves as a mere vehicle

Pig. 161. Comb-like symbols for 20. Goodman, page 83.

for numerals, bearing a sign for 9, surmounted by three objects eiudently intended

for spheres, whose value is doubled by the dotted lines in them, rendering it prob-

able that the combination was designed to express 9 X 6 = 54. I make no claim

to absolute certainty in any of these cases; but, however uncertain the renderings

may be separately, they collectively dei’ive a high degree of probability from a

single significant fact. The unmistakable numeral sign in each glyph is a divisor

of 54. That these glyphs—the only ones with recognizable numerals—should

contain signs for three out of the six numbers by which 54 is divisible, is a circum-

stance too singular to be attributed to accident when a more reasonable explana-

tion is to be found in the theory that these three iiarticular figures were chosen
with the definite purpose of arriving at that number.
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As Goodman admits in the passage fpioted, it is only in the three

great cycle signs presented (see figure IGO) that the evidence of num-

bering is found; let us examine this evidence. “Here,” he says, “the

reckoning returns to the 5-day period. It is multiplied by 72, making

an ahau,” yet he fails to allude to anjdliing in the figure to justify the

statement. That the comb-like characters and their substitutes have

the value of 20 is probably correct, the sign being duplicated, as

Goodman suggests, for the sake of sj^mmetry. The fair inference is

that in the katun symbol tliey indicate that this time period or order

of units is equal to 20 ahaus (20x300=7,200). This admission, hoAV-

ever, as will be seen, is fatal to Goodman’s theoiy.

The three figures given represent, according to this author, the

54th great cycle, and indicate by the details, but each in a different

waj', the number 54. This, be says, is shown in the first (o) in the

center of the suiperfix, where he finds a sign of 18 and a face denoting

3—thougli he admits that the latter is too imperfect for positive deter-

mination. The fact is that he has presented no iiroof that the dotted

coil denotes 18. He asserts in his exiilanation of the ahaii series on

Stela J, Copan, copied in full in my previous paper, that the double coil

denotes 18, but gives no proof to sustain the statement. Ilis symbol
for 18 in the ear ornament (page 87) is wholly different. MoreoA^er,

the face in the superfix, so far as the details x-emain, corresponds in

1X0 respect Avitlx the face numex-als for 3 giA^en on page 43 of his Avork,

but on the contx-ary bears a stx-ong x’esemblance to at least tAA'o of the

face ehax-acters for 1 (page 42). It is unnecessaxw to follow him in

order to find the desired number in the ('ther tAvo figures [h, c), as not

a particle of ixroof is olfex-ed to sustain his assertions. It is appax-ent

from his language tlxat he felt his attempt here Avas a failure, but it

AA'as necessary to oiler something on the point in behalf of his theoxy.

Why 54 Avas given as the number of this gx-eat cycle, Avhich begins

with the day 4 Ahau 8 Cxxmhu, is apparent from the great-cycle

column of his “Perpetual Cln-onological Calendar”; but his reason for

beginning the series Avitli 4 Ahau 13 Yax aauII be referred to farther on.

In order to make clear Avhat is statexl IxeloAv in regard to the forms

and details of the symbols of the great cycle, katun, etc., a nxxmber of

the types of the great-cycle symbol are shoAvn in figure 102; of the ahau
in figux'e 103; of the katun in figure 104; and of the cycle in figure 105.

That this symbol—seA’eral A'arieties of Avhieh ax-e sIxoavu in figure

102 (also seexx in figixx-e 100, and as ixxitials iix plates lxxi-lxxiii,

LXXV, lxxvi, aixd lxxviii, and figures 140, 147, 151, and 158)—is

built xxjx from, oi- based on, the 300-day or ahau syxixlxol of the ordi-

ixaxy form, as showix in number 0, figure 103, is evidexxt. The katun
symbol of the ordinaxy type (/r, figure 104), has tlie same body bxrnx

as the ahau symbol, bxxt there is added a superfix (‘onsisting of a

comb-like figure on each side, Avitlx a middle character usxxally resem-
bling a Caxxac symbol.
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Fig. 162. Typesof groat cycle symbols from the inscriptions. 1, Stela E, Copan, Mandslay,i)art
plate XLix; 2, Stela I, Copan, Maudslay, part B, iJlate lxv; 3, Stela D, Quirigua, west side,

Maudslay, part 12, plate xxvi; 4, Stela D, Quirigua, east side, Maudslay, part 12, plate xxv;
5, Stela J, Quirigua, Maudslay, j)art 12, plate xi.vi; 6, Stela K, Quirigua, Maudslay, part 12, plate
XI, I x; 7, Monolithic Animal B, Quirigria, Maudslay, part 11, plate xiv; 8 and 9, Stela C, Copan,
Maudslay, part 2, plate xr,r (both specimens on this plate); 11), Stela A, Copan, Maudslay, part 2,

plate xxx; 11, Altar S. Copan, Maudslay, part 4, plate xciv; 12, Stela N, Copan, east side, Mauds-
lay, ])art 4, plate l,xxix; 13, Stela N, Copan, west side, Maudslay, part 4, plate l.xxix, glyph 14,

counting from the top; l4, supposed great-cycle symbol irom the Dresden codex, iilate XLill.
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This is an evident approacli to the great-cycle symbol, as maj’ be seen

by comparing number 9, figure 163, -with the types of the usual form

shown in numbers 1 and 2, figure 162. The usual cj^cle symbol or

S3unbol of the 5th order of units (figure 165 and figure 148) does not

follow the ahau type, being wholly different in form. But an exam-

ination of the great-cycle symbols given in numbers 1 and 2, figure 162,

and in the other figures referred to above shows clearly that tliey are

based on tlie ahau symbol. If the additions to the ahau symbol in

order to form this symbol have any number signification—and it is

reasonable to suppose that they do, as the symbols are numeral

characters—then Goodman is probably right in assuming that the

comb-like figures (the center character being variable) denote 20 as a

multiple. The ordinary cycle symbol varies from the aliau tjq^e,

being made up of two Cauac characters; but these have the same sig-

1 2

Fig. 1(53. Types of the ahan (360) symbol.

nifieation, if Goodman lie right, as the comb-like figures in tlie katun
and great-cycle symbols—that is, 20. Of this, however, we have no

positive proof, except it be found in the symbol itself, where tlie char-

acter is, or the two combined are, beyond question, used to represent

a number. An examination of the face characters for this period or

order of units shows that, as a general rule, the symbol of 20 or full

count (equals 0) (see figure 144) is present in the. form of a liand

across the lower jaw. We have also called attention to the fact that

the only face character of the great cycle found in the inscriptions

(see glyph 5, figure 158) has the hand across the lower jaw, indicating

that it is equivalent to 20 of the next lower order, that is, 20 cycles.

There is, in fact, seemingly positive evidence that the superfi.x of

the great-cycle characters does not and can not give the number 54, as

those which represent this great cycle, be its number what it may,
differ from one another, as will be seen by reference to figure 162,
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iiuiubors 2 to 12. Avorkotl out liis systeni iii tabular form,

Goodman finds that 1 Aliau 8 Cumhu is the first daj" of his 54th great

a b c

Fig. 164. Types of the tatun symbol.

cycle, assuming, as he does, that 4 Aliau 13 Yax was the first day of

his grand era. The particular process by M'hich he reached the con

a b c d

elusion that 4 Ahau 13 Yax was the initial day of his first great cycle,

and hence of Ids grand era, is not clear. The choice nms apparently
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arbitrarj', thongli it was necessary that the date cliosen should make
connection witli 4 Allan 8 Cumhu as the first day of a great cj’cle.

Ills explanation of the grand era, on jiages 2G and 27 of his work,

shows the relation of the minor periods to it according to his theoiy,

hut does not give the reason for selecting 4 Ahan 13 Yax as the initial

date. On iiage 34 he sjieaks of the date as an important one in the

inscriptions, but still does not give the reason for making it the

beginning of the grand era.

That anj" other 4 Ahan, which would bring 4 Ahan 8 Cumhu as the

first daj^ of a great cycle, would answer as well as 4 Ahan 13 Yax,

even on his tlieoiy, is easily shown. As tne Mayan time count is an

orderly round, a given daj’ recurring at the end of a certain period, it

is evident, as everyone acquainted with the sj'stem knows, that the

count of periods maj^ begin at any point, unless some fixed point in

the.series is found with its proper number. One check in this respect

found in the inscriptious is the fact just mentioned tliat, according

to Goodman’s system, 4 Ahan 8 Cumhu appears to be the initial day

of a great cycle, and the initial dates of the other great cj’cles must
fit correctly rvith this determined initial date—that is to say, following

his theory and counting 13 cycles to the great cj^cle, these initial dates

must all be a daj" 4 Ahau. Another irossible check is the long seiies

in the Copan inscription, which goes back 14 great cycles preceding

that beginning with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu.
Let us turn to Goodman’s “Perpetual Chronological Calendar,” to

the great-cj’cle column. Suppose that instead of commencing with

the date 4 Ahau 13 Yax, Avith AA’hich he begins the grand era, aa o begin

AA’ith 4 Ahau 18 Zotz, the initial day of his 40th gveat cycle. The series

will then be as follov^s, if Ave adopt his method of numbering:

73. 4 Ahan 18 Zotz 18. 4 Ahau 8 Pop
1. 4 AhaiT 18 Cumhu 19. 4 Ahau 8 Muan
2. 4 Ahau 13 Kaukin 20. 4 Ahau 3 Zac
3. 4 Ahau 8 Yax 21. 4 Ahau 18 Xul
4. 4 Ahaii 3 Xul 22. 4 Ahau 13 Uo
5. 4 Ahau 18 Pop 23. 4 Ahau 13 Pax
6. 4 Ahau 18 Muan 24. 4 Ahau 8 Ceh
i . 4 Ahaii 13 Zac 25. 4 Ahau 3 Mol
8. 4 Ahau 8 Yaxkin 26. 4 Ahau 18 Zip

9. 4 Ahau 3 Zip 27. 4 Ahau 18 Kayab
10. 4 Ahau 3 Kayab 28. 4 Ahau 13 Mac
11. 4 Ahau 18 Cell 29. 4 Ahau 8 Chen
12. 4 Ahau 13 Mol 30. 4 Ahau 3 Tzec
13. 4 Ahau 8 Zotz 31. 4 Ahau 3 Uayeb
14. 4 Alum S Cumhu 32. 4 Ahau 18 Kankin
15. 4 Ahau 3 Kankin 33. 4 Ahau 13 Yax
16. 4 Ahau 18 Chen 34. 4 Ahau 8 Xul
17. 4 Ahau 13 Tzec

And so on to the 72d, the next being 4 Ahau 18 Zotz, Avith

the numbering began.
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This Avill meet every requirement, including the limitations above
mentioned, as fully and as completely as the series given bj" Goodman,
even if we hold to his theory of 13 cycles to the great cycle and

73 great cycles to his grand era, and follow his own method of

counting. The same thing is true if we select, as the first great cycle,

any other of the 40 which precede that with which we began the count.

There is another fact which apjAears to conflict with Goodman’s
theory and, indeed, to be irreconcilable with it. Accoi'ding to this

theory, the grand era, consisting of 136,65(i,000 days, is the least

common multiple of all the different factors of the regular calendar

as well as of his chronological calendar, at the beginning of Avhich

all the periods start anew on their grand round. That this number
is the common multiple of all these periods or factors is true. But
how ai’e we to reconcile the theory with the fact that he begins this

great era with the day 4 Ahau 13 Yax, which is certainly not the

beginning day of a year or of a month? It is true the 136,656,000

days is an exact multiple of 365, but, starting the count of 365 with

the day 4 Ahau 13 Yax makes the latter number a mere numeral
factor; no regular Mayan year could begin with the day 4 Ahau or

with the 13th day of the month Yax. From February 1, 1899, to the

following Januaiy 31, in our time system, is a year’s time, but the

period is composed of parts of two calendar jmars.

Goodman’s theory, in order to be correct and keep the time periods

in proper order, if his grand era is a true and absolute rounding-out

period of all the minor periods, absolutely requires that this great

period shall begin with the 1st day (or 20th if he prefers this number-
ing) of the month PoiA, and the first year of the 52-year cjmle or calen-

dar round. Otherwise, when the era ends, it will be in the middle

of a year, as it will if it begins on 4 Ahau 13 Yax, and closes with

3 Cauac 12 Yax.

The question next in importance is, are his tables correct, though

based on an erroneous theory? Those of the first series, termed the

“Archaic Annual Calendar,” are nothing more than the ordinaiy cal-

endars of the 52 years of Avhat has heretofore been termed a “cycle,”

but to which he applies the name “calendar round,” each j^ear being

given separately. They are all contained in mj^ condensed calendar.

This is nothing new, as the method had been in use for a number of

years before Goodman commenced his investigations. As his “Archaic

Chronological Calendar” is nothing more than a continuous series of

ahaus, or 360-daj" periods, iising Ahau as the “ initial day” through 39

of the 5th order of units, following one another in regular succession,

it is correct—with certain exceptions to be noted—AAdiere Ahau is used

as the initial day in the count, but will not api)!}" when anj" other day
is selected as the initial date. It is ei-roneous in counting 13 of the

cycles or the 5th order of units to the next higher order, and in begin-

ning the numbering of the so-called periods with 73, 13, and 20. His

tables of years are also errojieous in the latter respect.
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It is apparent to anyone at all ac<xnainted with the Mayan time ami

numeral systems that, having a continuous series of daj^s written out

in regular order and of sufficient length, with the day numbers and

month numbers attached, we may start at any point and count off the

numbers given in the ahau, katun, and cycle xieriods, and we will

have jirecisely what is given in Goodman’s “Archaic Chronological

Calendar,” except that we may have some other initial day than

Ahau. If it should be Kan it would at some point corresiiond exactly

with the series of the Dresden codex wiucli have been referred to; if

Ahau, then the periods would agree with those of the inscriptions and

some of those in the Dresden codex. Now, it is evident that in count-

ing off a number in the next higher group above the so-called cycle,

if we count off the latter periods by 20, instead of 13, the succession

would be as regular as in the other case, there being nothing whatever

in the system requiring or even suggesting 13. Hence we might take

Goodman’s tables, if more extended, and making 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu
our starting jioint, count forward or backward by steps of 20 C3’cles

each, and thus find the correct initial days of the great cj'cles as we
have shown above. With the tables given in his woi’k we can only

count forward from the beginning of his 54th great cj^cle to the 7th

C3"cle of the 55th great cjmle as he has numbered them, showing that

10 Ahau 13 Yaxkin is the beginning daj^ of the next great cycle,

counting 20 cycles to the great c^'cle, which I have shown to be the

correct method.

I shall not discuss Goodman’s theoiy of the number values of the

daj^ and month sjunbols, as there does not aiipear to have been any
use made of them as numerals.

Let us turn again to the order in which the numbers of the ahaus

follow one another, to wit: 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, C, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4, 13,

etc. This has been fully discussed in one light in this papier, but the

object at jiresent is to view it in another light and with special refer-

ence to Goodman’s theoiy in regard to it. That has also been
noticed to some extent in my xirevious pajier, but there are some
points omitted in tliat discussion to which it is desirable to call atten-

tion. I quote in full Goodman’s statement of his discoveiy of the

order of succession ;

Yinix is the clay following Ahau; hence, I reasoned to myself, if a period begin

with the former it must terminate with the latter; moreover, 1 succeeding 13 in

the day count, if 1 Ymix begin a period 13 Ahau must end it; and, further, this

period being composed of 13 lesser ones of 20 years each, it is at a distance of 260

years apart in the annual calendar that I must look for a corresponding 1 Ymix
and 13 Ahau, recollecting that I need not expect to find them falling on any fixed

date. But, as the order of the 13 subdivisions is given, with the terminal Ahau
numbers, it is not necessary to attemjjt so extended a research, and prudence dic-

tates that I keep my experiments within the narrowest possible limits to guard
against mistake. I will, therefore, at the start iiroceed only to the end of the first

20-year period, or katun, and look for 11 Ahau. The trial is made. It proves

abortive, as I anticipated. The Ahau number at the end of 20 years is 7 instead

of 11. The desired 11 Ahau is 5 months away to the left. It is the same old
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story of failure over again. But Avait a minute! Five months are equivalent to

100 clays. To divide by 20 would take just 5 days from each of the 20 years of

the katun. Years? What if they were not years at all that Landa was talking

about, hut only periods of SCO days? They may be the ahaus. Let me hasten to

find out how the numbers will run in a division of this possible Katun into 20

such periods. Here it is: 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, S, 12, 8, 4, 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2. 11.

Ah, this is significant! That paragi’aph of Perez, what are its exact words?

“The Indians of Yucatan had yet another species of cycle, but as the method
followed by them in using it can not be found, nor any example by which an
idea of its nature might be imagined, I shall only copy what is literally said of it

in a manuscript, viz: ‘ There was another number which they called ua katiui,

and which served them as a key to find the katuns. According to the order of

its march it falls on the days of the tuiyeh yadb and revolves to the end of cer-

tain years: katunes 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4.’ “ Poor Don Pio! To have
the pearl in his grasp and be unaware of its pricelessness, like so manj^ others.

But I must not excilt too much yet. The succession of the katuns, recko:ied

according to this principle, is yet to be ascertained before my fancied discovery

can be established by a crucial test. I score the ahaus off in the foregoing order,

and, sure enough, the 20ths give the desired result; 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, G, 4,

2,13. Eureka! The perturbed spirit of the Maya calendar, which has endeav-

ored so long to impart its message to the world, may rest at last.

Tliat taking tiie day numbers of the first days of the ahaus in a

katun will give the order of succession mentioned is eertainlj’ true, as

Ave have shown, biTt the question to be discussed here relates to the

statement of the authority quoted by Perez. According to this state-

ment as given bj^ Goodman, “ There aaus another number Avhich they

called ua katun, and AAdiich served them as a key to find the katuns.

According to the order of its march it falls on the days of the uayeb

yaab, and reA^olves to the end of certain years; katunes 13, 9, 5, 1, 10,

0, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4.”

It AAull be best, however, to give Perez’s exact AAmrds as found in tlie

apiiendix to Brasseur’s edition of Lauda’s “De las Cosas,” page 418:

“ Habia otro mimero que llamaban TJa Katun el que les servia como llaA^a jiara

acertar y hallar los katunes, y segun el orden de sats movimientos cae a los dos

dias del Uayeb haab y da su Auielta al cabo de algtmos aiios: Katunes 13, 9,5, 1, 10,

6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4,“

Brasseur’s translation is as folloAVs

:

“ Ils avaient un autre chiffre qu'ils apjAelaient Ua Katun
,
qui leur servait comme

de clef, poAir ajuster et trouA^er les katun et suivant I’ordre de ses moiwements, il

tombeauxdeux joursdu Uayabhaub etretournealafinde quelquesannees: Katun

13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8,
4.’^

A closer translation than that by Goodman, AAdiich omits one impor-

tant Avord, may be given as folloAvs;

They have another number which they called ua katun, which serA^ed them

as a key to regulate and find the katuns, and according to the order of its move-

ments falls on the two days of the uayeb haab and returns at the end of certain

years; katuns 13, etc,

ddie important Avord omitted by Goodman and Avhich is usually

omittetl in English translations is the “tAvo.” Brasseur’s translation
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contains it, and Perez recognizes it by his (erroneous) reference on
the same page as the passage quoted, the “second” intercalary day.

I called special attention to this important word i]i mj’ “Studj- of the

Manuscript Troano,” page 55.

Now, it is certain that the unknown author of this passage was

somewhat familiar with the Majm time system, otherwise he coiild

not have hit upon this order of numbers which is found in at least

three different relations in the system; and it is also certain that his

reference is to true Mayan years (as is shown by the reference to the

uaj^eb haab, or five intercalated days), and can not be made to apply

to Goodman’s ahaus.

As the term “years” in the passage quoted can have no other pos-

sible meaning than that of 365 days, the question arises, what is

meant by the term “katun” as therein used? That it could not be

Goodman’s katun of 7,200 days, or 20 ahaus of 360 days each (wdiich

Seler also claims to have discovered), is evident. Although we may not

be able to demonstrate wdiat is meant by the term in this connection,

we can show where and how this order of succession occurs, using the

last of the intercalated daj's. As the number of the day with which
the year ends is the same as that with which it begins, the order wall

be precisely the same as that in which the j^ears are numbered. If

the calendar of the inscriptions and the Dresden codex is used, whose
dominical days are Akbal, Lamat, Ben, and Ezanab, the terminal days

Avill be Manik, Eb, Caban, and Ik, and their numbers in the successive

years will be as shown in the following table, which extends through

the cycle of 52 years, after and before whmh the same series will be

repeated

:

Manik Eb Caban Ik

1 2 3 4

5 6 t 8

9 10 11 12

13 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 1 2

3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

11 12 13 1

2 3 4 5

6 i 8 9

10 11 12 13

Beginning at the bottom and running ui3 the right-hand column, w^e

find precisely the order of succession given in the quotation, to wdt,

13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, etc. Precisely the same order will be found by run-

ning up either of the other columns. Each step, it is true, covers four

years, but it forms a basis for easy and ready counting; moreover,

the quotation says, “returns at the end of certain years.” It does

22 ETH—04 18
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not say the “numbers” which so return are katuns, but tliat they

“served as a key to find the katuns,” clearly distinguishing between
the “katuns” and “certain years.” There is nothing, therefore, in

the quotation which implies that the numbers in the series 13, 9, 5, etc.,

were the numbers of the katuns, nor is there any mention therein of

the numbers of the katuns or of the number of years constituting a

katun. It is to Landa that we must go for information on the latter

point. According to his statement, which has been oft repeated, the

Ma5ms counted their ages by 20 years,® but he says nothing in i-eferenee

to the order of numbering.*

As the periods referred to are unquestionably years, the katuns
must be periods of years; and writers who have so contended are cor-

rect in this respect, and 20 years is the number assigned to a katun by
all the early authorities, whether right or wrong.

The direction of counting, it is true, is backward, birt, as Good-

man states, the reference among the Ma5ms is generally to past time,

and the example Landa gives of counting time, in connection with

the passage referred to, relates to what had passed. He saj^s an
elderly man of whom he had spoken could easily count back 300 years

by means of the katuns or ages. This author, if I rightly understand

his language, indicates that they had a still higher count of 13 x 20

years. His language is as follows

:

No solo tenian los indios cuenta en el ano y meses, como qiieda dicho, y sena-

lado atras pero tenian cierto modo de contar los tiempos y sus cosas por edades,

las qnales hazian de veynte en veynte anos, contando xiii veyntes con una de las

XX letras de los meses que llaman Ahau, sin orden sino retruecanados como
parecei'an en la siguiente raya redonda; llaman les a estos en su lengua KatunesA

Thirteen times 20 is 260, or five cycles of 52 years each, the same num-
ber of jmars that there are days in their so-called sacred year. Possi-

bly, however, he may refer here to the 260-day period.

When we free our minds entirely from anj^ thought that ahaus,

katuns, etc.
,
represent or have any relation to time periods, and look

upon them merely as numbers, just as we think of tens, hundreds, etc.,

the difficulties raised by Goodman’s theory of a Maya “ chronological

calendar” vanish. The Mayas of one section, for some historical, tradi-

tional, or mythological reason, selected a particular initial date for

their era, and, as a usual thing, counted long periods from it, and in

doing so used numbers in accordance with their numeral sj^stem, and

represented these in their inscriptions bj^ certain symbols. Tliis is

all of Goodman’s supposed wonderful chronological system—^this and

nothing more.

It would have been much better if he had iised the real Mayan
numeral terms as they stand (as Dr Brinton lias suggested), or in a

« Lancia, De Las Cosas, p. 312.

6 It will doubtless be recalled that in the “Study of the Manuscript Troano” I contended that

the ahaus or katuns consisted of 24 years, basing my conclusion on the order given above; but

a more careful study of the passage quoted above from Perez does not necessarily indicate that

these periods were numbered according to the order given.
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modified form, to indicate tlie variation of time numeration from the

regular vigesimal system, thns:

30 units = 1 kal in place of chuen.

18 kal = 1 bak in place of abau.

20 bak = 1 pic in place of kaUm.
30 pic = 1 calab in place of cycle.

20 calab = 1 kinchil in place of great cycle.

20 kinchil = 1 abau in place of grand era.

It is true that above the kal the numbers would vary from the

true vigesimal count in consequence of counting but 1 8 instead of 20

kal to the next higher order. This, however, might have been shown,

by pi’efixing “minor,” thus, “minor bak,” “minor pic,” etc., but no

real confusion would have resulted from using the simple names as

Brinton has suggested. Seler suggests “uinal” in place of chuen;

“tun ” in place of ahau, but retains “ katun ” as applied by Goodman.

THE CAKCHIQUEL CALENDAR

If the “Annals of the Cakchiquels,” written or supposed to have
been written soon after the Spanish conquest by a member of the

Xahila family, are to be trusted in regard to the Cakchiquel calendar

system, this system was peculiar, differing in some important respects

from that of the Mayas, Avhich has been described in the iireceding

part of this paper. All that is known in regard to its peculiar features

is found in these Annals, and must be gathered from incidental men-
tion of dates. In order to j)lace the data before the reader, I quote the

more important of these mentions from the translation by Dr Brinton

in the Libraiy of Aboriginal American Literature, vi, “The Annals

of the Cakchiquels,” 1885.

As a noted revolt, described as the “revolt at Iximche,” is selected

by the author of the Annals as the era from which to reckon all sub-

sequent events, we begin the quotations with the passages referring

to and fixing the date of this event.

(1) The day of the revolt was appointed by this chief. Cay Hunahpn, and on

this day, tltli Ah, the revolt broke out [page 157].

(2) Thirty-one days after the revolt, as the Quiches desired to destroy those

of Tibaqoy, these Tuknches removed to Chiavar and put to death the Quiches,

who yielded in a battle at a place named Yaxontzui, on the day 9th Caok [page

159].

(3) On the 36th day after the revolt Cinahitoh perished ... on the day 11th

Can [ibid.].

(4) One year less ten days after the revolt was hanged the chief orator Ahmox-
nay on the day 11th Akbal [ibid.].

(5) The day 8 Ah was one year after the Revolt [page 161].

(6) The day 5 Ah was two years after the Revolt [ibid.]

.

(7) The day 3 Ah was three years after the Revolt [ibid.].

(8) The day 13 Ah completed the foiirth year after the Revolt [ibid.].

(9) The 9 Ah completed the fifth year after the Revolt [page 163].

(10) The 6 Ah completed the sixth year after the Revolt [ibid.].

(11) On the 3 Ah there were seven years from the Revolt [ibid.].
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(12) In the eighth year after the revolt, the Tzutuhils were defeated by those

of Xeynup and Xepalica; they were slaughtered, Zakbin and Alunak having
perished in the action on the day 13 Ahmak [ibid.].

(13) On the day 13 Ah there were eight years from the revolt [ibid.].

(14) On 10 Ah there were nine years from the revolt [ibid.].

(lo) Twelve days were lacking to complete the tenth j'ear after the revolt

. . . the day 8 Imox [ibid.].

(16) The day 7 Ah completed the tenth year after the Revolt [ibid.].

(17) On 4 Ah there were eleven years after the Revolt [ibid.].

(18) On 1 Ah there were twelve years [ibid.].

(19) On 11 Ah there were thirteen years after the Revolt [ibid.].

. (20) The day 8 Ah completed the 14th year after the Revolt [page 165]

.

(21) The day 5 Ah completed the loth year after the Revolt [ibid.].

(22) The day 2 Ah completed the 16th year after the Revolt [ibid.].

(23) The day 12 Ah completed the 17th year after the Revolt [page 167].

(24) The day 9 Ah completed the 18th year after the Revolt [ibid.]

.

(25) On the day 3 Caok the doves passed over the city of Iximche. . . . One
hundred days after the doves had been seen the locusts came ... on the day 2

Yg [ibid.].

(26) The day 8 [6?] Ah completed the 19th year after the Revolt [ibid.]

(27) The day 3 Ah completed one cycle [page 169].

(28) With the day 13 Ah another year was completed [ibid.]

.

(29) A second year was completed on the day 10 Ah, after the Revolt [ibid.].

(30) On the day 7 Ah was completed the third year of the second cycle after

the Revolt [ibid.].

So far the dates given are in regular succession as found in the

Annals; the others given are only those which are considered impor-

tant.

(31) On the. day 14 [12?] Carney died the King Hunyg [page 171]. ... A
hundred days after the death of the kings Hunyg and Lahuh Noh, there were
elected as kings Cahi Imox and Belehe Qat, on the day 1 Can [page 173]

.

(32) Twenty days after the chiefs began to rule there was an insurrection

... on the day 10 Queh [page 175]

.

(33) We married your mother, O my children, one year after the death of

your grandfather [Hunyg]. We took her to wife on the day 12 Toh [pages

175-177].

(34) On the day 5 Ah was the eighth year of the first [second] cycle. It was
during this year [meaning the year following?] that the Castilians arrived. . . .

On the day 1 Ganal the Quiches were destroyed by the Castilians. . . . On the

day 4 Qat three chiefs, the king and the next in rank, were burned alive by
Tunatiuh [page 177].

(35) It was on the day 1 Hunahpu when the Castilians arrived at Iximche

with their chief, Tunatiuh. . . . Only five days after, Tunatiuh w^ent forth from
the capital. Then the Tzutuhils were conquered by the Castilians. It was the

day 7 Carney [page 179]

.

(36) Twenty-five days afterwards Tunatiiih went forth from the capital to

Ciizcatan . . . On the day 2 Qiieh Atacat was slain . . . On the day 10

Hunahpu he [Tianatiiih] returaed from Cuzcatan. He had been absent only 40

days [page 181]

.

(37) Our city [Iximche] was abandoned on the day 7 Amak . . . Ten days after

we had left the city, war was begun by Timatiuh ... on the day 4 Carney . . .

One hundred and eighty days after the desertion of the city was completed the

ninth year (of the second cycle). On ihe day 2 Ah was completed the 29th year

after the Revolt [page 183]

.
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(38) There were lacking 130 days to complete two years since we had abandoned
the capital when Tunatinh came there in order to set fire to the city. On the day

4 Carney, two years less six months after the beginning of the war, he set fire to

the capital and returned [page 185]

.

(39) On the day 12 Ah was completed the 30th year after the Revolt [ibid.]

.

(40) On the day 9 Ah was completed the 31st year after the Revolt [ibid.].

(41) In the course of the following year . . . Chiixot was abandoned. . . .

Three hundred days after Chiixot was taken began the payment of tribute

... on the day G Tzi [pages 185-187].

(42) It was two years less 130 days after the beginning of the tribute when
died the chief Ahtun cue Tihax ... on the day 6 Akbal, . . . On the day 3 Ah
was completed the 33d year [page 187] .

(43) For 86 days these chiefs had hid in the woods. . . . On the day 7 Ahniak
the chiefs decided to come forth. . . . On the day 13 Ah was completed the 36th

[34th] year after the Revolt [page 187]

.

(44) On the 10th Ah was completed the 35th year after the Revolt. Forty days

were lacking to complete three years from the date of the submission of the kings

when Belehe Qat died ... on the 7th Queh [page 188].

(45) On the 8th Ah was completed the 40th year after the revolt. On the 5th

Ah was completed the first year of the third cycle [page 189].

(46) It was on the day 11 Ahmak that he [Tunatiuh] killed the Ah-tzib. On the

day 3 Ah was completed the second year of the third cycle. One hundred and
twenty days after the death of Ahtzib and of the return of Tunatiuh. the prince

Mantunalo departed . . . Two hundred and sixty days after his return Timatiuh

hanged the king Ahpozotzil Cahi Imox, on the day 13 Ganel [pages 189-190].

(47) The day 13 Ah completed the third year of the third cycle. Two hun-

dred and eighty days after the execution of the king Ahpozotzil he hanged Chuvy
Tziquinu ... on the day 4 Can [page 190] .

(48) On the day 9 Ah was completed the fourth year of the third cycle after the

revolt. . . . On the day 3 Tihax . . . the wife of Tunatiuh was drowned. One
hundred and sixty days after this disaster there arrived our fathers of St. Dominic

... on the day 12 Batz [page 190] .

(49) On the day 8 Ah was comirleted the 13th year of the third cycle. . . .

Ahtzil Juan Perez . . . died on the day 13 Tihax. Eighty days after . . . there

was an eruption of the mountain Chigag ... on the day 9 Ah . . . On the day
12 Ah was completed the 16th year of the third cycle [page 193].

(50) Died the chief Don Francisco Ahpozotzil . . . on the day 1 Can, a Monday,
the 14th day of the month October [page 193].

(51) On the day 6 Ah was completed the 18th year of the third cycle. ... In

the 13th month the day of Sanctiago occurred on the day 1 Tziquin. . . . On that

day was inaugurated . . . the Emperor Don Peliphe. . . . The day St. Francis

[was] the day 7 Carney [pages 193-194].

(53) Oir the day 3 Ah was completed the 19th year of the third cycle after the

revolt. The Alcaldes in the year 1557 were . . . The day 5 Ey [was] 20 days

before the close of the third cycle. . . . On the day 13 Ah was completed the

third cycle ... in the year 1558 [page 194]

.

Tlie foregoing notes and quotations contain, it is believed, all tlie

data found in tlie “Annals” throwing any light on the Cakchiquel

calendar. But in order that the reader, who may not have the works

relating to this calendar at hand, may be furnished with the data

necessary to follow me in my discussion, I introduce here a list of

the daj's of this calendar in the order usually given, with those of the

Maya calendar placed beside them in corresponding order.
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Days of the Cakchiquel and Maya Calendars

1

Cakcliiquel

days

Imox

Maya
days

Iinix 11

Cakchiquel

days

Batz

Maya
days

Chuen
o Ig or Y^g Ik 12 Ee Eb
3 Akbal Akbal 13 Ah Ben
4 Kat Kan 14 Yiz Ix
5 Can Chicchan 15 Tziquin Men
6 Carney Cimi 16 Ahuiak Cib
i Queh Manik 17 Nob Caban
8 Kanel Lamat 18 Tiliax Ezanab
9 Toll Mnluc 19 Caok Canac

10 Tzii Oc 20 Hnnahpn Allan

As the author of the Auiials ends the year with the day Ah, it

must have begun with Yiz, if there was no arbitrary change in the

succession of days. The following condensed calendar is therefore

constructed on this basis as a means of counting time:

Cakchiquel Calendar

1 Yiz 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7

2 Tziqnin 9, 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 i 1 8

3 Alimak 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9

4 Noll 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10

5 Tiliax _ 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11

6 Caok 6 13 7
,

1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12

7 Hnnahpn . T 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13

8 Imox 8 0 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 1

9 Ik 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2

10 Akbal _ - 10 4 11 5 12 6 13
r*
i 1 8 2 9 3

11 Kat 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4

12 Can - 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5

13 Carney 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6

14 Qneh 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7

15 Kanel 9. 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8

16 Toll 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13 1 8 2 9

17 Tzii 4 11 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10

18 Batz 5 12 6 13 7 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11

19 Ee --- 6 13 t 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12

20 Ah - . - i 1 8 2 9 3 10 4 11 5 12 6 13

In using this to count forward, we count on to the end of the right-

hand column and then go back to the left-hand column. To count

backward, the direction is reversed.

It will be observed from the quotations given that the years all end

with the daj^ Ah, that the numbering of the days is by 1 to 13 as usual,

and that the terminal Ahs of the years succeed one another in the

following order: 11 Ah, 8 Ah, 5 Ah, etc., giving the descending series

11, 8, 5, 2, 12, 9, G, 3, 13, 10, 7, 4, 1, 11, 8, etc., the ntimber of any
given year being 3 less than that of the one which preceded.

It is apparent, therefore, that the year could not have consisted of
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3G5 days, that is, of 18 inontlis of 20 days each and 5 added days, for

even the supposition that these added days vere neither numbered

nor counted does not give tlie order found in the Annals. Xor will

Goodman’s suppo.sition that they counted 366 days to the year give

tins succession, though he counts the system alluded to in the

Annals as distinct from the Cakchiquel Annual Calendar. Brinton

says

:

The calendars in use were of two different kinds, the one called qhol k'ih, lit-

erally “the valuer or appraiser of days.” which was employed exclusively for

astrological and divining purposes, to decide on which were lucky and unlucky

days, and may kih. “ the revolution or recurrence of days," which was for chrono-

logical purposes.

«

I lind no other explanation of a calendar which tvould end in the

manner mentioned in the Annals, than a j'ear of 20 months of 20 days

each, or 400 days, the days being numbered in the usual Mayan
method of 1 to 13. Seler* gives this explanation and Goodman also

adopts it for their chronological j^ear. That if we count this num-
ber of months to the year the different 3’ears will end on the same

day is evident, and that the day numbers will follow one another in

the order mentioned above can be seen b}' reference to the above

condensed calendar. If we count 20 months, the year beginning with

1 Yiz will end with 10 Ah, and the next j^ear will begin with 11 Yiz;

or if we commence with the column headed 11, and count 20 months,

the year will end with 7 Ah, and the next year will begin witli 8 Yiz;

if we commence with the column headed 8, and count 20 months, the

year will end with 4 Ah, etc. This appears to be the onlj" explanation

of this singular calendar, if we suppose the annalist to be correct in

his statements as to the dates on which the years ended.

As proof that the annalist counted 400 days to the year we have

the following evidence from the above quotations: By number 1, we
learn that the Revolt, which he takes as the beginning of his era, took

place on 11 Ah; by number 5 we see that the first year of the Revolt

ended on 8 Ah; in number 4 it is stated that “One year less ten days

after the revolt was hanged the chief orator Ahmoxnoy, on the daj' 11

Akbal.” The day 11 Akbal will occur twice only in the ordinary year

of 365 days, and twice only in the year of 400 daj^s. As the Revolt

occurred on 11 Ah, the first year thereafter must have begun with

the day 12 Yiz. The day 11 Akbal would occur first at the end of 6

months and 10 days—or 130 days. That 10 days added to this could

not have com[)leted the year will be conceded. The next occurrence

of 11 Akbal would be at the end of 19 months and 10 days, or 390

days, 10 days more reaching the day 8 Ah, the end of the fir.st year.

Although neither 140 nor 400 daj"s cori’espond witlx any natural

phenomena it is safe to assume that 400 days was the period the

annalist referred to and not 140 daj’s.

a Annals of tlie Cakchiquels, Philadelphia, 188.5, p. 31.

i> Transactions Berlin Anthropological Society, June, 1889.
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In number 15 it is stated that 12 days were lacking to complete the

tenth jmar after the Revolt, etc., on the day 8 Imox; and in number
16 that the day 7 Ah completed the 10th year. As it is stated in

number 14 that 10 Ah was the end of the 9th year after the Revolt, 8

Imox would occur 128 and 388 days thereafter. Counting 12 daj^s

from the latter brings us to 7 Ah and gives 400 as the number of days

in the j'ear. This result must be accepted, or we must decide that

the year consisted of only 140 days, which is unreasonable. In num-
ber 24 it is stated that 9 Ah comi)leted the 18th year after the Revolt,

and in number 26 that 8 (?) Ah completed the 19th year (that this

should be 6 Ah is evident, as 9 Ah precedes and 3 Ah (number 27)

follows it). In number 25, which relates to the 19th year, it is stated

that on the day 3 Caok the doves passed over the city of Iximche;

and that 100 days after the doves had been seen the locusts came, on

the day 2 Yg (or Ik). Now, the first occurrence of 3 Caok in the 19th

year after the Revolt, that is, the year following 9 Ah (the year begin-

ning with 10 Yiz), is 2 months and 6 days after the commencement
of the year. One hundred days more bring us to 12 Caok, the 6th

day of the 8th month, or 7 months and 6 days from the commence-

ment of the year. This is not the day given, but counting 4 days

more we reach 2 Yg or Ik, the day named. As 100 is a round num-
ber, the 1 04 may be assumed as correct. As this, even if the number
be limited to 100, gives more than 140 days in this year we have evi-

dence that a year of 400 days was counted by the annalist.

In numbers 31 and 32, and two or three items not given in the

quotations, we have conclusive evidence that 400 days were counted

to the year by the Annals. They are as follows:

1 Ah completed the 5th year of the second cycle (35th year) after the

revolt (page 171).

In the following year, ending on 11 Ah, Hnnyg died on 12 Carney,

(ibid. Brinton’s translation gives 14 Carney, but this is wrong, as there

could he no 14 Carney; the original says 13).

100 days after was the day 1 Can (page 173).

30 days later was 10 Queh (page 175).

The day 11 Imox follows in this year (ibid.).

The day 9 Batz occurs after this same year (ibid.).

The year ends on 11 Ah (ibid.).

As the preceding year ended on 1 Ah, this year began with 2 Yiz,

and 12 Carney would be the 13th day of the 12th mouth. One hun-

dred and twenty days more (or exactly 119) and not 100, as the

annalist says, would reach 1 Can, the 12th day of the 16th month;

22 days more would reach 10 Queh, the 14th day of the 17th month.

The day 11 Imox woirld be the 8th day of the 18th month, and 9 Batz

the 18th day of the 20th month, just two days before 11 Ah, the close

of the year.
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In the j^ear followmg 5 Ah (number 34), that is to say, the year

beginning with 6 Yiz, the following events, with dates, are mentioned

(numbers 35, 36, and 37):

On 1 Ganel the Quiches were destroyed.

On 4 Quat the chiefs were burned by Tunatiuh (Alvarado).

On 1 Hunahpu the Spaniards reached Iximche.

Five days after, Timatiuh left the capital; then the Tzutuhils were con-

cpiered on 7 Carney.

Twenty-five days afterward Tunatiuh went forth to Cuzcatan and
slew Atacat on the day 2 Queh. On 10 Hunahpu he returned, having

been absent 40 days.

Iximche was abandoned on 7 Amak.
Ten days after, on 4 Carney, Tunatiirh began war.

One hundred and eighty days after the city was abandoned the 29th year

after the revolt was completed on 2 Ah.

The day 4 Ganel (or Kanel) was the 45th day of the 2d month; 4

Quat (or Kat) was the 14th day of the 3d month; 1 Hunahpu the 7th

day of the oth month. “Five days after” should be 6 to reach 7

Carney, the 43th day of the 5th month. “Twentj^-five days after-

wards” (after 7 Carney) should be 24 to reach 2 Queh, 44th day of the

6th month, and 40 Hunahpu is the 7th day of the 40th month, hence

the 40 days, if counted from 2 Queh, would be wrong. The 7 Amak
would be the 3d day of the 42th month, and 4 Carney the 43th day
of the 42th month. From 7 Amak, the day Iximche was abandoned,

to 2 Ah, the end of the j'ear (still counting 400 days), was only 477,

the round number given by the annalist being 480.

These items of evidence are sufficient to prove, bej'Ond anj^ reason-

able doubt, that the annalist counted 400 days to the year, and that

the years of the calendar which he used always began with the day
Yiz. The beginning and ending days of the years would therefore

be as follows if we start with 42 Yiz, the first year after the Revolt:

Beginning day Ending day Beginning day Ending day
Yiz Ab Yiz Ah
12 8 1 10

9 .5 11 7

C 2 8 4

3 12 5 1

13 9 2 11

10 6 12 8

7 3 and so on.

4 13

The next question that arises, and the one of most importance in

the discussion, is this : Was the writer justified in indicating that such

a calendar as this was in use among the Cakchiquels at the coming
of the Spaniards? On this point we must judge chiefly by internal

evidence. As what is known in regard to the history of the manu-
script is given by Brinton in his introduction, it is unnecessary to
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repeat it here. The writer claims to have been a descendant (grand-

son) of the ruling chief of the Cakchiquels at the time of the arrival

of the Spaniards, and was then a youth of probably some 16 or 18

years. Judging by his method of giving dates, he seems to have been
familiar with a calendar then in use. Moreover his station would
indicate that he had been trained in the study of the chronology of

his tribe. I am, therefore, inclined to accept as substantially cor-

rect his statements so far as they bear on the calendar system, though
the traditional portion may be of veiy little or no historical value. If

this view be accepted, it may throw some light on one troublesome

feature of the Maya calendar—the introduction of the multiple 18 in

counting the months. Why the change from the lunar period to a
period of twenty days to the month was made, is not easily accounted

for, except on the supposition that, having decided for ceremonial or

other reason to abandon the lunar count, it was natural to follow the

vigesimal system, hence the 20 days to the month, 20 months to the

year, and 20 years to the cycle or ahau. The necessity, however, for

some adjustment between the ceremonial and true year brought about

at length the adoption of 18 months and 5 added days, and the sub-

stitution of 18 in place of 20 in time numeration. It seems possible,

if the annalist be correct in his time count, that the peculiar native

calendar may have come into use somewhat in this way.

I can find no grounds whatever for Goodman’s assertion that the

calendar year of the Cakchiquels consisted of 366 daj'S. They may be

in a historical mention which I have failed to find, but by no possible

means can this year be made to agree with the calendar of the Annals
without assuming an ai-bitrary break in the succession of the days at

the end of each year.

MAYA METHOD OF CALCULATION

As I have, in my paper on the “Mexican and Central American
Numeral Systems,” “ brought up the question. How did the Maya
priests actually perform their calculations relating to time series, some
of them reaching into millions? I propose to discuss the subject

somewhat more at length here. As was stated in that paper, these

calculations sometimes required changing series of days, chuens,

ahaus, katuns, cycles, and even great cycles (or more correctly units of

the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and even the 6th order in the vigesimal sys-

tem), to years, months, and days, reaching from one given date to

another. As such calculations could not possibly have been made
mentally, the authors of the inscriptions and codices must have had
some method of “ciphering,” to use a school-boy term, or of making
the calculation by marking on some object. As was stated in the

paper referred to, the only allusion to the subject by an early author-

itjq so far as is known, is the statement by Landa that they performed

them “on the ground or some flat thing.”

« Nineteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
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As the different kinds of symbols used by the Mayas to express

numbers liave been referred to, I assume that the reader is familiar

with them. That direct multiplication and division would seem to be

impossible with their characters where both numbers included units

abov'e the first order, or, at most, first and second orders, will be

admitted. The suggestion by Professor McGee (referred to in the

paper on numeral systems) that these operations might have been

Iierformed by addition and subtraction seems to be the ke}’ to tlie prob-

lem, as I shall attempt to show.

That the Mayas could add and subtract numbers expressed in the

ordinaiy numeral symbols (dots and short lines) is known from hun-

dreds of examples in the Dresden codex; and that foi‘ these characters

thej^ could readily substitute ofpiivalent symbols of other forms in

use is evident. Take, for illustration, part of • a series from plate

XXIV, Dresden codex (see plate Lxxxii), which has been reversed, so

that it is to be taken from left to right instead of fi-om i-ight to left, as

in the original. The date below each column is written out, and
instead of the naught symbol a cipher (0) is inserted:

(1) (3) (3) (4) (5) (6)

• • • — • • 0 . . ^

0

9 Ahan
0

4 Allan

0

12 Ahan
0

7 Aha i

0

2 Ahau
0

10 Allan

If we write these in Arabic figures, preserving the relative positions

and omitting the dates, as those given can be referred to, the series

will be as follows;

1 1 2

8 16 4 12 02465 (8 ) 10

0 0 0 0 0

8

12

0

Doubling the first column (8-2-0) we get 16-4-0; adding again

8-2-0, we get 1-4-6-0; adding again 8-2-0, we get 1-12-8-0 (the 5 in

this column should be 8, as by adding 8-2-0 to it as thus corrected

we get 2-0-10-0, the 5th column, etc.).

If we write the equivalent of each number in days, maintaining the

same relative positions, and give the sum of each column below (mak-
ing the correction noted), the result will be as follows:

7,200 7,200 14, 400 14, 400

2, 880 5,760 1,440 4, 320 0 2,880

40 80 120 160 200 240

0 0 0 0 0 0

2,920 5,840 8,760 11,680 14, 600 17,520
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By adding 2,920 to the first, we obtain the sum of the second column;

and adding the same number to the sum of the second, we obtain the

sum of tlie third, and so on. By counting forward 2,920 days from

9 Allan, the date under the first column, we reach 4 Ahau, the date

under the 2nd column, etc.

These primary steps are, of course, well understood by readers who
have given any attention to the subject, but it is necessary to present

them as leading up to the object in view in the discussion.

It is evident that •
•

,
or 2,920, is the factor or added number used

0

in this series, but the iirocess is carried on by addition. However,
before we proceed, it is necessary to call to mind certain facts in rela-

tion to the calendar. The first is that a day of any given name
returns at every 20th day, whether we count backward or forward,

but not with the same number; the second, that anj^ given day returns

with the same day number at every 260th day, whichever wai^ we
count, but not in the same month nor on the same day of the month
beyond the first year. As each count reaches Ahau in this instance,

and 260 is not an even divisor of 2,920, the basal factor must be 20,

and the day numbers will be different, as we find them to be. Although
we may not be able always to state why particular factors or counters

ai’e selected, j^et in this case it would seem that 2,920 was chosen

because this is exactly the number of days in eight years. As the

dates are therefore just eight years apart, they necessarily fall in years

having the same dominical daj", and, consequently, on the same day of

the month. However, these specific features must be understood as

applicable to this particular series, and not as of general application,

for we shall find series in which there is no reference to the year; but

these time periods have a bearing on the practical method used in

Maya calculations.

Now, let us see theoreticallj^ how, starting with a given date, the

initial date of a high series may be reached. Nine cycles and the

lower fractional numbers, counting from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu as the

initial date, form the most frequent series of the Copan and Quirigua

inscriptions. We will try to form such a series, selecting at random 3

Chicchan 18 Yax, }"ear 1 Lamat, as the terminal date, and 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu as the initial date. As the former date must be the more

recent on this supposition, it follows that the count was backward

(though this is by no means necessary, as it could be forward as well)

;

so our count in this case will be backward. In order not to make the

series too long and tedious, we will select as our factor or sum to be

added

—

0
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This represents a calendar round or cycle of 52 j'ears (18,980 clays),

the given date (3 Chicchan 18 Yax) returning at the end of this

period. For convenience we make the series ascending toward the

right, and after a few additions double the columns to make progress

more rapid. The usual rule is followed; the counter is given as the

first column; the columns are numbered as a means of reference.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

• • » • • 0000 0 00000
The counter or first column is added to itself, or doubled, to form

the second; the first is added to the second to form the 3rd; the first

to the 3rd to form the 4th; but to hasten the process they are

doubled successively from this point to the 8th. As doubling tlie 8th

would raise the number above that contemplated, only the number
necessary to give the 9 cycles is added, but this must be the counter

(first column) or a multiple of it. The recjuired number is found in

the 5th column; this added to the 8th gives the 9tli. The sum of

the 9th column, if no mistake has been made, should, counting back
from 3 Chicchan 18 Yax, bring us again to the same date.

As a count of a cycle of 52 years (our first column) includes the

entire series of days and day numbers known to the system, 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu must be contained therein, and the count to it from the

date reached must be less than the amount represented by our first

column. Our next step, therefore, is to ascertain the lapse of time

from our last date (3 Chicchan 18 Yax) to the next preceding occur-

rence (as we are counting liackward) of 4 Ahau 8 Cumliu. Just what
method the authors of the inscriptions and codices employed for this

purpose, as there are more than one, I can not state positively, but

give one which I am satisfied they could follow.

They could readily ascertain, as is shown by almost eveiy numeral
series with a date, that the day 3 Chicchan 18 Yax fell in the year

1 Lamat, and 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu in the year 8 Ben
;
hence they could

easily tell, by counting on their fingers or making marks, that from

the latter to the former is 18 years and the fi-actions of the two years

—

the fraction in the former being 198 days or . . .
and in the latter

17 or A-Y. As the year is represented by q the 18 years would be .
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adding to this the . . .
and

,
or together - - .

,
we obtain the

sum represented by . Add this to the 9th column, the

result is the following number, to wit: — or 9 cj^cles, 10 katuns.

14 ahaus, 15 chuens, 5 days.

If no mistake has been made, this number, if we count back from 3

Chicchan 18 Yax, year 1 Lamat, should bring us to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu,
the first day of Goodman’s so-called 54th great cycle. Trial proves

it to be correct, thus

:

Days

9 cycles 1,296,000

10 katuns 72,000

14 ahaus 5,040

15 chuens 300

5 days 5

Total 1,373,345

Subtract 72 calendar rounds 1, 366, 560

Remainder 6, 785

Counting back this number of days from 3 Cliicchan 18 Yax
brings us to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. Turning to Goodman’s ‘'Chronolog-

ical Calendar,” 54th great cj^^cle, 9th cycle, 10th katun, and 14th

ahau, we find the date is 10 Ahau 18 Mac. Fifteen months and 5

dai's from this just reaches 3 Chicchan 18 Yax. The series is there-

fore a correct one, formed uj)on the same plan as those of the Dresden

codex, and without using anything not in the reach and comprehen-

sion of the aboriginal artist.

Tlie series on plate xxiv of the Dresden codex (our i^late Lxxxii)

appears to close with a minor addition (in the lower left-hand corner)

to I’each the desired date, just as the theoretic one given above, ex-

cept that in this case the count is forward. The series includes the

right half of the plate, and reads from right to left and by lines from

the bottom upward, closing with the lines in the lower left-hand

corner. Here the steps have been in part from 1 Aliau to 1 Ahau,

hence with 200 as the primal factor. The last column is 9-9-16-0-0,

then follows the number 6-2-0, 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. The latter number
changed into days is the lapse of time from 1 Ahau 18 Kayab, the

last jireceding date, to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. However, as there are some

unusual features in regard to the additions in a part of tliis series, at-

tention will again be called to it a little fartlier on.
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In order to show that resort was had to increasing the added nnni-

ber to shorten the process, as was done in tiie theoretic example, the

following example is given from plates LXX and Lxxi of the Dresden

codex. Ordinaiy numerals are used in place of the symliols, and the

series, which in the codex ascends from right to left, is reversed; the

days below the columns are also given

:

(!) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

3 5 7 9

15 17 19 IS 17 16 15

10 9 9 0 0 0 0

16 18 0 0 0 0 0

9 Oc 9 Eb 9 Ix 9 Ix 9 Ix 9 Ix 9 Ix

It will be seen by subtracting that the dilference between the first

and second columns and between the second and third is 1-17-2, or

1 ahau, 17 chuens, 2 days, equal to 702 days, Avhile the difference

between the 3d and 4th columns is 2-18-9-0, or 2 katuns, 18 ahaus,

9 chuens, 0 days—equal to 21,060 days; and that the difference

between the 4th and 5th, the 5th and 6th, and the 6th and 7th is, in

each case, 1-19-0-0, or 14,040 days. There is therefore an increase

of the added number or factor in passing from the 3d to the 4th

column.

It will be noticed that the days below the 1st, 2d, and 3d columns

differ, while from this point onward they are all 9 Ix. The change in

this respect requires a change in the counter. Why the counter was
made larger in passing from the 3d to the 4th column than between

the remaining columns is not clear, a-s the difference between the

3d and 4th columns would have reached the desired day, 9 Ix. It is

possible that the month date, though it does not appear, was liere

taken into consideration. Assuming that the first 9 Ix (under the

3d column) was 9 Ix 2 Pop, year 8 Ben, the count forward of 1-19-0-0

would reach 9 Ix 12 Chen in the year 7 Akbal, while the count for-

ward of 2-18-9-0 would reach 9 Ix 17 Mac, year 13 Ezanab. As the

first counter (702) is not a multiple of 260 or of 20, it must have been

based on 13, one of the factors of 260. The counters 14040 and
21060 are multiples of 260; and there is possibly something in the

fact that the former (14040) is 54 times 260 and that the first counter

(702) is 54 times 13. Although we are not able at present to .solve all

these problems, it is evident that the author of the codex increased

the counter as he proceeded, presumably to shorten the process.

The series appears to close with two columns in the upper middle

portion of plate LXX, the dates here having the month given. With
these (notwithstanding the obliterated portion of tlie series) we might

determine the true dates of the portion given above, and thus possibly

solve, to some extent, the problems mentioned; but unfortunately

there are so many errors in these two columns that it seems impossi-

ble to determine the true numl)ers and dates. Thechuen number, or
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number in the jilace of the second order of units, is 18 or 19 (there

being a space Avdiere one dot may have been obliterated), eitlier of

which is wrong. The date below one is 9 Ix 20 Pop, the other is 9 Ix

13 Pax or Tzec, both of which are wrong, as Ix is never the 13th or

20th of the month.

A good example of this method of increasing the counter as the

series proceeds is found on jdates lxx-lxxiii of the same codex.

Although this runs from right to left, we give it here in reverse order

and in ordinary figures as follows

:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

[1?]

3 6 9 13 16 19 [1?]

5 10 15 0 5 10

4 Caban 4 Ik 4 Manik 4Eb 4 Caban 4 Ik

(1) (8) (9) (10) (11) (13)

1 1 1 1 1 3

4 8 11 14 17 3

15 0 5 10 15 0

4 Manik 4Eb 4 Caban 4 Ik 4 Manik 4 Eb

(13) (14) (15) (16) (1-)

2 2 2 2 3

C 9 11 [13?] 16 1

5 10 15 0 5

4 Caban 4 Ik , 4 Manik 4 Eb 4 Caban

(18) (19) (20) (21) (33)

3 3 3 3 3

4 i 11 14 17

10 15 0 5 10

4 Ik 4 Manik 4Eb 4 Caban 4 Ik

(33) (34) (25) (36) (27)

4 4 4 4 4

2 6 9 13 15

15 0 5 10 15

4 Manik 4Eb 4 Caban 4 Ik 4 Manik

(38) (39) (30) (31)

2

(33)

3

5 10 15 0 0

1 2 3 8 13

0 0 0 0 0

4Eb 4Eb 4Eb 4 Eb 4Eb

(33) (34) (85) (36) (37)

1

4 5 6 8 0

0 1 1 1 13

16 2 6 10 3

0 0 0 0 • 0

4Eb 4Eb 4Eb 4Eb 4Eb
The figures in i^arenthesis are merely arbitrary numbers given to

the columns as a means of reference. The counter is 3-5, or 65 days.
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from the first to the 28t]i column; but here a, cliauge takes place; the

amount at this point, being 5-1-0, or 1,820 days, is doubled to form tlie

29th column, and is again added to form the 30th. Here again occurs

an increase in the counter, in tliis case a large one, viz, to 1-5-5-0, or

9,100 da}*s; but at the next step the added number to form the 32nd

column is only 1—0-4-0, or 7,280 days, just one-half of the 31st col-

umn. This counter is used to the end of the series; however, the 8 in

the 36th column is an evident mistake; it should be 7.

The number 65 is a very common counter in this and other codices;

ill this case 13 is the basal factor. In the other counters 260 is the

permanent factor. The first counter, which is just one-fourth of the

second, always reaches a day with the same number, though not the

same day—but repeating by series of four. However, aside from tliese

questions, we have the fact of the increase of the counter in the proc-

ess, to show which was the object of calling attention to the series.

Returning now to the series on plate xxiv (our plate Lxxii), to

which reference has been made, I call attention to the unusual changes

in the counter or added number. The series in the fourth tier from

the bottom, given in the way adopted above, is as follows

:

(1) (2) (3) (4) .

1

51 4 9

5 12 11 14

5 8 T 4

0 0 0 0

1 Ahaii 1 Allan 1 Ahan 1 Allan

The values of the different units and sums of the columns an

follows:
144, 000

7,200 28, 800 64. 800 36, 000

1,800 4,020 3. 960 5,040

100 160 140 80

0 0 0 0

9,100 33. 280 68,900 185, 120

It will be found l>y trial that the greatest common divisor of these

totals is 260, and that it is contained in the first total 35 times; in the

second, 126; in the third, 265, and the fourth, 712 times. Although

each step must have required long and tedious additions—no two

having a common added number or multiple thereof—and the reason

for thus varying the added number is not apparent, yet it is evident

that the aboriginal scribe chose 260 as the factor to be used, and also

that the desired I'esult could be i-eached by successive additions. In

fact, the series and the others we have noticed seem to be mere records

of the steps in the process of determining the lapse of time between

two widely separated dates.

These examples are sufficient to show that all the series in the

codices and inscriptions could have been formed by the aboriginal

22 ETH

—
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authors with their numeral symbols by addition and subtraction. It

may also be added that the evidence presented to show this is fitted

to impress ^^s with the belief that some, if not all, of the series of the

Dresden codex are but records of the process of calculation.

There arises in connection with this examination a question, the
proper answer to which may, if determined in accordance with a view
that has been expressed, have an important bearing on the histoiy of

the Mayan tribes.

On several of the plates of the Dresden codex there are what appear
to be supplemental series connecting with the so-called “ normal date,”

4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. However, the discussion of this question will come
more appropriately under the next section, which relates to the signifi-

cation of the series of the inscriptions.

SIGNIFICATION OF THE NUMERAL SERIES

Why were these series formed? What is their signification? These
are questions impossible for us to answer satisfactorily with our pres-

ent knowledge of the subject. It may be possible, however, to limit

the inquiry by certain considerations.

Our first question is, AVerethey intended, by the initial or terminal

days, to refer to actual dates bearing some relation to events in the

history of the respective tribes to which they pertain? the term
“initial dates” I allude to the dates from which the series (whether

initial or minor) were counted, and by “terminal dates” to those

which follow the series in counting forward. The latter are assumed
to be later in actual time than the former.

That the initial date may be thrown back any desired distance in

time is admitted, as for example, we may take as our initial date the

beginning of the Christian era (A. D.), or the supposed initial date of

the world era (A. M.), or any other beginning date which, through

fancy, tradition, or mythology, has been adopted or arbitrarily chosen

bj^ different peoples. It is not necessary, therefore, that we should

assume that the initial dates of the Mayan codices and inscriptions

have any reference to historical or even supposed historical events.

That such an assumption would be preposterous is shown by the fact

that several of these dates reach back in time 33,000 years, and a

large proportion of those of the insei'iptions nearly 4,000 years, and
others to a still more distant time. The initial dates must therefore

relate, as will be conceded, to some assumed date, traditional or myth-

ological, or arbitrarily chosen, according to the fancy of the calcu-

lator.

Do the terminal dates refer to events or incidents in the history of

the tribes—events which were noted down by the scribes sufficiently

near the time of occurrence to give the proper or probable dates

thereof?
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If we take tlie terminal dates of the initial series atQuirigua (omit-

ting from consideration those of the minor series) Ave find the differ-

ence between the earliest and latest, with two exceptions to be

noticed, is only some 83 or 84 years. This difference is so moderate

as to be entirely consistent with the idea that the dates were engraA^ed

near the time of the events or incidents to Avhich they refer, if, in fact,

this Avas the object in giAdng them. The tAvo excejited are numbers 6

and IG of the list giA^en beloAV. The calculation I gi\"e is based on

what seem to be the reliable series and dates, leaAdng out of consid-

eration the exceptional and doubtful series. Comparing the earliest

and latest of those at CoiDan, Ave find the difference to be about

222 years. This is by no means extraAmgant, hence the dates may
refer to historical CA'ents. When AA^e come to those at Palenque, aa^c

find the difference—e\’en excluding the most recent date, AApich Good-

man admits is doubtful—to be OA^er 3,800 years. Although a differ-

ence in dates as great or greater than this has been found in the

inscriptions of the ruins of Egyjit and Assju-ia and accepted as reason-

ably correct, no archeologist of the present day not carried aAvay by
some extravagant theory Avill believe that inscriptions Avere chiseled

at PalenqiTe at dates 3,800 j^ears apart in actual time, the earliest

(counting from the coming of the Spaniards) going back more than

2, 200 years before the Christian era.

Noav, it is the oiAinion of Goodman and Seler that the terminal dates

of the inscriptions (the latter excepts those at Palenque, as explained

below) refer to the times Avhen the monuments AA^ere erected or the

inscriptions chiseled. The assertion of the former on this point (pages

147-8) is as follows:

Particular emphasis is intended to be laid upon “ initial ” dates in the foregoing

estimate. There are two kinds of dates in the Archaic inscriptions. The dates

of one character, and those of most frequent occurrence, appear in the body of the

texts, and designate the points from or to which the reckonings extend. Some-
times they are but a day apart; at others, they are a few months or years, while

occasionally a flight is made over thousands of years and back again, with the

ease and swiftness with which in Eastern story the couch of the prince is trans-

ported by genii. These dates have no significance beyond their relation to other

dates and the corresponding reckonings.

Blit with the other class, the initial dates, as Maudslay has A^ery approiudately

named them, it is quite different. The inscription on nearly every temple, stela,

and altar begins with one of them, reciting the great cycle, cycle, katun, ahau,

chuen, month, and day. Such conspicuousness and circumstantiality, inmy esti-

mation
,
could have but a single purpose—that of recording the date at which the

monument was erected. Some of the stelae haA^e different initial dates on oppo-

site sides, but in these instances one date is reckoned from the other, the later one

undoubtedly designating the time of dedication. I think there is nothing aa’c can

assAime Avith more assurance of certainty than that these initial series mark the

date of erection of the respective monuments.
Taking this for granted, also, we will turn to the inscriptions and see to what

these conclusions lead. The latest initial date is found on a stela at QAiirigua.

It is 55-3-19-2-18X20—7 Ahau-18 Pop. That is 2,840 years subsequent to the
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average of initial dates in the other Qnirigua inscriptions. The next latest

initial date is on a restored stairway in one of the temples of Palenqne. It is

55-3-18-12-1.5X12—8 Eb-15 Pop. That is 7,082 years later than the earliest initial

dates at Palenqne. These are long periods, but the limit is not yet reached. In

the museum at Leyden is the misnamed “ Yucatec ” stone, exhumed in digging a

cut on the line between British Honduras and Gi-uatemala, about a himdred miles

from Copan. It is a slim slab of jadite, about a foot long and four inches wide,

if my recollection of it is correct. Both sides are inscribed in rather a rude man-
ner, the rudeness apparently being more attributable to the hardness of the stone

than to a lack of skill in the artist. The carving on the front represents a warrior

trampling an enemy under his feet. The stone, therefore, is evidently a memo-
rial of some victory or conquest. The inscription on the back consists of an ini-

tial date in the Archaic form and characters. It is 53-8-14-3-1X12—1 Eb-5 Zac.

That is 8,383 years anterior to the latest initial date in Qnirigua. Now, if in

accordance with my theory respecting the era of the Archaic cities the 2,348 years

that have elapsed since that Quirigua date was made be added to the above period,

we shall arrive at the time when that ancient Maya conqueror trod his enemies

under foot—10,731 years ago—the oldest historical date in the world.

Dr Selei’’s opinioii on this point is expressed in the following cpxo-

tation from his paper in the Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie, Heft 6, 1899

:

I have, in conclusion, now to speak of the relation in which the various monuments
which we have become acquainted with stand to each other. Here at the outset is

to be kept in mind the noteworthy difference which exists between the altar plates of

Palenque and the remaining monuments. I have already mentioned that the initial

series of all monuments which we are able to read contain in the first member
the multiplier nine; and I can add that the same holds also for the stelfe of

Quirigua (which I have not yet been able to treat of, as they have not yet been pub-

lished in Maudslay’s work) and for stela G of Copan, excavated by the engi-

neers of the Peabody Museum. On the altar plates of Palenque, on the (contrary,

so far as we have been able to decipher them, there stands in the first member
the multiplier one. If, as indeed is a priori most probable, the date designated

at the end of the first series gives the time of erection of the monument in ques-

tion, then we must conclude that all other monuments within the tenth cycle

after the beginning and normal date 4 Ahau 8 Cumku—the Temple of the Cross

II of Palenque, the Temple of the Sun, and pei’haps also the Temple of the Cross

I—were constructed within the second cycle after the beginning and normal date.

In other words, Ave must conclude that betAveen the time of the erection of the

temides of Palenque and of all the other monuments there lies a period of

about 3,100 years: that the temples of Palenque are about 3,160 years older

than the monuments of Copan and Quirigua, and than the steps of the toAv-

ering palace of Palenque not far from the temple. This is, in itself, not probable,

and all the less so as one would, from the style of the hieroglyphs and figures, be

rather inclined to explain the temples of Palenque as younger than the stela? of

Copan. The solution of the riddle may be a different one. It may be that, in the

initial series of the temples of Palenque, the end date does not represent the date

of erection of the temple, but an earlier sacred date which it had been determined

to bring into view. It may, however, also be that the time of the erection of the

monmnent was brorrght into A^iew, not through notation of the actual traditionally

accepted distance from the normal date, but as it were in arithmetical fashion

through notation of one difference AAdiich led from the normal date to a day of

this name.

The end dates of all the remaining monuments Avhich we are able to read fall,

as said, within the tenth cycle after the beginning and normal date 4 Ahau, 8

Cumku.
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It is aiipareiit from these quotations that both Goodman and Seler

hold the opinion that the terminal date in an initial series is intended

to indicate the time when the monument was erected, though the

lapse of time given by Goodman (who does not seem to object to long

periods) to the dates of erection of the various monuments differs

very Avidely from that allowed by Seler. The differences I have

indicated are, as was stated above, limited to those which remain

after rejecting those Avhich seem doubtful.

Let us discuss this question on tlie data furnished bj’ the inscilp-

tions and Dresden codex, taking, where there are not good gi-ounds

for objecting to them, the iuteiqiretations of the initial series b}" Good-

man and Seler. Differences in the numbers of the periods or orders

of units below that which Goodman terms “katun” have no bearing

in this discussion. In order that the reader may have the data before

his e}'e, I give below a list of the initial series, retaining, for con-

A^enience, Goodman’s great cycle numbers. The numbers at the left

are merely for reference.

(1) 5.3-;12-19--13- 4- 0,

(2) 54- 1--18-- 5- 3- 6,

(3) 54- 1--18-- 5- 4- 0,

(I) 54— 9-- 4- 0- 0- 0,

(5) 55- 3--18--13-1.5-13,

(6) 54- 9-- 1-- 0- 0- 0,

G) 54- 9--14-1.3- 4-17,

(8) 54— 9--14-13- 4-;G,
(9) 5-ir- 9--10-- 5- 0- 0,

(10) 54- 9--16--10- 0- 0,

(11) 54- 9--16--1.3- 4-17,

(12) 54- 9--17--10- h- 0,

(13) 54- 9--17-- 5- 0- 0,

(14) 54- 9--17--1.5- 0- 0,

(15) 54- 9--18--45- 0- 0,

(10) 54-13-- 0-- 0- 0- 0,

(IT) 54- 9--16--L5- 0- 0.

(18) 54- 9-- 5-- 5- 0- 0,

(19) 54- 9-- 9--10- 0- 0,

(20) 54- 9--12- 3-:14- 0,

(21) 54- 9--12- 13- 0- 0,

(23) 54- 9--13-46- 7- 8,

(23) 54— 9--13-40- 0- 0,

(24) 54- 9--14-10- 0- 0,

(25) 54- 9-44-49- 8- 0.

(26) 54- 9--1.5-- 0- 0- 0,

(37) 54- 9--1.5-- 0- 0- 0,

(28) 54- 9--16--10- 0- 0,

(29) 54- 9--16- 5- 0- 0,

(30) 5.5- 2-- 6-- 0- 0- 0,

(31) 5.5-1.3- 2-48- 0- 0,

Palcnque

8 Ahan 18 Tzec.

13 Cimi 19 Ceh.

1 Ahan 13 Mac.
13 Ahan 18 Yax.
8 Eb 15 Pop.

Quirignu

6 Ahan 13 Yaxkin.

13 Caban 5 Xayab.
13 Caban 5 Kayab.
8 Ahaii 8 Zotz.

1 Ahan 3 Zip.

8 Caban 5 Yaxkin.
13 Ahan 8 Pax.

6 Ahan 13 Kayab.
5 Ahan 3 Mnan.
3 Ahan 3 Yax.
4 Ahan 8 Cnmhn.
7 Ahan 18 Pop.

Copan

4 Ahan 13 Zotz.

3 Ahan 13 Pop.

5 Ahaii 8 Uo.
1 Ahan 8 Zotz.

3 Lamat 16 Yax.
(7 Ahan 13 Cnmhn.
5 Ahan 3 Mac.

13 Ahan 18 CTimhn.
4 Ahan 13 Yax.
4 Ahan 13 Yax.
1 Ahan 8 Zip.

8 Ahan 8 Zotz.

0 Ahan 18 Kayab.

Temple of the Cross.

Temple of the Smi.

Temple of theFoliatedCross.

Temple of Inscriptions.

Inscribed steps of palace.

Stela C, west side.

Stela F, west side.

Stela E, west side.

Stela J, back.

Stela F, east side.

Stela D, west side.

Animal B.

Stela A, east side.

Animal G.
Stela K.

Stela C.

Stela D, east side.

Stela D.

Stela P.

Stela I.

Stela J. west side.

Altar K.
Stela J. east side.

Stela F.

Stela A.
Stela B.

Altar S.

Stela N.
Stela M.
Altar L.

Stela C.
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The Leyden Stone

(33) 53- 8-14- 3- 1-13, 1 Eb 5 ’(Yaxkin?).

Goodman also mentions (p. 148) the following as at Qnirigua:

(33) 55- 3-19- 3- 0- 0, 7 Ahau 18 Pop. Stela ?

Examining this list, we see that the terminal dates of 24 out of the

33 series fall in the 10th (Goodman’s 9th) cycle from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu,
the initial day of Goodman’s 54th great cycle. It can not he doubted,

therefore, as we also find the same initial date the most prominent
one in the Dresden codex, that, for some reason unknown to us, it

was selected by the people who made the inscriptions and codex as

their j>rincipal era date. As the 24 series ending in the 10th cycle run
back from the earliest terminal date (number G) 9-1-0-0-0, or 3,570

years, and from the latest terminal date (number 15) 9-18-15-0-0, or

3,920 years, it is evident, as has been stated above, that the normal
date (4 Ahau 8 Cumhu) selected as the commencement of this era could

have no reference to an historical event remembered by the Mayan
people. Even if we suppose that the last of these inscriptions was not

chiseled until the close of the fifteenth century, this would carry back
the era date 2,400 years before the Christian era. The only safe and
reasonable conclusion, therefore, is that the initial date was arbitrarily

selected for some mythological, mj'stical, or arithmetical reason. It

is especially worthj^ of notice, however, that the lapse of time between

the terminal dates of the earliest and latest of these series is onlj^

about 350 j^ears, and, if number 6 be omitted, less than 90 years. This

fact would seem to give color to the suggestion of Goodman and Seler

that the terminal dates of the initial series refer to the time the monu-
ments were erected. Nevertheless, there are some serious difficulties

to be overcojue before this theory can be considered as satisfactorily

established, some of which it will be my object now to point out.

So far as the foregoing list is concerned, all the series which begin

with 9 cycles (the 54 indicating the so-called great cycle is omitted

from consideration) have, beyond question, the initial date 4 Ahau
8 Cumlm. It must be remembered, however, that tliis date returns

at the end of eveiy count of 18,980 days, or 52 years. Now, the ques-

tion arises (and it is a crucial one in this discussion). Does the count

in each one of these series go back to identically the same 4 Ahau 8

Cumhu, or merely to any 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu? If, as I think I have suc-

cessfully shown, the so-called ahaus, katuns, cycles, and great cj'cles

are not absolute time periods, recognized as such in any Mayan time

system, but are mere orders of units in the Mayan method of numera-

tion, these counts would be precisely like the following in our ordinarj^

time system : Thursday the 15th day of the 7th month of the 48th year

of the century. What century? Or 1,025 years, 7 months and 15 days

from December 25th to Tliursday tlie 9th day of the 8th month. It

is evident that witliout the first or last date being fixed in some recog-
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nized calendar the 1,025 years, etc., may be pushed backward or for-

ward at will. Hence a Mayan scribe may write 9-15-0-0-0 from 4

Allan 8 Cumhu to 4 Ahau 13 Yax (as in number 26); and 52 years later

another may write the same series, as in number 27, and both will

be strictl}^ correct, but the 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu of the first will bo 52

years earlier tlian that of the second. The mere fact, therefore, tliat

4 Ahau 8 Cumhu is reached by counting back the different numeral

series is not evidence that in each case identically the same 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu is reached. Other evidence having some bearing on the

question must be introduced to establish this identity. The only fact

apparent in the series themselves which seems to favor the theory of

identity is that each runs back 9 cycles iilus the minor numbers.

This undoubted!}^ favors the theory of identical date.

Let us turn now to the Dresden codex, and give attention to what
I have termed subsidiary series; that is to say, short series ap-

parently, as was suggested in the theoretical series given above,

intended to connect with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. As I have expressed

doubts as to the correctness of Seler’s suggestion about that on plate

LXix, attention is called to the long compound series on jilate xxiv
(see our plate Lxxxii). This series begins at the right-hand edge of

the bottom section and runs leftward to the middle; it then passes to

the next section above, and so on to the top of the page, the conclud-

ing column being that in the lower division of the left-hand portion.

No months are given except at the bottom of the long number col-

umns and the one short column in the lower left-hand portion of the

plate. The last date standing in the lower left-hand corner is 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu, and over it is the number series 6-2-0 (the 0 symbol iu a

red loop). The next date to the right is 1 Ahau 18 Kaj’ab; this

stands under the numeral series 9-9-16-0-0. Counting back from
4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the short series, 6 ahaus, 2 chuens, 0 days, or 2,200

days, we are brought to 1 Ahau 18 Kayab, while if we count forward

from the same date it brings us to 7 Ahau 18 Cumhu, which shows
the backward count to be the correct one, if the design of the artist

was to connect the two series; moi’eover, the count of the long series,

if made toward the right, is backward.

We know that in all the series given in the above list, where 4

Ahau 8 Cumhu is the principal date, it is the initial daj" and the

numeral series follows it; in other words, the count must be backward
to reach it. Taking number 15 of the list—Stela K of Quirigua

—

54-9-18-15-0-0—we find that the terminal date lies 3,920 j^ears subse-

quent to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. Turning to the last column of the series

on plate xxiv of the Dresden codex, which is 9-9-16-0-0, we find that

the count, when the short series of 2,200 days is added, reaches back-

ward from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu 3,750 years. In other words, we count
forward in the codex 3,750 years to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, and in the

inscription series forward Horn this date 3,920 years, making the total
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lapse of time from tlie beginning date of one and the ending date of

the other 7,670 years. Is it at all probable that the one 4 Ahan 8

Cnmhn is the same in actual time as the other? That the count is

necessarily forward in the codex series maj^ be proved thus: The
last column (that in the lower left-hand ijortion) reaches back to the

initial date, which is found to be 1 Ahan 18 Kayab, the same as the

terminal date which stands below the column. Now if the supposi-

tion be correct that, as is usual in this codex, this column is the sum
of the series, and there is no mistake on the part of the aboriginal

artist, the first number column, that in the extreme lower right-hand

corner of the plate, 8-2-0, 9 Ahan (the symbol appears to be 8, but

the fourth dot is hid by the red border line, as can easilj" be shown by
the steps from date to date toward the left) should give the exact lapse

of time from 1 Ahair 18 Kayab. Counting forward 8-2-0, or 2,920

days, from 1 Ahan 18 Kayab, year 2 Akbal, we reach 9 Ahan 18 Kayab,
year 10 Akbal, the date under this first column. Counting forward

2,920 days (the difference between the first column and the next one

to the left) from the last date (9 Ahan 18 Kayab), we reach 4 Ahan 18

Kayab, year 5 Akbal, the date under the second column. Counting-

back the sum of this second column—5,840 days—we reach, as we
should, 1 Ahau 18 Kayab, the initial date.

As further proof that the series is continuous and the count for-

ward, let us select at random the third column, counting from the

right, of the third section from the bottom, to wit, 4-8-4-0, 11 Ahau.
Counting forward 32,120 days, the sum of this column, from 1 Ahau
18 Kayab, we reach 11 Ahau 18 Ka5mb, j^ear 12 Akbal—the day under
this column. If we take the column immediately above (third from

the right in the fourth division from the bottom of the page) which

reads 9-11-7-0, 1 Ahau, eqiial to 68,900 days, and count forward from

the initial date 1 Ahau 18 Kayab, we reach 1 Ahau 13 Mac, year 9

Laniat. Subtracting this column from that to the left of it

—

1-5-14- 4-0
9-11- 7-0

16- 2-15-0

we find the remainder to be 16-2-15-0, or 116,220 days. Counting for-

ward this number of days from 1 Ahau 13 Mac, the date under the

third column from the right, we reach 1 Ahau 18 Uo, year 3 Akbal,

the date under the last or fourth column from tlie right, which proves

the steps thus far taken to be correct.

Althougli the upper division is too nearly obliterated for any of its

columns to be used to calculate forward to the final column, we can

do this as correctly by subtracting the last column of the fourth

division from the terminal column of the entire series, thus

—

9-9-16- 0-0

l-5-14r- 4-0

8-4- 1-14-0
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Using this remainder, which amounts to 1,181,440 daj^s, subtracting

from it 02 calendar rounds or 1,170,700 days, wliich leaves a balance

of 4,080 days, and counting forward from 1 Ahau 18 Uo (the date

imder the left column of the fourth division), we reach 1 Ahau 18

Ka}’ab, the date under the final column in the lower left portion of

the plate. No doubt, therefore, is left that the count in this long-

series is toward the left and forward in time, and that the 1 Ahau 18

Kayab under the final column is 3,744 years later in time than the

initial date, which is also 1 Ahau 18 Kaj-ab.

Counting forward from this terminal date tlie short series in the

extreme lower left-hand column (2,200 days), we reach 4 Ahau 8

Cumhu, the date in the corner below this short column. It is certain,

therefore, that 4 Aiiau 8 Cumhu is the terminal date of the long

series on this plate. Is it the “normal date,” the same
initial 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu from which the series of in-

scriptions are counted? To show that Goodman’s cal-

culations agree exactly with this result, we liave onlj^

to count back on his chronological tables from 4 Ahau
8 Cumhu, the first day of his 54th great cycle, the 9

cycles, 9 katuns and 10 ahaus of the final large col-

umn and the 6 ahaus of the short column. This will

reach 2 Ahau 13 Pop, the first day of the 18th ahau
of the 9th katun of the 3rd cycle of his 53rd great

cycle. Counting back from this the two months of

the short column we reach 1 Ahau 18 Kayab, the

initial day of the long sei-ies of the codex plate.

This fact will tend to throw a strong doubt oji the

theory of Goodman and Seler in regard to the signifi-

cation of the series. Moreover, if we turn to plate

Lxx of the codex we see high numbers, some reach-

ing to 8 and others to 9 cycles, one being as high as

9-19-11-13-0. These are followed by a short sub- Dresden codex,

sidiary series ending with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. Here,

then, this “normal date” comes after the long sei-ies of 3,937 years,

and if Seler’s idea that the 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu in the texts of plates LXi

and LXix is to be connected witli the high series in the serpent

figure be correct, then it must stand at the commencement of a period

extending back from the terminal date some 33,900 years.

As an example clearly illustrating the statements in the preceding

paragraph occurs on i^late XLiii of the Dresden codex, I shall notice

it here before passing from the point under discussion. This consists

of a single column shown in figure 106. At the head of the column is

the day 3 Lamat; immediately below is a figure with a turned-uj)

nose, probably a conventionalized lapir head, which, as it occupies

the same relative position as the great cycle symbol in the inscrip-
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tion, maj^, and in fact probably does, stand for the same purpose here.

Following the latter, reading downward, is the series 9-19-8-15-0

(9 ejmles, 19 katuns, 8 ahaus, 15 chuens, 0 days); next comes the day
3 Lamat, which is followed by the short series 17-12 (17 chuens, 12

days), the column ending with the daj^ 4 Ahau, though no month
symbol is given.

Assuming the date at the bottom to be 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, we count

back 17 months and 12 days(= 352 days) from this date. This brings

us to 3 Lamat 1 Uayeb in the year 7 Lamat. Counting back from
the latter date 9-19-8-15-0, or 1,435,980 days, we reach 3 Lamat
11 Muan, year 12 Ezanab, the day standing at the head of the column.

It is true that we have no absolute proof that the terminal date (4

Ahau) is intended for 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, as the count will give the

same result from any other 4 Ahau. The column given is the sum of

—

that is to say, includes—the long series which occupies the right por-

tion of the middle section of plate XLiii and the left portion of the

middle section of plate XLiv, and seems to be here precisely what an
initial series is in the inscriptions. This supposition, which seems to

be confirmed by the tapir-head symbol, which apparently stands for

the great cycle, is in direct opposition to the assumption that

the terminal 4 Ahau is the initial day of a great cycle. On the other

hand, the assumption that it is the initial day of a great cycle, as

Seler seems to think, necessitates the conclusion that the date 3

Lamat 11 Muan, from which the count of the series starts, is not the

beginning of a great cycle, or that great cycles maj^ overlap one

another. The latter conclusion would indicate that the starting point

is arbitrary, and that the supposed time-periods are simply orders of

units in expressing numbers.

At any rate, if the 4 Ahau is assumed to be 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the

whole of the series lies back of, or anterior to, the commencement of

Goodman’s 54th great cycle.

As an indication that the conventional tapir head on jilate XLiii of

the Dresden codex is used as a great cycle sjunbol, attention is called

to the centerpieces of the three great cycle symbols shown in figure

1G7, the one marked a being from the east side of Stela F, Quirigua;

h from Stela N, Copan, and c from Stela 6, Copan. The resemblance

to the codex symbol is too strong to be overlooked.

In addition to these facts which seem to stand against, or at least to

render doubtful, the suxiposition that 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, when stand-
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ing as tlie initial or terminal day of a series, is to be taken as the

date of the chosen era, there is the additional fact that in quite a

number of the inscriptions there are series connected with, but sub-

sequent to, the initial series, sometimes running into the hundreds of

years. If the terminal date of the initial series designates the date of

erection, then the other subsequent dates must have been chiseled

after the monument was erected. This would require the supposition

that the tablets at Palenque were quarried and dressed to a particu-

lar size with a profound knowledge of or keen foresight as to the

additional space that would be needed in the coming years.

Such are some of the difficulties that stand in the waj'of the theory

advanced b}^ Goodman and Seler as to the signification of the inscrip-

tions. Nor are these all the difficulties
;
others appear when we discard

Goodman’s theory of a great chronological system and look upon his

so-called time-periods as but orders of units, and count, as should be

done, 20 of the 5th order of units (cycles) to one of the 6th order (great

cycle). However, notwithstanding these serious difficulties, the

theory, if a little more generalized, so as to applj" to the latest date

in the inscription as that denoting the time of erection or event com-
memorated, is perhaps the most acceptable which has been pre-

sented, though it be very doubtful. Many of the long series in the

Dresden codex appear, in fact, to be records of the steps of calcula-

tion in finding the lapse of time between widely separated dates,

seeminglj" for amusement or mj'stieal purposes. The author of the

Dresden codex seems to have been of a mathematical turn—far moi’e

so than the authors of the Troano and Cortesian codices, which fact

probably accounts for the long series in the former; and it may be

added that a strong mathematical turn of mind has probalilj^ led Mr.

Goodman to form his grand but, unfortunately, imaginary Mayan
chronological system.

INSCRIPTION AT XCALITMKIN, YUCATAN

Attention is called again to figure 157 (page 253), showing an
inscription found at Xcalumkin, Yucatan, by Mahler and photo-

graphed by him. A copj^ was obtained by Dr Le Plongeon and pub-

lished in his “Queen Moo” (page 80, plate xxv), but without anj^

particulars or attempt at ex])lanation. As Mahler has not, so far

as I am aware, published any account of this discoveiy, and I am
indebted to Dr Saville for the copy used, I can only refer to the

inscription, which is certainly interesting in several resjiects.

It is appai’ent at a glance that the majority of the symbols differ

very considerably from those at Palenque, Tikal, Copan, and Quirigua

to which reference has been made in my previous paper and the first

part of this paper. So great is the difference that we are unable to

say whether the first symbols, Al to 112, are numeral characters repre-

senting an initial series. That the part of A3 whicli is a cartouch

inclosing a serpent is to be taken as a day symbol niaj' be safelj'
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assumed. If this surmise be correct, it is a type different from any
hitherto found in a Mayan inscrii^tion. If a Ma3mn daj^ symbol, it

must, beyond any reasonable doubt, represent Chicchan, Avhicli is the
onh-day in the calendar that has received the interpretation “ Serpent,”
and is that which corresponds in position with Cohuatl in the Mexican
calendar. If this conclusion be correct, it confirms Brinton’s inter-

pretation of the name “Chicchan” (Native Calendar, page 25 ).

The important glyphs of this inscrijption are the two at the bottom,

A6 and B6. These I think maj^ safely be read “8 Caban 4 Zotz,”

and in this I am glad to say that Saville agrees with me. Whether
the determination of the month symbol be correct or not, the four

dots over it are clear and distinct, showing the day to be the 4th of

the month. There can scarcely be anj^ doubt that the daj' sj^mbol is

that of Caban, which can only be the 4th day of the month in j^ears

beginning with Ix. This conforms to the

calendar of the Troano and Cortesian codices

and that used bj^ Lauda, in which the domin-
ical dajAS are Kan, Muluc, Ix, Cauac.

This is a very important fact, which, if

corroborated by other discoveries, will carry

back the use of the Yucatec calendar to an
earlj^ date. I was inclined to the opinion

that this calendar was of comparatively’

recent date, but this evidence, if accepted,

must carry^ it back to the era of the inscrip-

tions, and place it, in time, parallel with that

of the other sections.

A single date, it is true, is slender evi-

dence on which to base a conclusion of so

much importance as this. However, as

it is the only evidence as y^et obtained bearing on the question, it

must be accepted until other data are obtained. It is possible that

one other date is given by^ Maudslay^ in j)late xix, part 5, in an

inscription found at Chichen-Itza and shown in our figure IGS. Pos-

sibly this may’ be intended for ? Ahau 2 Cumliu, and if so would be

the second day’ of the month in Caiiac y’ears, and in accordance with

the Yucatec calendar. It must be admitted, however, that this is

very’ doiibtful. It will be noticed that in the inscription from Xca-

lumkin the glyph B3, to the right of the supposed Cliicchan sy’in-

bol, consists of two faces, hence is presumably’ double, and over each

are two large dots. If the first or left one be intended for a month

sy’inbol, there is still correspondence with the Yucatec calendar, as

Chicchan is the second day of tlie month in Kan y’ears. However, it

must be admitted that as y’et we are imable to solve the liroblem.

In regard to the types of the glyphs their nearest approach is to

those on Stela P, Copan (see Maudslay’, plate Lxxxviil, part 4).

Pig. 168. Two symbols from a

Chicben-Itza inscription.
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INSCRIPTION ON STELA G, COPAN

In figure 1G9 is given a copy of an in-

scrijition on Stela G at Copan. As the

photograph of this inscription has been

kindly furnished l>y Dr Saville, who may
intend to [)ublish furtlier notice of it, I

shall notice only the initial series.

This series is as follows (the great cj’cle

being neglected) : 9-12-10-0-0, 0 Ahau 18

Zotz. The chuen and day symbols are too

indistinct to be determined bj’ inspection.

The symbol of the day 9 Ahau is the right-

hand portion of glyph 1>2; and that of 18

Zotz is the right-hand portion of glyph B4.

Changing the 9 cj’cles, 12 katuns, and 10

ahaus to days gives the following result:

Days

9 cycles .. 1,290,000

12 katuns 86, 400

10 ahaus 3,600

Total 1,386,000

Subtract 73 calendar rounds.- 1,385,540

Remainder 460

Counting back 460 days from 9 Ahau
18 Zotz, jmar 10 Akbal, we are brought

to 4 Ahau 8 Cundiu, year 8 Ben, the in-

itial day of Goodman’s 54th great cycle.

The series, as given above, may therefore

be accepted as correct, and the lower jiart

of glyph A2 as denoting 0 chuens, 0 days,

or at least 0 chuens. Enough of the left

half of the lower portion of this glyph re-

mains to show beyond question the sjnn-

bol of full count or nauglit.

Dr Saville has also iiresented me with

photographs of inscriptions discovered at

Seibal, Guatemala, Init these are short

and contain no initial series. The only

peculiarity noticeable is the prominence
at this place of the date 3 Ahau 3 Kayal),

which stands at the head of some of the

inscriptions. This shows that the (,-alen-

dar used here was the same as that in use

at the other points not in Yucatan, to wit,

that having Akbal, Lamat, Ben, and
Ezanab as the dominical days.

Fui. Inscription on Stela 6.

Copan. From photograph by
Saville *
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THE NEPHRITE STONE OF THE LEYDEN MUSEUM

Reference is made to the inscription on this stone (figure 170),

which has been frequently noticed heretofore, inerelj^ to show the date

from which the initial series is counted. The series is as follows,

omitting the great cycle: 8-14-3-1-12, 1 Eb 5

f
^ ^ (month). The month symbol, though distinct,

is unusual, in fact nnique, unless it includes

the “kin” glyph immediately below, which is

very probable; in this case it is most like the

Yaxkin symbol. Reducing the series to days

and subtracting 66 calendar rounds, we have
the following result:

Days

8 cycles 1,152,000

14 katuns 100, 800

3 ahaus b 080

1 chuen i 20

12 days 12

Total 1,253,912

Subtract 66 calendar rounds 1,252,680

Remainder . 1,232

Counting forward 1,232 days from 4 Ahau 8

Cumhu, the first day of Goodman’s 54th great

cycle, Seler’s “normal date,” we reach 4 Ix 10

Xul. This is wrong; but by counting forward

from 4 Ahau 8 Zotz, the first day of Goodman’s

53rd great cycle, we reach 1 Eb 5 Zac, which

agrees with the inscription so far as the day

and day number and the daj^ of the month
are concerned, but still leaves the doubt as to

the month. This result also agrees with Good-

man’s tables and his interpretation of this

series (page 148). Assuming it to be correct,

we find the terminal date to be 618,088 days

back of or anterior to the “normal date,” 4

Ahau 8 Cumhu; and the commencement of the

10th (Goodman’s 9th) c3'Cle of the 54th great

cj^cle stands 1,296,000 daj^s after this normal

date; hence the time of inscribing the series

on the nephrite stone (assuming the terminal

date to indicate this time) was 5,244 3'ears an-

terior to the beginning of the 10th cj’cle, tlie

anterior limit fixed bj^^ Seler for the date of

the inscriptions. However, it must be remembered that this calcula-

tion is based on the theory that the series on this stone falls in one of

the three great cj^cles tabulated l)j^ Goodman. This theoiy, as is

Fig. 170. Inscription on the

nephrite stone in the Ley-

den Museum.
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apparent from wliat has been shown in this paper, is not entirely sat-

isfactory. If the count be backward from 1 Eb 5 Yaxkin, the appar-

ent date of the inscription, we reach, as the bej^inning daj* of the

series, 4 Ahan 13 Cumhn, w'hich is the initial day of Goodman’s 11th

great cycle; but it must be remembered that 4 Ahau 13 Cumhu will

appear again and again, in fact hundreds of times, and at much more
recent dates than this immense stretch of more than 224,500 years.

Moreover, it is proper to bear in mind the fact that Goodman’s list

of 73 great cycles covers the list of ahaus or 360-day periods com-

mencing with 4 Ahau; hence any date having 4 Ahau will be found
somewhere in it.

CALENDAR AND NUMBER TABLES

Althougli the following tables are given in my previous pai^er, it is

thought best to reinsert them on the following pages (303, 304) for

the convenience of readers disposed to test the calculations made in

this paper.
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Working tables

Calendar rounds Calendiu rounds

1 18,980 21 398, 580 41 778, 180 61 1.157,780

2 37, 960 22 417,560 43 797, 160 63 1,176,760

3 56,940 23 436, 540 43 816, 140 63 1,195,740

4 75. 920 24 455, 520 44 835, 120 64 1,214, 720

5 94, 900 25 474, 500 45 854, 100 65 1,233,700

(5 113,880 36 493, 480 46 873, 080 66 1,252,680

7 132, 860 37 513,460 47 892, 060 67 1,271,660

8 151,840 28 531,440 48 911,040 68 1,290,640

9 170, 820 29 550, 420 49 930, 020 69 1,309.620

10 189, 800 30 569, 400 50 949, 000 70 1,338,600

11 208, 780 31 588, 380 51 967,980 71 1,347,580

13 337, 760 33 607, 360 53 986, 960 73 1 . 366, 560

13 246, 740 33 626, 340 53 1,005,940 73 1,385,540

14 265, 720 34 645, 320 54 1,034,930 74 1,404,520

15 384, 700 35 664, 300 55 1,043,900 75 1,423,.500

16 303, 680 36 683, 280 56 1,063,880 76 1,442,480

17 323, 660 37 703, 260 57 1,081,860 77 1,461,460

18 341,640 38 721,240 58 1,100,840 78 1,480,440

19 360, 620 39 740, 320 59 1,119,820 79 1,499,420

20 379, 600 40 759, 200 60 1,138,800 80 1,518,400

Ahaus Katuns Cycles

1 360 1 7,200 1 144. 000

2 720 3 14, 400 2 288, 000

3 1,080 3 31,600 3 432,000

4 1,440 4 28, 800 4 576, 000

5 1,800 5 36, 000 5 720, 000

•6 2,160 6 43, 200 6 864, 000

7 3, .520 7 .50, 400 7 1.008,000

8 2,880 8 57, 600 8 1,1.52,000

9 3.240 9 64, 800 9 1,296,000

10 3, 600 10 72, 000 10 1,440,000

11 3, 960 11 79, 200 11 1 , .584, 000

13 4. 320 12 86, 400 12 1,728.000

13 4. 680 13 93, 600 13 1,872.000

14 5, 040 14 100,800 14 2,016,000

15 5, 400 15 108,000 15 2, 160,000

16 5, 760 16 11.5,200 16 2, 304, 000

17 6, 120 17 122,400 17 2, 448, 000

18 6,480 18 129,600 18 2,.592, 000

19 6, 840 19 136,800 19 2.736,000

30 7, 200 20 144, 000 20 2,880.000
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INDEX

Abnaki Indians, observations on
Activities, tribal, definition of

Adamana, Ariz., ruined pueblo near

Adams, Mr, excavations at Epley's ruin by.

Adams’s cave, Graham mountains, visit to. 188

Adobe, u.se of, in pueblo buildings 29, 176

Age, importance of, among savages... xxv-xxvi
Ahau, in Mayan chronology, value of 204,234

symbols for, discu.ssion of 222-223, 265

figures showing 267

Alaska, field work in xiv

Algonquian Indians, field work among xii

Algonquian vocabulary, work on xxxii

Amphora from cave in the Nantacks 189

Anderson, Peter, pueblo ruins on farm of.. 173

Andrade, Eduardo J., acknowledgment to. xii

Animal effigies, finding of, in pueblo ruins. 109

Animal figures on Pueblo pottery 71, 72,

145, 153, 154, Lx6

Animal forms of pottery from pueblo ruins,

features of 66-69, 133

figures showing 67,68,133

Animal remains from pueblo ruins, collec-

tion of 26, 164

list of species of 110

Antelope, pueblo implements made from
bones of, descriptions of 94,95

Apache basketry, collection of xxxix
Apaches, attacks by, a probable cause of

abandonment of pueblos 20

Arachnid figures on Pueblo pottery 81-83

Aravaipa valley, field work in xiii

Archeological explorations in Arizona 1-195

Architecture, Pueblo type of, evolution of. 193-195

Arenenos, field study of xi

Arizona, archeological explorations in, ac-

count of 1-195

archeological explorations in, plan

of. for 1897 121-123

collections made in, by Dr Ru.s.sell xxx
distribution of ancient pottery in, map

showing Lxx
field work in ix, xi, xiii

office work on collections from xvii, xxiii

petrified forest in, habitations in 135-136

pottery in, distribution of 192-193, Lx.x

effigy vases from, description of 189-192

Two summers’ work in Pueblo ruins in,

paper by ,1. Walter Fewkcs 1-195

characterization of paper on xliii

Page
Armlets from Chevlon, figures showing 89, 90

Arrow heads of volcanic glass 183

,\rrow points of stone from pueblo ruins . . . 103

Arrow polishers from Pueblo Viejo ruins,

de.seription and figures of 182, 183

Arrows and bow, finding of, at Chevlon 100

Art, primitive, symbolic types of, among
peoples of Walpi, study of. xvii-.xviii

Asbestos, use of, at Chaves pass pueblos.. 110-111

Asphalt found at Chevlon ruin Ill

A.spiroz, Manuel de, acknowledgment to. . . xi

Avian figures. Sec Bird designs.

Awls, bone, from pueblo ruins, description

and figures of 94

Ax, stone, from Homolobi, figure showing. 102

Babacomori valley, field work in xiii

Balls, stone, from Pueblo Viejo ruins 183

Bark, birch, study of Indian use of xxii

Bask 'try, Apache, collection of xxxix
Pueblo, types of 98-99

Beads, bone, finding of, at Chaves pass ruins. 95

Beads, shell, from ruined pueblos on Little

Colorado river, description of.. 9'2-93

Bear design on food bowl from Four-mile

ruin, description and fignreof. 1.53, 1.54

Bear’s paw designs on pottery from pueblo

ruins, figures showing 73, 155

Bells, copper, from pueblo ruins. . . .50, 111, 16'2-103

Belt frame, stone u.sed in, from puebloruin,

description of 1.59-160

figure showing 160

Birch bark, study of Indian use of xxii

Bird designs on pottery from pueblo ruins,

descriptions of . 73-81, 11.5-118, 146-148

figures showing 74,

76,77,78,79, 80, 81, 115, 116,

117, 118, 132, 146, 147, 148, 1.54

Bird effigy, clay, from pueblo ruins 109

Bird egg.s, finding of, in grave in pueblo

ruins in Arizona Ill

Bird-form vases and vessels from ruined

pueblos of Arizona, features of. 6iHi9

figures showing 67, 68

Bird-snake vase from Chevlon, cut show-

ing 68

Birds, stone, from Woodruff butte, descrip-

tion and figures of 135

Bison-like figure on food bowl from Chev-

lon, description and figure of... 72

307

[Roman numerals in small capitals are numbers of plates.]
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19, 136

171
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Page
Black falls of Little Colorado river. See

Little Colorado river.

Black ware from pueblo ruins, reference

to 59,179

Black and red ware from pueblo ruins 60,

XXXIV, XXXVI, XXXIX
Black and white ware from pueblo ruins,

reference to 59-60, 180

plates showing xx, xxxii, xxxiv,

XXXV, XXXVI, XLI

Black, red, and white ware from pueblo

ruins 60-61, xxi-xxv,
XXXIII-XXXVI, XXXVIII

Boas, Franz, office work by xxxii

Bodkins from pueblo ruins on Little Colo-

rado river, finding of 94

Bone implements from pueblo ruins, de-

scriptions of 93-95, 134, 164, 166-167

figures showing 94, 95, 166

Bonita creek, Arizona, cliff houses on 187

Bow and arrows, finding of, at Chevlon.... 100

Bowls from pueblo ruins in Arizona, bear

design on, cut showing 153

bear’s paw design on, cut showing 155

bird designs on 76-78, 115-118, 146, 147, 148

cuts showing 74, 76, 77, 78, 79,

80, 115, 116, 117, 118, 132, 146, 147, 148, 154

butterfly design on, description of 148

cut showing 149

dragon-fly design on 147

exterior decoration of 152-155

cuts showing 132, 153, 154, 155

feather design on, cut showing 151

features of 61, 113, 133

figures and plates showing 114,

131, 132, 141, 151, XXIII, XXIV,

XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX,

XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVII, XXXIX,
XLI, XLII, XLIII, XLVII, LI, LV, LVI,

LX, LXI, LXIII, LXIV, LXVII, LXIX
frog or lizard design on 132

gaming-cane design on, cut showing ... 118

geometrical designs on 83-84, 85, 1.52, 155,

XXVIII, XXIX, LXIII, LXIV
human face on 71, xxvii
human figures on . . . 143, 144, 145, x.xiv, xxvn
quadruped designs on 72, 145, 153, Lxft

rain-cloud designs on, character of. 73-74, 156

cuts showing 74, 157

reptilian design on, description of 115

cut showing 114

spider and sun emblem on, description

and figure of 81-82

spiral design on, views showing . . . 1.51, lxiv
sun emblem on, cut showing 150

Bowlder sites of Pueblo Indians, u.ses of 177

Bracelets of shell from pueblo ruins, discov-

ery of 90-91

Breath-feather designs, occurrence of, on
pottery from Old Shumopovi . 115-116

Brinton, D. G., on Cakchiquel cal-

endar 275-277, 279

British Columbia, field work in ix, xii

linguistic materials collected in, work
on xxxii-xxxiii

Broad house. See Kintiel.

Page
Brown and red ware from pueblo ruins ... 58-59,

XXVI-XXIX
Brown, red, and yellow ware from pueblo

ruins, plate showing xxv
Buena Vista ruin, description of 171-173

plan of, plate showing LXVI
Buffalo. See Bison.

Building materials used by Pueblo
Indians 176,177

Burro spring, ruins near, reference to ; 55

Butterfly design on pueblo pottery, descrip-

tions of 81, 148

figure showing 149

Butterfly or moth, Pueblo symbol for 105

Caborca, Tepoka Indian habitations near,

traces of xi

Cakchiquel calendar, discussion of 275-282

names of days of, table showing 278

year of, number of days in 279-282

Cakwabaiyaki ruin. See Chevlon.

Calendar round in Mayan chronology, defi-

nition of 206

Calendar systems of Mayan Indians, paper
by Cyrus Thomas on 197-305

characterization of xliii

Calendar tables of Mayan chronological

system 304-305

Calendric terms in Mayan chronology, defi-

nition of 204, 234

California, field work in ix

stone objects from, purchase of xxxix
Canada, field work in ix, xiii

See also British Columbia.

Canals for irrigation, used by Pueblo
Indians, remains of 178

Canes, gaming, from Chevlon, cuts showing 101

Canoes, birch-bark, Indian use of, study

of xxii-xxiii

Canteens from pueblo ruins, forms of 64

Carapaces of turtles from pueblo ruins,

description of 95

Carrizo, Ariz., ruins near, mention of 19

Carroll, John J., work of xii

Casa Grande, people of, relations of, to

people of Verde valley 34

Castaneda (de Nagera)
,
P. de, on cremation

among Pueblo Indians 176

on stone balls found in pueblo ruins . . . 183

Cavate ruins near Flagstaff, classes of 35

descriptions of, published 35

New caves of 37-38

Old caves of 36-37

plan of 37

Turkey Tanks caves of 38-39

views of i-vi

Cave, sacrificial, in the Nantacks, collection

of objects from 188-189

Graham mountains, description of 187-188

Cemetery at ruin a. Black falls of Little

Colorado river, description of . . 53-54

objects obtained from, description of. . . -54

Cemetery, modern, at Hopi pueblos, Arizona,

view of Lii

Cemeteries, pueblo, objects found in. See

the various ruins.
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Page

Central American tribes, language of, stud y
of xxxi-xxxii

Cephalopods, fossil, veneration for, among
Pueblos 107-108

Ceramic ware. See Pottery.

Ceremonial chamber at Four-mile ruin,

mention of 173

Ceremonial slabs, stone, from Pueblo Viejo

ruins, cuts showing 185, 186

. Chaves pass ruins, asbestos found at 110-111

bone implements from, similarity of,

to those of Four-mile ruin 164

bone implements from, views of 94, xlv
bowls from, bird designs on, description

and figures of 75, 76

geometrical designs on, description

and figure of 84

quadruped design on, description

and figure of . 71,72

views of xxviii,xxrx

building material used at 33

burials at 34

cloth fragments discovered at 97

collections at, study of xviii

copper bell from, cut showing Ill

crania from, collection of 34, 110

date of work on 17

description of 33

dog’s skull found at, features of 27

dippers from, plate showing xxxiv
gorget from, cut showing 86

horn objects from, reference to 96

human crania from, collection of 34, 110

kaolin cup from, cut showing 96

location of 23,32

matting from 98

metates found in graves at 104

mosaic frog from, view of xliv
mosaic ornaments found in 85, 86-87

pottery from, similarity of, to that

from Verde and Gila-Salado val-

leys 34

views of x.xviii, xxix, x.xxiv, xxxvi
prayer sticks from, description of 100

shell ornaments from 88, 89, 90, 91 , 92

skulls from, collection of 34,110

specimens collected at, number of 18

stone implements found at 102-103

Cherokee Indians, collections among xxxix
field work among xii

myths of, work on xx.xiv-x.xxv

Chevlon ruins, armlets from, figures of 89,90

asphalt found at Ill

basketry from, coiled type, cut show-

ing 99

Oraibi type, cut showing 98

bird figures on pottery from 73

bird-shaped vessel from, figure show-

ing 68

bird-snake vase from, figure showing .. 68

bone awls from, reference to 94

bow and arrows from, reference to 100

bowl from, bison design on, de.scription

and figure of 72

bowls from, bird figures on, de.scription

and figures of 74. 77-78, 79

Page
Chevlon ruins, bowls from, geometrical de-

signs on, description and figure

of 83-84,85

rain-cloud symbols on, character

of 73-74,156

figure showing 74

views of xxvin, x.xlx, x.xxiv, xxxv,
XXXVII, XXXIX, XLIII, XLVII

burial place at 32

collections from, study of xviii

crania from 1x0
cups from, figures showing 65,66
date of work on 17

dippers from, views of xxxiv
duck-shaped vessel from, figure of 67
ear pendants from, cuts showing 86,87
human crania from, collection of 110
ladle from, figure showing 62, 63
lignite ornament from 87
location of 23,30-32
matting from, abundance of 97,98
metates found in graves at 104

mo.saic ornaments from 85, 86
mug from, figures showing 66

objects obtained from, number and
character of 18,23

ornaments, mosaic, found at 85, 86

ornaments, shell, from 88, 89, 90, 91, 92

prayer stick from, exceptional charac-

ter of 100

rattle from, made of Conus shell, cut

showing 91

shell objects from, figures showing 92

skulls from no
stone implements found at 102, 103

stone slab, with rain-cloud design,

from 104-105, XLVI
turtle carapaces from 95, 96

vases from, views of xx, .xxxviii, xlvii
Chichen-Itza, inscription at, symbols from;

discussion and figures of 300

Chickahominy Indians, remnants of, dis-

covery of .xii

Chimney-like structure at ruined pueblo
in .Arizona, description of 49

plate showing ,xv

Chiricahua mountains, field work in xiii

Chronological calendar of Mayan Indians.

See Mayan.
Chucn, in Mayan chronology, value of 204

symbol for 223

Cienega, pueblo ruin near 187

Cinerary urns from Ibieblo Viejo, descrip-

tions of 173, 181-182

plates showing i,.xviii, i.xixc

Cipias inieblo, location of 23

Citadel (the) at Black falls of Little Colo-

rado river, building material of. 41

view from vii

view of 43

Clear Creek canyon, cliff houses in, refer-

ence to 20

Cliff houses in Arizona, character of 187

discovery of, by Dr Rus,sell xiii

Cloth from pueblo ruins, fragmentary speci-

mens of, jireservation of 97

Cloud emblems. See Rain-cloud designs.
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Page
Cloud people, clans of 24

Oocopa Indians, collections made among, xxxix
field study of xi-xii

habitat of xix-xx, xxvii

girls’ puberty feast among xxviii-xxix

marital customs among xxviii

mortuary observances among xxi, xxviii

subsistence of, method of xx-xxi
Coiled type of basketry from Chevlon, cut

showing 99

Coiled vase from Kintiel, cut showing 130

Collections made during the year, detailed

account of xxxviii-xxxix

Color, classification of ware from pueblo

ruins by 58-61,179-180

Consanguinity, importance of, among
savages xxv

Conus shells, Pueblo articles made of 91

Copan, C. A., face numbers from Mayan
monuments at, discussion of . 221-225

face numbers from Mayan monuments
at, plates and figures showing.. 224,

225, LXXVI, L.XXVII

great cycle symbols on inscription at,

figures showing 266

inscriptions on Mayan monuments at,

discussion of 221-225,254,301

plates and figure showing 224, 225, 301,

I,XXVI,LXXVII

terminal dates of, significance of. . 290-299

Copper bells from pueblo ruins in Arizona,

descriptions of 50,111,162-163

figures showing Ill, 162

Cortesian codex, references to 252, 253

Crania, human, from pueblo ruins, collec-

tion of 34,110,134

Cremation, practice of, by Pueblo Indians

of Pueblo Viejo 175-176

Crescent-shaped figures on articles from

ruined pueblos, forms and vari-

ations of 89-90

Cross, Foliated, at Palenque, Central Amer-
ica, face numerals on, value of. . 219

Cup from Kintiel, description and figure of. . 133

Cup, kaolin, from Chaves pass ruin, cut

showing 96

Cups from ruined pueblos on Little Colo-

rado river, cuts showing. . 64, 66, 66, 96

forms of 65-66

See also flippers; Mug.s.

Cushing, F. P., Kintiel ruin discovered by. . 124

Cycle in Mayan chronology, numerical

value of 204, 234

symbol for, character of 222

figures showing 268

Cycle, great. See Great cycle.

Cyclopedia of Native Tribes, progress of

work on xxxvii

Cylinders found in pueblo ruins, problem-

atic ;ise of 96-97

Dancer (masked), face of, on pottery from
Shumopovi li,115

figure of, on bowl from Four-mile ruin,

cut showing 144

description of 143

Page
Deer, implements made from bones of, from

pueblo ruins, descriptions of. . . 94, 95

Devol, W. S., account by, of cliff houses on
Bonita creek, reference to 187

Diccionario de Motul, work on translation

of xxxiii

Dippers from pueblo ruins 130, 133

handle of, cut showing 131

views of 65, 130, 133, xxxiv
See also Cups; Mugs.

Disk of turtle shell from Chevlon 96

Disks of clay from Kintiel 133

Disks of various materials from pueblo
ruins, list of specimens of 106

problematic use of 96-97

Dog, skull of, found at Chaves pass ruin,

features of 27

Doney, Benjamin, objects collected by,

from Arizona pueblos 39, 49-50

Dorsey, G. A., pottery found at Homolobi
by 28 (note)

Dragon-fly design on pueblo pottery, cut

showing 147

reference to 81

Dresden codex, figures from, illustrating

Mayan chronologic system 217,

259, 282, 297

plates from, copies of lxxix-lxxxh
discussion of 237-239, 243- 248, 286-290

vigesimal system used in 234

Duck-shaped vessel from Chevlon, cut show-

ing 67

Duff, N. Francis, on prehistoric ruins of Rio

Tularosa 180

Eagle, use and ceremonial burial of 28 (note)

Ear pendants from pueblo ruins, cuts show-
ing 86, 87

discovery of 86, 91

Effigies, animal, finding of. in pueblo ruins. 109

Effigy vases from southern Arizona, descrip-

tion and figures of 189-192

Eggs of birds, finding of, in grave in pueblo

ruins on Little Colorado river. . Ill

Eighteen-mile spring, Arizona, ruin at 127

Elsmereland, visit of Robert Stein to xiv

Emmons, G. T.
,
collection of obsidian blades

obtained through xxxix
Emory, Lieut. W. H., on building materials

used at Pueblo Viejo 177

on Pueblo Viejo valley in 1846 174

Epley’s ruin, Pueblo Viejo valley, descrip-

tion of 171

objects obtained from 171

pottery from, views of Lv, Lxviii

Esthetology, office work in xv-xix

Ethnic system of Bureau, features of i.x-x

Ethnobotanyofthe Hopi Indians, studiesin. 17

Ethnology, descriptive, office work in .. xxxvii-

-xxxviii

Everett, Willis E., field observations by, on

Alaskan tribes xiv

Face numerals in Mayan calendar systems,

discussion of and figures show-

ing 204-226, 263-268
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Page

Feather decoration on pottery from pueblo

ruins, description of 149

figure showing 151

See also Bird designs.

Feather symbolism on Pueblo pottery,

occurrence and character of. 73, 75-81

See also Breath feather.

Fetish, stone, from Pueblo Viejo ruins, cut

showing 186

Fetishes from pueblo ruins, character and
uses of 107-109

' Fewkes, Walter, office work by . . . xvi-xix, xxiii

Two summers’ work in pueblo ruins in

Arizona, report on 1-195

characterization of report on xliii

work of, on Pueblo mythology xxxvi

Field work, detailed account of x-xiv

scope of lx

Files or saws of stone from pueblo ruins,

description of 159

Filfot, wide range of, among .American

aborigines xv-xvi

Financial statement xlii-xliii

Finger rings, shell, from pueblo ruins in

Arizona, discovery of 91

Flagstaff, Ariz., cavate ruins near 35

cavate ruins near, descriptions pub-

lished of 35

New caves of 37-38

Old oaves of 36-37

Turkey Tank caves of 38-39

views of i-vi

Fleas, sand, plague of, a possible cause of

abandonment of pueblos 22

Fletcher, Alice C., field work by, among
the Pawnees xiv

office W’ork by, on Pawnee ritual of the

Hako xxxvii

record of Hako ceremony obtained by,

characterization of report on . . . xliv

Floods, a po.ssible cause of abandonment of

pueblos on Little Colorado river 22

Floor and roof construction at Homolobi,
manner of 110

Flute ceremony of Pueblo Indians, refer-

ence to 18

Foliated Cross at Palenque, face numerals
on, value of 219

Food, remnants of, in mortuary bowls at

ruined pueblos on Little Colo-

rado river 101

Food bowls. See Bowls.

Footprints, human, representations of, on

Pueblo pottery 70,71

Forbes, R. H., field work by xii

Forest, petrified. See Petrified fore.st.

Form, elas,sification of ware from pueblo

ruins by 61-69

Four-mile ruin, .Arizona, animal remains

from, collection of 164

bell from, description and figure of.. 162-163

bone implements from, similarity of,

to those from Chaves pa.ss 164

bowl from, double .spiral design on 151

See also Four-mile ruin, pottery from.

Page
Four-mile ruin Arizona, cemeteries of,

skeletons and mortuary objects

from 139-140

coppei bell from 162-163

excavations at, view showung lvii

food bowls from, decoration of 143-158

decoration on, figures showing 1 44-155, 157

views of XXIV, XXV,
XXVI, XX.XV, XL, XI.I, XLII,

LVI, LX, LXI, L.XIII, LXIV

See also Four-mile ruin, pottery

from, bclouK

former inhabitants of, possible reference

to, by Spanish writers 123

gc'ird rattle fiom, description of 163

kiva in, mention of 173

location and general jjlan of 136-137

loom stones from, view of i..xv

mounds at, surface of, view showing... i.iv

ornaments from, scarcity of 163

pitcher from, views of Lix

potter’s outfit from 158

pottery from, bear design on 153

bear’s-paw design on, cut showing. 155

bird designs on 146-148

cuts.shoiving . . 146, 147, 148, 149, 1.54, 155

butterfly designs on 148, 149

cloud emblem on, figure showing.. 157

decoration of, character of 142-143

dragon-fly designs on,, cut show-

ing 147

feather decorations on 149, 151

forms of 142

geometrical designs on, character

of 150-1.52

figures and plates showing . . 151, 1.52,

155, XL-XLII, L.XIII

human figures on 143-145

views of 141, XXIV, x.xva

mortuary, character of 1.58

quadjuped figures on 145

])late showing i,x&

rain-cloud designs on, description

of 1.5.5-1.58

cuts showing 1.50,1.57

similarity between that from Pue-

blo Viejo and 141

spiral de.signson 151, LXiv

sun emblem on, cut showing 1.50

types of, description of l io-lll

pottery of Gila type in. occurrence of . . 141

pueblo ruins near 164

room in, description of 137-139

plan of LViii

upright posts in, cut showing 138

saucer from, decoration on 142

stone from, used in belt frame, descrip-

tion and figure of 1.59-160

stone implements from 1.59-H'iO

stone slabs from, character of 160-162

views of 161, LX V

suburlian ovens of 139

vases from, views of i.ix. i.xil

vessel from, figure of raccoon on, sug-

gestion of 14.5, i.x6

view of 136
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Page
Fretwork design.s, Pueblo articles bear-

ing 85,89-90

Frog design on bowl from Kintiel, de-

scription and figure of 132

Frog, figures of, from pueblo ruins, views

of 92, XLIV

Full count in Mayan face numerals, sym-

bols for, discussion of 210-211,

211-212,214,215

S3’mbols for, figures showing 216,217

Galena, specimen of, from Chaves pass Ill

Galiuro range, field work in xiii

Gaming canes, design of, on food bowl from

Old Shumopovi, cut showing. . . 118

from Chevlon, cut showing 101

Gardens, terraced, of Pueblo Indians,

features of 177-178

Gatschet, Albert, office work by xxxii

Geometrical designs on pottery from pueblo

ruins, character of 83-85, 150-152

figures showing 83, 84, 85, 155

preponderance of 69

Georgia, stone implements from, Steiner

collection of, purchase of xxxix

Ge.sture language, reference to xxx
Gila valley, field work in xiii

pottery from, characteristic color

of 193

characteristic type of 141

occurrence of, in Four-mile

ruin 141

views of Lxvii, Lxviii, lxix
visit to 121

See also Pueblo Viejo.

Gila-Salado basin, pottery from, similarity

of, to that from Verde valley

and Chaves pass 34

Gill, De Lancey, field work by xii

office work by xxxviii

Glazed pottery, ruins furnishing 57

Gnats, plague of, a possible cause of aban-

donment of pueblos 22

Goodman, J. T., interpretations of Mayan
calendar by, reference to xliv

on Mayan inscriptions and chronol-

ogy 203-305 (often)

summarj^ of work of, on Mayan inscrip-

tions 261

Gorgets from pueblo ruins in Arizona, dis-

covery of - 86,91

figures showing 86,92

Gourd rattle from pueblo ruins 163

Graham, Mount, pueblo ruins near 187

Graham mountains, sacrificial caves in,

visit to 187-188

Grand era, numerical value of, in Mayan
chronology 234

Grave slabs at Chevlon and Homolobi, per-

forations in 106

Gray ware, Pueblo Viejo ruins, character

of 180

Great cycle in Mayan chronology, discus-

sion of 262-275

numerical value of 204,234

symbols for, figures showing 264, 266, 298

Page
Great cycles of Mayan chronology, initial

days of, discussion of 236-248

initial days of, tables showing . . . 236, 255, 256

Hako ritual of the Pawnees, work of Miss
Fletcher on xiv, xxxvii, xliv

Hales, H., pottery collected by 180

Haliotus shells, Pueblo articles made of . . . 92

Hardy, Ariz., ruin examined near 23,31

Hatchets, stone, from Pueblo Viejo ruins,

collection of 183

Havasupais, cavate dwellings of ancestors

of 35-36

Helmets, use of, in ceremonial dances of the

Hopis 143

Hewitt, J. N. B., collections made by,

among' Iroquoian Indians xxxix
work of, on Iroquoian languages,

myths, and customs xiii,

xxix-xxx, xxxii, xxxv-xxx^d
H-figure on Pueblo pottery, reference to... 181

pilder, Frank Frederick, biographic sketch

of xl-xlU
death of xxxviii
work of xxxvii-xxxviii

Hodge, F. W., aid given Dr Fewkes by 120

office work by xxxvii, xxxviii
Holbrook, Ariz., petrified forests near.. 19 (note)

pueblo ruins near, visit to 19, 134-136

Homolobi group of pueblo ruins, animal re-

mains found at, list of species of 110

bone implement from 94

cloth fragments discovered at 97

collections from, study of xviii

date of work at 17

dippers from, figures of 65, xxxiv
excavations at, by Dr Fewkes xviii

food bowls from, views of xxni,
XXVII, XXIX, XXXV, XLIII

See also, Homolobi, etc., pottery from,

below.

former inhabitants of 24-25

jar from, figure showing 67

location of 23-24

matting found at 98

metates found in graves at 103, 104

mug from, figure showing 65

pipe clay, fragments of, found at Ill

pottery from, bird figures and symbols

on 73, 75, 76-77, 81

human face and figures on 71

spider and sun emblem oir 81-82

views of 65, 67,

XXI, XXII, XXIII, xxvii, x.xix,

xxx, XXXI, XX.XII, XX.XIII,

XXXIV, XX.XV, XXXVI, XLIII

prayer sticks from, form of 100

roof and floor construction at 110

ruin 1, bones found at 26

cemetery at, excavations in 28

features of 25, 26

location of 25

plan of 26

ruin 2, excavations at 29

ruin 3, adobe blocks used at 29

bone implements found at 30
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Page

Homolobi group of pueblo ruins, ruin 4,

features of 30

pictographs at 30

shell ornaments from 88, 89, 92

specimens collected at, number of 18

stone implements from, cuts showing.. 102

traditional location of 22

vase from, bird figures on, character of. 75-76

vases from, views of xxi,

XXII, .XXX, X.XXI, XXXII, XXXIII

Honani, ruins near house of, reference to.'. 55

Hopi Indians, abandonment of pueblos on

Little Colorado river by, causes

of 22

esthetic standards among, permanence

of xxiii

ethnobotany of, studies made in 17

evidence from ritual of, as to former

inhabitants of Homolobi 24-25

helmets or masks used in ceremonies of 143

legends of, concerning home of katci-

nas 144-145

pantheon of, office work on xvi-xvii

pottery of, superiority of 129

Hopi pueblos, exploration of ruins at xviii

modern cemetery at, view of lii

ruins between Winslow and, descrip-

tions of 34-56

Horn objects from Chaves pass ruins, refer-

ence to 96

Hough, Walter, aid given Dr Fewkes by.. 17,120

reference to explorations by, near Hol-

brook 135

Huachuca mountains, field work in xiii

Hubbell’s store, Arizona, ruined pueblo

near, mention of 127

Human crania from pueblo ruins in Arizona,

collection of 34,110,134

Human effigy vases from southern Ari-

zona 189-192

Human figures on pottery from pueblo ruins

in Arizona, descriptions of 70-71,

143-145

cuts showing . . 63, 70, 144, xxiv, xxva, xxviift

Human head on handle of ladle from Pue-

blo Viejo ruins, mention of 181

Implements, bone. See Bone implements.

Implements, stone. See Stone implements.

Incineration, practice of, by Pueblo Indians

of Pueble Viejo 175-176

Indian portraits by J. H. Sharp, purchase

of xxxix

Initial days of great cycles of Mayan chro-

nology, discussion of 236-248

tables showing 236,255,256

Insect figures on Pueblo pottery 81-83

Iroquoian Indians, collections made by Mr
Hewitt among xxxix

field work, among xiii

languages of, work on xxxii

myths of, work on xxxv-xxxvi

Irrigation, prehistoric, in Puebio Viejo

valley 178-179

Isleta, N. M., visit to 18

Jack, Mr, aid given Dr Fewkes bv 39, 52

Page

Jars from pueblo ruins in Arizona, features

of 61,181

figures showing 67, 181

Jenks, Albert E., office work by xxl-xxii

Johnston, A. R., on building materials used

in Pueblo Viejo 177

Joseph, Nathan, collection of obsidian

blades obtained through xxxix

Kaolin cup from Chaves pass, cut showing. 96

Katcinas of the Hopi Indians, legendary

home of 144

symbols of, on masks 143

work on xvi-xvii

Set, also Masked dancer.

Kathlamet texts, work on xxxii

Katun, a Mayan term, definition of 273-274

numerical value of 204,234

symbols for, features of 222,223,265

figures showing 268

Keam, T. V., mortuary pottery collected

atShumopovi by. 69 (note), 113 (note)

Kinna Zinde, ruin of. description of 134

Kintiel, age or date of occupation of 126, 127

inhabitants of, speculations concern-

ing 124, 125

population of 127

two pueblos so named 127

Kintiel ruin, architectural features of 125-126

bone objects from, mention of 134

bowl from, bird design on 132,133

frog design on 132

bowls from, cuts showing 131

cemeteries at 126

cemeteries east of, skeletons in 128

clay disks from, mention of 133

coiled vase from, cut showing 130

cup from, cut showing 133

dipper from, description and figure

of 133

with decorated handle, cuts show-

ing 130, 131

documentary history of 124-125

explorations at, purpose of 122

form and general features of 124-128, Liil

human skulls from, mention of 134

investigations at, object of 122

location of 127

miscellaneous objects from 133-134

oveus at, description of 128

plan of LIU

pottery from, decoration of 131-133

general features and form of 129-131

shrine near, objects collected from.. . 127-128

skeleton from 128

stone objects from, mention of 133

stone objects from shrine near 127-128

wood objects from, mention of 133

Kisakobi, clay imitation of Pectunculus

shell from 91

Kiva in Four-mils ruin, mention of 173

Kivas in modern pueblos, mention of 173

Knives, .stone, from pueblo ruins on Little

Colorado river 102-103

Kokyan wiiqti, the Spider maid, legends

concerning 81, 82
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Page
Ladles from pueblo ruins in Arizona, fea-

tures of 63-64

figures showing 62, 63

Landa, Diego de, on Mayan chronology and
arithmetical methods. 252, 253, 274, 282

Langley, S. P., letter of transmittal to iii

Language, development of xxx-xxxi
Leal, Fernando, acknowledgment to xi

Le Plongeon, A., figure cited from “ Queen
Moo” of, reference to 253,299

Leyden stone. See Nephrite stone of Ley-

den museum.
Lignite ornaments from pueblo ruins, char-

acter of 87-88

figures showing 87, 88

“Lines of life” on Pueblo pottery, cut

showing 83

reference to 90, 181

Linguistics, office work in xxx-xxxiii
Little Colorado river, Arizona, pueblos on,

causes of abandonment of . . . 20, 21, 22

Little Colorado river ruins, animal re-

mains from 110

basketry from 98-99

Black falls ruins 39-55

group A, description of 42-47

ruin A, description of 43-44

ruins B, c, D, description of 44

ruins e, f, description of 44

ruins G, H, I, J, description of . . 44-45

ruin G, view of viii

ruins h and j, view of ix

ruin J, plan of 45

views of X, XI'

ruin K, description of 45-46

ruin L, description of 46

ruin M, description of 46-47

the Citadel, description and fig-

ure of 43

view from vii

group B, ruin a, description of 47-50

ruin A, plan of section a of 47

section of section n of 46

views of xii-xvi

ruin B, description of 50

ruin c, description of 50-51

group c, ruin A, description of 51-54

ruin A, plan of -52

views of .51,xvn-.\ix

ruin B, description of 54-55

location of 39

previous exploration of 39

views of vn-.xix

bone implements from 93-95

bow and arrows from 100

building materials of 40, 41

Burro spring ruins 55-56

Cavale ruins near Flagstaff 3.5-39

Chaves pass ruins 32-34

Chevlon ruin 30-32

cloth from 97

crania from 110

disks from 106

fetishes from 107-109

food from 101

gaming canes from 100-101

general features of 20-22

Homolobi group 23-30

Page
Little Colorado river ruins, horn objects

from 96

human crania from 110

matting from 97-98

objects from 56-111

ornaments from 85-93

pigments from 96-97

pottery from, classification of, by color

and surface finish 58-61

classification of, by form 61-69

• color of 192

decorative designs on 69-85

general features of 56-58

map showing 21

prayer sticks from 99-100

racial and clan kinship of inhabitants

of 56

seeds from loi

stone implements from 102-104

stone slabs from 104-106

turtle carapaces from 95

Lizard design on bowl from Kintiel, descrip-

tion and figure of 132

Logistic language, development of xxxi
Logs used in construction of buildings at

Pueblo Viejo ruins, mention of. 177

Loom stones from Four-mile ruin, view of. . i.xv

Lucas, F. A., animal remains from puebio
ruins identified by 26, 110

on features of skull of dog found at

Chaves pass, Arizona 27

Lund, J. J., w'ork of xl

McGee, W J, administrative report by... i.x-xliv

ceremonies among Yaki Indians wit-

nessed by xxxiv
ethnologic collection made by xxxviii-

xxxix
field work by xi-xii, xxvii-xxviii

letter of transmittal by iii

office work by xv-xvi, xxiv
on Mayan arithmetical methods 282

Mahler. See Maler.

Maine, field work in ix, x
Maize found in pueblo ruins on Little Colo-

rado river, character of 101

Maler, Teobert, figure of inscription at Xca-
lumkin, Yucatan, reproduced
from photograph by 253

Mammalian figures on pottery from pueblo
ruins, description and figures,

of 71-72,153-154

Masked dancer, face of, on pottery from
Shumopovi 115, l.l

figure of, on bowl from Four-mile ruin,

cut showing 144

description of 143

Masks, u.se of, in ceremonies of Hopi In-

dians 143

Mata, Aurelio, aid given Mr McGee by xii

Mattaponi Indians, di.scovery of remnants

of tribe of xii

Matting from puebio ruins, character and
use of 97

figure showing type specimen of 97

Maudslay, A. P., inscriptions from Mayan
monuments from wtirks of 211,

217, 218, 221, 224, 225, 227, 229, 230,

231, 254, 266, LXXI-LXX V, LXXVIII
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Page

Maudslay, A. P., work of, in Central

American archeology, reference

to xliv, 203

Maya dictionary, work in transcribing . . . xxxiii

Mayan calendar systems, paper on, by Cyrns

Thomas 197-305

characterization of xliii-xliv

names of days of, table showing 278

Mayan chronology, ahan symbols in, dis-

cussion of 265

figures showing 267

calendar tables of 304-305

cycle symbol in, discussion of and figures

showing 234-237, 268

full count in, symbols for 264

great cycles in, discussion of 262-275

initial dates of, table showing 255,256

symbols for 264, 266

katun symbols in 265, 267

number tables of 304-305

symbols for numerals in, discussion and
figures of 210-217, 264

time periods of, terms designating 204

value of calendar terms in 204,234

Mayan inscriptions, initial series of 203-226

secondary series of 226-233

significance of terminal dates in 290-299

Mayan method of calculation, discussion

of 282-290

Mayan numeral system, figures from Dres-

den codex illustrating 259

principles of 259-261

significance of 290-299

Menchero, map by, reference to 19

Metate from pueblo ruin, cut showing 184

Metates, burial of, with women and girls. 103-104

mention of 160

Mexican tribes, language of, study of xxxi-

xxxii

Mexico, field work in i.x, xi-xii

hieroglyphic records of, work on xxxvi
Mica plates, finding of, in pueblo ruins 111

Migrations of tribes, study of xviii-xix

Mindeleff, Cosmos, Homolobi group of pueb-

los identified by 22

work of, at Kintiel 125

Mindeleff, Victor, Kintiel ruin described by 125

Mishongnovi, Flute ceremony at 18

Moberly, .Jim, work of xii

Moccasin-shaped jar from Pueblo Viejo 181

Mogollon mountains, cliff houses in, refer-

ence to 20

Molina, Audomaro, work of, on translation

of Diccionario de Motul x.xxiii

Monolithic animal at Quirigua, figure show-

ing part of 211

great cycle symbol from 266

Mooney, James, collections made by, among
Cherokee Indians xxxi.x

field work by xii

work of, on Cherokee myths . . . x.xxiv-xxxv

on Cyclopedia of Native Tribes. . .x.xxvii

Morfi, Padre, manuscript history of Texas

by, work on translation of .. xxxviii

Mortar from Pueblo V'iejo ruins, description

and figure of 184, 185

Page

Mortars for grinding paint, from pueblo

ruins on Little Colorado river,

finding of 104

Mortuary pottery. See Pottery.

Mosaic frog from Chaves pass ruin, view
of .XLIV

Mosaic ornaments from pueblo ruins, char-

acter of 15-87

Moth designs, occurrence of, on Pueblo

pottery 81

Moth or butterfly, Pueblo symbol for 105

Motion pictures of Pueblo industries,

etc., work of O. P. Phillips

on xiii-xiv

Motul, Diccionario de, work on translation

of xxxiii

Mount Graham. See Graham, Mount.

Mug. .S'eeCup; Dipper.

Mugs from pueblo ruins, features of 65-66

figures of 64, 65, 66

Mushroom-shaped implements of stone

found in pueblo ruins, use of . . . 104

Myths, Cherokee, work on xxxiv-xxxv
comparative study of xxix-xxx
Iroquoian, work on xx.xv-xxxvi

Pueblo, work on xxxvi
Zuni, work on xxxvi

Nansemond Indians, remnants of tribe of,

discovery of xii

Nantacks, arrowheads of volcanic glass

from 183

sacrificial cave in, amphora from, cut

showing 189

bowl from, ent showing 188

collections from 188-189

human effigy vase from 189

Natick Dictionary, progress of work on ... xxxii

Native Tribes, Cyclopedia of, progress of

work on xx.xvil

Necrology: Frank Frederick Hilder xl-xlii

Needle-like implements of bone from

pueblo ruins, finding of 94

Nephrite stone of Leyden museum, dis-

cussion and figure of 302-303

significance of date on, discussion of. . . 294

New caves near Flag.staff, Ariz., description

of .37-38

entrance to, view of iii

view of II

New-fire ceremony, use of fetishes in 108

New Mexico, field work in ix, xiii

office work on collections from .xvii

New York, field work in i.x, xiii

Nordenskiold, G., bone implements found

by, in cliff houses at Mesa Verde,

reference to 95

features of Mesa Verde ruins described

and-figured by 105, 124

Norris, Hugh, work of, as Papago inter-

preter xii

North Carolina, field work in i.x, .xii

Nought, in Mayan face numerals, symbol
for, discussion of.. 210-211,211-212,214

Number tables of Mayan chronological sys-

tem 304-305
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Page
Objects collected. See Specimens.

Obsidian blades, collection of, obtained

through Mr Nathan Joseph . . . xxxix
Office work, detailed report on xv-xxxvlii

general scope of ix

Oklahoma, field work in xiv

Old caves near Flagstaff, Ariz., description

of 36-37

view of I

Old Shumopovi ruins, bowl with snout

from, cut showing 114

excavations at, stoppage of 112

general features of 111-113

pottery from, bird designs on 115-118

decoration of 114-119

gaming cane design on 118

general features and form of 113

reptilian design on, description and

figure of 114

specimens collected at, number of 18

views of xLviii, XLix, l, li

Olney, D., pueblo ruins near ranch of 173

Onondaga Indians, legends of, sociologic

value of xxix-xxx
Ontario, field work in i.v

Oraibi type of basketry, from Chevlon, cuts

showing 98, 99

Oral language, development of xxxi

Ornaments from pueblo ruins in Arizona,

character of 85-93, 163, 187

Ovens, Pueblo, description of 128, 139

Paint mortars from pueblo ruins 104, 184, 185

Paints, specimens of, from pueblo ruins... 96,184,

Pahos. See Prayer sticks.

Palenque, inscriptions at, significance of

terminal dates on 290-299

Palmer, Dr E., pottery collected by, refer-

ence to 34

Pamunkey Indians, field work among xii

Papago Indians, field study of xi

quatern symbols among xv

Patki clans, abandonment of pueblos on

Little Colorado river by, causes

of 22

chiefs of 24

former habitat of 23, 24

Patun people, former inhabitants of Homo-
lobi 24

Pawnee Indians, field work among xiv,

xxxvii, xliv

Pectunculus shell, clay imitation of, from
Kisakobi 91

mosaic work on, views of xliv
ornaments made of 88-89, 91

Period symbols in Mayan chronology 222-223

Petrified forest near Holbrook, ancient

habitations in 135-136

Petroglyphs at ruined pueblo at Black falls

of Little Colorado river 49

Phillips, 0. P., work by, on motion pictures

of Pueblo industries, etc xiii-xiv

Philology, office work in xxx-xxxiii

Photo-portraits of Indians, work on xxxviii

Piba people, former inhabitants of Homo-
lobi 24

Pictography, coiitrilmtions to, liy studies of

pottery from Arizona pueblos . . 69-70

Page
Pigments, burial of, by ancient Indians,

sacrificial nature of 96

pieces of, found in pueblo ruins 96,184

Pima basketry, Collection of xxxix
Pinedale ruins, age of 167

bone implements from 166-167

buildings of 164-166

collections from 166-167

examination of 121

form of 165

location of 165

pottery from, character and decoration

of 166

reference to 121

skeletons from 166

work at 164

Pipe clay, fragments of, found at Homolobi. Ill

Pitcher from Four-mile ruin, views of lix

Place, Lem., pueblo ruins near house of... 173

Plumed Snake on pottery from Old Shumo-
povi, description and figure of. 114, 116

Polishing stones from ruined pueblos on

Little Colorado, varieties of 103

Potter’s outfit from Four-mile ruin, finding

of 158

Pottery, ancient, in Arizona, distribution

of, map showing lxx
influence of environment on 122

Pottery from pueblo ruins in Arizona, classi-

fication of, by color and surface

finish 58-61, 179-180

classification of, by form 01-69

coarse, decorated, figure showing 65

reference to 58

colors of, black, reference to 59

black and white, features of ... 59-60,180

gray, features of 180

red, reference to 180,192

red and black, reference to 60

red and brown, reference to 58-59

red, black, and white, reference

to 60-61

white and green, reference to 61

yellow, reference to 59, 192

decoration of 69-85,

114-119, 131-133, 142-143, 166, 180-182

arachnid designs on 81-83

animal figures on. . 71, 72, 145, 153, 154, LXft

bird designs on 73-81, 115-118, 146-148

figures showing 74,75,

76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 115, 116

117, 118, 132, 146, 147, 148, 154

butterfly designs on 81, 148

figure showing •. . . . 149

feather designs on 73, 75-81, 149

figures showing 151

geometrical designs on. 83-85,160-152,1.55

human figures on, character of 70-71,

143-145

cuts showing 63,

70, XXIV, x.xvn, x.xviift

insect figures on, features of 81-83

quadruped figures on, descriptions

and figures of. . 71, 72, 14.5, 153, 1.54, ilx6

form and general features of 56-58,

113, 129-131, 142, 179-180
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Page

Pottery from pueblo ruins in Arizona, Gila

type of 141,193

glazed, ruins furnishing 57

mortuary types of, character and treat-

ment of 158

surface finish of, glazed 57

polished, decorated, features of. 58-61, 180

polished, undecorated, features of. 58,180

rough, decorated, character of 58,179

figure showing 65

undecorated, rough 58,140,179

Powell, J. W., field work by x
office work by xxiv, xxx-xxxi, xxxiii

on inhabitants of cavate dwellings near

Flagstaff 35

Prayer sticks, absence of, from Four-mile

ruin 163

remnants of, from pueblo ruins in Ari-

zona, description of 100

Prehistoric migrations of tribes, study

of xyiii-xix

Property, report on xl

Publications, work on xxxviii

Pueblo, definition of the term 193

Pueblo architecture, types of, evolution

of 193-195

Pueblo Grande. See Kintiel.

Pueblo Indians, building materials used

by 29,176,177

motion pictures of ceremonies of xiv

myths of, work on xxxvi

origin of xix

Pueblo pottery, distinctive character of, in

different regions 122-123, 142-143

See also Pottery.

Pueblo ruins in southern Arizona, explora-

tions in, paper by J. Walter

Fewkes on 1-195

paper on, by Dr Fewkes, characteriza-

tion of xliii

Pueblo Viejo valley, ancient people of, cre-

mation of dead by 17.5-176

Buena Vista ruins in, description of.. 171-173

changes in, since 1847 174-175

Epley’s ruin in, description of 171

former population of 175

history of 168-169

irrigation (prehistoric) in, practice

of 178-179

location of 168

pueblo ruins in, architecture of 176-177

arrow polishers from 182, 183

bowls from, views of i.xvn, lxi.x

building materials of 177

distribution of 170

effigy vase from 191-192

general features of 168-170

jars from, moccasin or slipper-

shaped 181

ladle from, human head on 181

metate from, cut .showing 184

mortars from, description of 184-185

pigments from, finding of 184

pottery from, black and white ware,

decoration of 1,80-182

form, color, and finish of 179-l.sO

Page
Pueblo Viejo valley, pueblo ruins in, pot-

tery from, rough ware, undec-

orated, character of 179

similarity between that from
Four-mile ruin and 141

reference to 173

shell ornaments from, character of. 187

stone objects from, description of. 183-186

vases from, description of. 181-182, 191-192

views of 191, 1..XVII, i,.xvni, lxix
visit to 121

terraced gardens (prehistoric) in 177-178

Pueblos of refuge, mention of 165

Pueblos of the Southwest, dual character

of many of the 165

Quadruped figures on pottery from piieblo

ruins, descriptions of 72, 145, 154

cuts showing 71, 72, 153, lx6
Quartz crystals, probable use of, by Pueblo

Indians 186

Quatern symbols, range and diversity of. xv-xvi
Quirigua, face numerals of initial series of

inscriptions at 203-219

face numerals of in.scriptions at, second-

ary series of 226-233

Stela A, discussion c>f 215-217, 232-233

plate showing lxxv
Stela C, discussion of 217-219, 233, 257

figure showing 217

Stela E, discussion of 228-232

figures and plates showing 229,

230, 231, LX.xir, Lxxvni
Stela F, discussion of 203-212,226-228

figure and plates showing 217,

L-X,XI,LXXIII

Stela J, discussion of 212-215

plate showing lxxiv
inscriptions at, great cycle symbols on,

figures showing 266

figures and plates showing 211,

217, 218, 221, 224, 22.5, 227,229,

230,231, 1.XXI-LXXV, I.XXVIII

terminal dates of, significance of. . 290-293

Rabbit people, former inhabitants of Homo-
lobi 24

.

Raccoon, suggestion of figure of, on vessel

from Four-mile ruin 145, lx6
Rain-cloud people. See Patki.

Rain-cloud symbols on objects from pueblo
ruins iiiArizona.description of. . 73-

74,1.55-1.58

views of 74, 80, 81, 157, .xi.vi

Rattle, gourd, from pueblo ruins, dc.scrip-

tion of 163

.shell, from pueblo ruins, figure show-

ing 91

Red ware from pueblo ruins, character of.. ISO

Red and black ware from pueblo ruins 60,

XXXIV, .XXXVI, -XXXI.X

Red and brown ware from pueblo ruins,

reference to .58-.59

views showing .x.xvi-.x.xi.x

Red and white ware from pueblo ruins,

views showing xxxv
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Page
Red, black, and white ware from pueblo

ruins, reference to 60-61

views showing xxi-xxv, xxxiii, xxxiv,

XXXV, XXXVI, XXXVIII

Red, brown, and yellow ware from pueblo

ruins, views showing xxv
Reed, Mr, aid given Dr Fewkes by 39

Reptilian form on bowl from Shumopovi,

description and figure of 114, 115

Reservoir at ruined pueblo on Little Colo-

rado river, description of 49

view of XVI

Reservoirs for irrigation used by Pueblo

Indians, remains of 178

Rings, finger, of shell, from pueblo ruins in

Arizona, discovery of 91

Rio Tularosa, ruined pueblos on 180

Robinson, Mr, aid given Dr Fewkes by 39

Roof and floor construction at Homolobi,

manner of 110

Rough ware from Four-mile ruin, descrip-

tion and figure of 141

See also Pottery, surface finish of, rough.

Russell, Frank, collections made by, in

Arizona xxxix
field work of xiii

office work by, on architectural types

of southern Arizona xxiii

Rust, H. N., collection of stone objects from
California, purchase of xxxix

Sacrificial caves. See Graham mountains;

Nantacks.

Sand fleas, plague of, a possible cause of

abandonment of pueblos on
Little Colorado river 22

Sandia, inhabitants of, descent of 19

visit to 18,19

San ,Ios6, Ariz., cinerary urn found near.. 181-18

Pueblo pottery found near 173

San Pedro river, field work along xii

San Rafael valley, field work in xiii

Santa Catalina range, field work in xiii

Saucer from Fo'ur-mile ruin, decoration on. 142

Savagery, social organization in xxiv-xxvii

Saville. M. H., aid rendered by 253,299

photographs of inscriptions from Cen-

tral American monuments fur-

nished by 253,299,301

Saws or files of stone from pueblo ruins,

description of :... 103,159

Seeds, occurrence of, in mortuary bowls

at ruined pueblos in Arizona... 101

Selenite plates, finding of, in pueblo ruins. Ill

Seler, Eduard, on Cakehiquel calendar 279

on Mayan chronologic tables. 245-246,257-258

on significance of certain face numerals
in Mayan inscriptions 226

on significance of terminal “dates of Ma-
yan inscriptions 291-292

Sharp, J. H„ Indian portraits by, pur-

chase of xxxix
Shell ornaments from pueblo ruins, char-

acter of 88-93, 187

Shumopovi (Old), ruins of, bowl with snout

from, cut showing 114

Page
Shumopovi (Old), excavations at, stoppage

of .’ 112

general features of 111-113

.pottery from, bird designs on 115-118

decoration of 114-119

gaming-cane design on, cut show-
ing 118

general features and form of 113

rain-cloud design on, mention of . . . 1.56

reptilian design on, description of.. 115

figure showing m
specimens collected at, number of 18

views of XLVIII, XLIX,L, LI

Shumwayq Ariz., pueblo ruin near 164

Sign language, reference to xxx
Sikyatki, pottery from, decoration on, gen-

eral character of 133,153

pottery from, features of 151,1.53

rain-cloud symbols on, mention of . 156

Sitgreave, L., on features of Chevlon creek. 31

ruined pueblos in Arizona figured by . . 35

Sitting Bull belt, obtained for National Mu-
seum collection .' xxxix

Skeletons from pueblo ruins, mention of. 128, 166

Skeletons and mortuary objects from Four-

mile ruin 139-140

Skulls, human, from pueblo ruins, collec-

tion of 34, 110, 134

Sky-band, absence of, from specimens from
Little Colorado ruins 74

Slabs of stone. See Stone slab.s.

Slavery among primitive peoples, researches

on xxiv-xxvii
Slipper-shaped vessels from pueblo ruins,

descriptions and figures of 69, 181

Snake (Plumed) on pottery from pueblo

ruins, description of 115

figure showing 114

Snake dance, reference to •. . . 18

Mishongnovi variant of, observation

of 120

Snowflake, Ariz., pueblo ruins near 121,164

Sociology, office work in xxiv-xxx
Solomonville, Ariz., pueblo ruins near 171

Sonora, Mexico, field work in ix

Sonoyta valley, Mexico, field work in xiii

Sophiology, office work in xxxiii-xxxvii

Specimens collected from Arizona pueblo

ruins, number and general

character of 18

Spherical stones from Pueblo Viejo ruins,

description of 183

Spider, importance of, in Pueblo mythology. 81

figure of, on bowl from Homolobi 81,82

Spider woman, legends concerning 81, 82

Spiral design on pottery from pueblo ruins,

cuts showing 1.51,L,xiv

Springs, pueblosgenerally located near. 55 (note)

Squash people, former inhabitants of Homo-
. lobi 24

Stein, Robert, field observations by, on Es-

kimo settlements xiv

Steiner collection of stone implements, pur-

chase of xxxix
Stevenson, Mrs JI. C., work of, on Zuni

myths and ceremonies xxxvi
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Page

Stone from Four-mile ruin, used in belt

frame, description of 159-160

figure of 160

Stone ax from Homolobi, figure .showing .. 102

Stone balls from Pueblo Viejo ruins, de-

scription of 183

Stone birds from Woodruff butte, descrip-

tion and figures of 135

Stone fetish from Pueblo Viejo ruins, cut

showing 186

Stone hatchets from Pueblo Viejo ruins,

collection of 183

Stone implements from pueblo ruins, de-

scriptions of 102-104,

133, 1.59-160, 183-185

figures .showing 102, 182, 183, 184

Rust collection of. purchase of xxxix

Steiner collection of, purchase of xxxix

Stone objects from shrine at Kintiel, men-
tion of 127-128

Stone slabs from pueblo ruins in Arizona,

descriptions of 104-106,

160-162,185-186

figures showing 161; 185, 186, XLVI, LXV
perforations in 106, 160-162

Stones, perforated, use of, by Pueblo In-

dians 186

See also Stone .slabs.

Stott ranch ruin, location and characterof . . 108

pottery from, character of 167

Sulphur, fragment of, found at Chevlon ... Ill

Sun, Temple of, atPalenque, face numerals

at, value of 219-220

Sun emblem on pottery from pueblo ruins,

cut showing 150

reference to 82

Sun people. See Tawa people.

Sunset, a Mormon town near site of Homo-
. lobi, cau.se of abandonment of. . 21

Surface finish, classification of ware from

pueblo ruins by 68-61,179,180

Swanton, John R., work by xii, xxxii-xxxiii

Swastika, wide range and diversity of,

among American aborigines. . xv-xvi

Swisshelm mountains, field work in xiii

Symbolic types of art, study of xvii-xviii

Symboli.sm of American aborigines, office

researches relating to xv-xvi

Symbols, numerical, of Mayan inscriptions.

See Mayan.
Symbols, quatern, wide range and diversity

of xv-xvi

Tanner’s spring, .Vrizona, pueblo ruins near 127

Tawa people, former inhabitants of Homo-
lobi 24

Tcipiya pueblo, location of 23

Tciibkwitcalobi, name of, origin of 33

See also Chaves pass ruin.

Technology, office work in xix-xxiii

Tempe, people of, relations of, to people of

Verde valley 34

Temple of the Sun at Palenque, face numer-

als at, values of 219

Tepoka Indians, extinction of xi

habitations of, discovery of traces of . . . xi

Page
Tesuki, visit to 18

Thatcher, j)uebIo ruins near, mention of... 173

Thomas, Cyrus, aid by, in linguistic classifi-

cation xxxi-xxxii
Maj’an calendar systems, paper on . . . 197-305

characterization of paper by xliii-xliv

work of, on hieroglj'phic records xxxvi
Thomas, Miss Jessie, work of, on translation

of Diccionario de Motul xxxiii

Tiguas, Mesa de las, site of Payupki so

called by Menchero 19

Tikal, Central America, numeral system

used at 254

Time neriods of llayan chronology, terms

designating 204

Tonto valley, field work in xiii

Tribal activities, definition of x
Tribes, classification of x

cyclopedia .of native, work on xxxvii

Pueblo, prehistoric migrations of, study

of xviii-xix

Troano codex, references to 252,253

Trumbull, ,T. H., Natick dictionary com-
pleted by xxxi

Tubes made of bone, from pueblo ruins,

description of 94-95

figure showing 95

Tularosa, Rio, ruined pueblos on 180

Turkey, use of, by Pueblo Indians 27-28

Turkey Tank caves, Arizona, description of. 38-39

view of IV

Turquoise, Pueblo ornaments of, descrip-

tions of 86

Pueblo armlet inlaid with, figure show-

ing 90

Turritella shells, Pueblo articles made of . . . 91

Tui*le carapaces from pueblo ruins at

Chevlon, description of 95

disk of, cut showing 96

Tusayan, map of 21

visit to, reference to 120

Tusayan pottery, characteristic color of . . . 192

decorations on, superiority of 129

Urns, cinerary, from Pueblo Viejo, descrip-

tions of 173, 181-182

plates showing i,xvir, Lxixc

Vase, coiled, from Kintiel ruin, description

and figure of 130

Vases from pueblo ruins in Arizona, bird

designs on 7-5-70

description of 61, 181-182, 189

human figures on, de.scription of 71

views of 68,73,7.5,

1.51, xx-xxii, .xx.x-.x.xxiii, xx.xviir,

XI.VII-L, I.IX, LXn, LXIV, I.XVn-LXIX

See also Pottery.

Vases in human effigy from pueblo ruins

in .Arizona, descriptions of... 189-192

figures showing 1.89,191

Verde valley, people of, relations of, to peo-

ple of Casa Grande and Tempe. 31

pottery from, similarity of. to that from

Cha-'es pass and Gila-Salado

basin 34
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Page

Viejo. See Pueblo Viejo.

Vigesimal system, use of, in Mayan chro-

nology 217,234-236

Virginia, field work in ix, xii

Volcanic glass, arrowheads of, from the

Nantacks 183

Walpi, chiefs of, belonging to Patki clan... 24

symbolic types of art in, study of., xvii-xviii

Flute ceremony at, reference to 18

Water-house people, clans of 2i

traditional home of ancestors of 22,24

White ware, from ruined pueblos on Little

Colorado river, reference to 61

White and black ware from pueblo ruins. 59-60,

180, XX, XX.XII, XXXIV,

XXXV, XXXVI, XLI

White and green ware from pueblo ruins. . . 61,

XLIlft

White and red ware from pueblo ruins,

view showing xxxv
White, black, and red ware from pueblo

ruins 60-61, xxi-xxv,
XXXIII, xxxiv, xxxv, xxxvi, XXXVIII

Winslow, Arizona, date of work near 17

ruins between Hopi pueblos and, de-

scriptions of 34-56

ruins near, description of 25-34

former inhabitants of 24-25

identification of, as Homolobi 22

location of 23

Wisconsin, field work in ix

Wood, H. S., editorial work of xxxviii

Wood objects from Kintiel, mention of 133'

Woodruff butte, stone birds from, descrip-

tion and figures of 135

Page
Wristlets of shell from pueblo ruins on Lit-

tle Colorado river, discovery of. 90

Written language, development of xxxi

Xcalumkin, Yucatan, inscription at, discus-

sion of 299-300

inscription at, figure showing 253

Yaki Indians, ceremonies of, account of . . xxxiv
Yellow ware from pueblo ruins in Arizona,

reference to 59

views showing xxvii-xxviii

Yellow, red, and brown ware, from pueblo

ruins, plate showing xxv
Yucatan, inscriptions and sculptures of,

work on xxxvi
Inscription on tablet from 253

Yucatec group of Mayan codices 252

Y’’ucca fiber, use of, by ancient Pueblo Indi-

ans 97

Zapeda, Sr Ramon, work of, as Mexican in-

terpreter xii

Zuck, Frank, aid given Dr Fewkes by 120-164

cemetery of ancient Pinedale ruin dis-

covered by 166

Zuni, visit by Dr Fewkes to 18

Zufii Indians, intermingling of, with Hopi
Indians, in ancient times 125

legends of, concerning home of Katci-

nas 144-145

myths and ceremonies of, work on
memoir of xxxvi

quatern symbols used by xvi

pottery of, inferiority of, as compared
to that of Hopi Indians. 129
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